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ABSTRACT 

 
This document outlines the development of a Design Log Instrument (DLI) intended for use in 
identifying moments of abstraction as evidence of STEM content knowledge transfer. Many 
theoretical approaches to explaining knowledge transfer are rooted in a belief that transfer occurs 
through knowledge abstraction (Reed, Ernst, & Banerji, 1974; Gick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983). 
The DLI prompts participants to be reflective during technological/engineering design activities. 
During the development of this instrument, a three-phase multiple case: embedded design was 
used. Three distinct Phases accommodated the collection and analysis of data necessary for this 
investigation: Phase 1: Pilot Case Study, Phase 2: Establishing Content Validity, and Phase 3: 
Establishing Construct Validity. During Phase 3, data from the DLI was collected at each of 
seven work sessions from two design teams each working through different engineering 
problems. At the end of Phase 3, a comparison of abstractions found in DLI responses and 
observation data (Audio/Video transcripts) indicated the extent to which the DLI independently 
reflected those abstractions revealed in observations (Audio/Video transcripts). Results of this 
comparison showed that the DLI has the potential to be 68% reliable to reveal abstracted 
knowledge. Further analysis of these findings showed ancillary correlations between the percent 
abstractions found per DLI reflective prompt and the percent abstractions found per T/E design 
phase. Specifically, DLI Reflective Prompts 2 and 3 correlate with T/E Design Phases 3 and 4 
(58% and 76% respectively of the total abstractions) which deal with design issues related to 
investigating the problem and developing alternate solutions. DLI Reflective Prompts 4 and 5 
correlate with T/E Design Phases 5 and 6 (22% and 24% respectively of total abstractions) which 
deal with design issues related to choosing a solution and developing a prototype. Findings also 
indicate that there are highs and lows of abstraction throughout the T/E design process. The 
implications of these highs and lows are that specific phases of the T/E design process can be 
targeted for research and instruction. By targeting specific T/E design phases, a researcher or 
instructor can increase the likelihood of fostering abstractions as evidence of STEM content 
knowledge transfer.    
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Chapter I: Introduction 

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) literacy is a critical 

component of 21st century education (AAAS, 1989, 1993; NCTM, 2000; ITEA, 2000). The need 

for a STEM literate population provides the basis for America’s current educational reform 

agenda. The central tenet of STEM literacy is the preparation of people who are knowledgeable 

of the connections between the content and practices of the STEM fields. This is in contrast to 

the silo method of education, which teaches the STEM disciplines independently of each other. 

When conceived as an integrative curriculum model designed around teamwork and problem-

solving environments, Integrative STEM education is the ideal pathway for achieving STEM 

literacy (Sanders, 2008, 2006b; Wells, 2008).   

Each STEM discipline views teaching and learning from a different pedagogical lens. 

Mathematics educators use problem solving as a way of thinking that involves building and 

applying abstract, logically connected networks of ideas (Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1990). These 

networks of abstraction act as a framework for solving novel mathematical problems. Science 

education employs the scientific method of inquiry. The inquiry activity is generated from 

student experiences and “predominantly [based] on real phenomena, in classrooms, outdoors, or 

in laboratory settings, where students are given investigations or guided toward fashioning 

investigations that are demanding but within their capabilities” (NRC, 1996, p. 31).  

Technology education uses an open-ended technological design-based learning pedagogy 

(ITEA, 2000). In open-ended technological design-based learning students are presented with a 

real world design problem. Students are encouraged to develop their own knowledge base and 

criteria for their final solution, usually under the guidance of the teacher (Barrows, 1986). The 

students solve this real world problem using a technological design approach. This approach 
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includes defining the problem, stating a need, collecting information, developing alternative 

solutions, choosing an optimal solution, prototyping, and evaluation (Hutchinson & Karsnitz, 

1994; Raizen, Sellwood, Todd, & Vickers, 1995; Wells, 2008). As the remaining discipline of 

STEM education, engineering education incorporates science, technology, and mathematics as 

no other discipline does (EAC, 2004; NAE, 2004).  Engineering is essentially a marriage of 

science, technology, and mathematics applied to help solve real world problems. Engineering 

education utilizes the engineering design process as a method to solve these real world problems 

(EAC, 2004; NAE, 2004). Similar to technological design, engineering design is “the systematic 

and creative application of science and mathematical principles to practical ends such as the 

design, manufacture, and operation of efficient and economical structures, machines, processes, 

and systems” (ITEA, 2000, p.238). 

The pedagogies of technology education and engineering education utilize a design 

process to bring science, technology, engineering, and mathematics together in concert to solve 

real-world problems. This technological/engineering (T/E) design process has strong potential 

for application in bringing STEM concepts together to solve real-world problems (Sanders, 2006, 

2007; Wells, 2010, 2008, 2007a, 2007b, 2006). Throughout the T/E design process, there are 

many opportunities for students to use the knowledge learned in one discipline and apply it to the 

problems presented in another. For example, if a student is trying to design a bridge he/she needs 

to have some understanding of forces, which is knowledge learned in physics. The student would 

also need to understand how to apply mathematical calculations to help solve this problem. This 

process of activating knowledge gained in one context and used in another is “knowledge 

transfer.” A traditional definition of knowledge transfer is “the ability to apply knowledge or use 

knowledge from one problem, situation or context to another” (Anderson, 2005). Although 
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Anderson’s definition is a broad understanding of knowledge transfer, other researchers have 

taken a more specific approach to its study. Many theoretical approaches to explaining 

knowledge transfer are rooted in a belief that knowledge becomes generalizable through its 

abstraction. Reed, Ernst, and Banerji (1974) and Gick and Holyoak (1980, 1983) hypothesized 

that the construction of abstract rules, schemata, or other mental representations serve as the 

primary cognitive support for knowledge transfer. Other theorists in the field also support the 

belief that abstractions are mental representations of knowledge transfer (Fuchs, Fuchs, Prentice, 

Burch, Hamlett, Owen, Hosp, & Jancek 2003; Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thompson, 2003; 

Gentner & Markman, 1997; Gentner & Medina, 1998; Reed, 1993; Singley & Anderson, 1989). 

By theorizing there is a connection between abstractions and the transfer of knowledge, it is 

possible to develop studies to substantiate this connection. Requisite of any such study would be 

operationalizing what constitutes a connection. Therefore, for this study the operationalized 

version of Anderson’s definition of knowledge transfer was the abstraction of any knowledge, 

information, or experiences by participants and used when trying to understand higher order 

concepts. The T/E design process is uniquely suited to foster knowledge transfer because 

knowledge from different content areas provides the foundation of solving real-world problems.  

Rationale for the Study 

Through participation in the ongoing work of Dr. John G. Wells on investigating the use 

of Design-Based Biotechnology LiteracyTM (DBBLTM) Problem Scenarios, the researcher of this 

study was made aware of the potential for research in this area. The main goal of Wells’ work 

was to investigate the transfer of science and technology content/concepts during DBBLTM 

Problem Scenarios (Wells, 2010; Wells, White, & Dunham, 2000) developed to intentionally 

promote knowledge transfer. In order for Wells to investigate knowledge transfer in DBBLTM 
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ProbScens, an instrument was needed, capable of generating evidence of transfer.  The study 

presented in this document builds on Wells’ prior work (2010, 2008, 2007a, 2007b, 2006) to 

develop a valid knowledge transfer instrument that could be used for any T/E design-based 

learning activity.  

Technological/engineering (T/E) design has been identified as a core element for literacy 

by the Standards for Technological Literacy (ITEA, 2000), the National Science Education 

Standards (NRC, 1996), and the Criteria for Accrediting Engineering Programs (Engineering 

Accreditation Board [ABET], 2004). As the benefits of a T/E design approach become clearer, 

further empirical evidence is needed to show how effective a T/E design approach is to foster the 

transfer of STEM content knowledge. T/E design activities that promote teamwork and social 

interaction enhance the transfer of knowledge (Fortus, 2005). Current literature reveals that we 

do not yet fully understand what effect T/E design has on the transfer of STEM content 

knowledge. The research in this case study therefore addresses the need to better understand the 

transfer of STEM content knowledge and build a body of empirical evidence by attempting to 

identify instances of transfer throughout the T/E design process. Doing so will provide 

researchers with an instrument that will allow them to make judgments regarding instances of 

transfer in T/E design.   

Problem Statement 

The problem that this study addresses is the need for ample empirical evidence to support the 

belief that the Design Log Instrument (DLI) can facilitate the evidencing of STEM content 

knowledge transfer.        
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Null Hypothesis (Ho) 

The use of a DLI does not provide data to allow a researcher to make judgments regarding the 

transfer of STEM content knowledge. 

Research Questions 

This study investigates the following research questions:  

• In what ways does the use of a Design Log provide evidence of the transfer of STEM 

content knowledge while students are engaged in a technological/engineering design-

based learning activity? 

RQ-S1 What phrasing of Design Log reflective prompts effectively reveal STEM 

content connections?  

RQ-S2 To what extent can a Design Log instrument allow a researcher to make 

judgments regarding the transfer of STEM content knowledge?  

Limitations 

1. The results of this instrument development are not generalizable beyond undergraduate 

engineering science students at the large southeastern university where this study took 

place.   

2. Although its intended use was with all students engaged in T/E design, only engineering 

students tested the DLI.  

Definitions 

Integrated Curriculum  

An educational sequence organized in such a way that “cuts” across disciplines and 

teaches students to transfer knowledge to the real world (Beane, 1997; Drake & Burns, 

2004; NCTE, 1935; Pring, 1973; Shoemaker, 1989).      
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Integrative Curriculum 

 An educational curriculum that intentionally fosters disciplinary connections  

  through coursework that involves the use of knowledge from several different disciplines   

  (Drake & Burns, 2004; Sanders, 2008; Wells, 2008).    

Integrative STEM Education  

Technological/Engineering design-based learning approaches that intentionally integrate 

the content and process of science and/or mathematics education with the content and 

process of technology and/or engineering education. Integrative STEM Education may be 

enhanced through further integration with other school subjects such as language arts, 

social studies, art, etc. (Sanders & Wells, 2010). 

Knowledge Transfer 

The abstraction of any knowledge, information, or experiences by participants and used 

when trying to understand higher order concepts (Anderson, 2005; Fuchs, et. al, 2003; 

Gagné, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005; Gagné & Paradise, 1961; Gentner & Markman, 

1997; Gentner & Medina, 1998; Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thompson, 2003; Gick & 

Holyoak 1980, 1983, 1987; Lobato, 1997, 2003, 2006; Reed, Ernst, & Banerji 1974; 

Reed, 1993; Singley & Anderson, 1989).  

Vertical Knowledge Transfer 

Vertical transfer represents the relationship between higher order and lower order 

cognitive skills (Gagne, 1969). 

Lateral Knowledge Transfer 

Lateral transfer occurs when skills learned at roughly the same cognitive skill level 

transfer to a new context (Gagne, 1969).    
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Abstraction 

To abstract a principle is to identify a generic quality or pattern across instances of the 

principle. In formulating an abstraction, an individual deletes details across exemplars, 

which are irrelevant to the abstract category…These abstractions are represented in 

symbolic form and avoid contextual specificity so they can be applied to other instances 

or across situations (Fuchs, Fuchs, Prentice, Burch, Hamlett, Owen, 2003,  

p. 294) 

Open-Ended Problem-Based Learning 

An approach to teaching and learning where students work through a real-world problem 

designed to foster free inquiry. They can develop their own database and hypothesis - 

usually under the guidance of the teacher (Barrows, 1986).  

Problem-Based Learning 

Problem-based learning is a phrase that describes acquiring knowledge, information, and 

learning techniques and processes while working toward the solution to a problem, on an 

investigation, or toward the production of a product (Glasgow, 1997). 

Technological Design-Based Learning  

Technological design-based learning poses real world problems to students. Students then 

work through the problem using a design approach. This approach includes defining the 

problem, stating a need, collecting information, developing alternative solutions, 

choosing an optimal solution, prototyping, and evaluation (Hutchinson & Karsnitz, 1994; 

Raizen, Sellwood, Todd, & Vickers, 1995; Wells, 2008). 
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Engineering Design 

The systematic and creative application of science and mathematical principles to 

practical ends such as the design, manufacture, and operation of efficient and economical 

structures, machines, processes, and systems (ITEA, 2000, p.238). 

Technology  

Broadly speaking, technology is how people modify the natural world to suit their own 

purposes. From the Greek word techne, meaning art or craft, technology literally means 

the act of making or constructing, but more generally, it refers to the diverse collections 

of processes and knowledge that people use to extend human abilities (ITEA, 2000, p.2) 
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Chapter II: Review of Literature and Theoretical Framework 

An exploration is presented here of the relevant literature reviewed in an effort to inform 

the researcher of the research problem and to broaden understandings of the topics presented 

within this study. Organized around five themes, this exploration includes the theoretical 

framework, foundations of STEM education, design and inquiry, knowledge transfer, and ways 

of studying knowledge transfer. An appropriate understanding of these topics is requisite to the 

development and implementation of this studies’ research design.     

Knowledge transfer has traditionally been defined as “the ability to apply knowledge or 

use knowledge from one problem, situation or context to another” (Anderson, 2005). Those who 

study knowledge transfer subscribe to the belief that participants use of abstractions are a 

reflection of knowledge transfer. The traditional definition of knowledge transfer does not lend 

itself to the study of the connection between abstraction and knowledge transfer. To do so 

necessitated operationalizing the definition of knowledge transfer. The operational definition of 

knowledge transfer used in this study was the abstraction of any knowledge, information, or 

experiences by participants and used when trying to understand higher order concepts. An 

operational definition such as this allows for the design of research to address the criteria 

embedded within it. These criteria are discussed below.   

Theoretical Framework 

Many researchers investigating knowledge transfer have expressed fundamental problems 

with its study. Those fundamental problems range from whether or not transfer actually exists 

(Detterman, 1993) to how a researcher can claim to witness transfer occurring (Carraher & 

Schliemann, 2002). Barnett and Ceci (2002) concluded that a century of research on transfer has 

made little progress in resolving its fundamental questions, and Schoenfeld (1999) identified it 
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as one of the major challenges of educational theory in the 21st century. Although some 

researchers have questioned the very existence of transfer (Detterman, 1993), others have 

examined theoretical approaches to solving the fundamental problems and found problems in 

having to choose between adopting questionable theories of knowledge and denying that new 

learning rests on past learning (Carraher & Schliemann, 2002). Many theoretical approaches to 

explaining phenomena often thought of as knowledge transfer are rooted in a belief that the 

abstraction of knowledge is the primary source of its generalizability. A renewal of interest in 

the study of transfer is dated to the seminal studies of Reed, Ernst, and Banerji (1974) and Gick 

and Holyoak (1980, 1983). They hypothesized that the construction of abstract rules, schemata, 

or other mental representations serve as the primary cognitive support for knowledge transfer 

(Fuchs, Fuchs, Prentice, Burch, Hamlett, Owen, Hosp, & Jancek 2003; Gentner, Loewenstein, 

& Thompson, 2003; Gentner & Markman, 1997; Gentner & Medina, 1998; Reed, 1993; Singley 

& Anderson, 1989). Several scholars have attempted to link abstraction to situated or context-

sensitive activities. Hershkowitz, Schwarz, and Dreyfus (2001) developed a model for 

abstraction in context, which they presented as both an activity and result of “vertically 

reorganizing previously constructed mathematics into new mathematical structure” (p. 202). 

Pratt and Noss (2002) proposed a model of “the microevolution of mathematical knowledge in 

context” (p. 453) using the notion of a situated abstraction (Hoyles & Noss, 1992; Noss & 

Hoyles, 1996; Noss et al., 2002; Pratt, 2000). Each of these approaches makes the case that 

when situating abstracted concepts in real world activities the likelihood that transfer will occur 

increases.  
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Fuchs et al. (2003) recently articulated a common understanding of abstraction:  

To abstract a principle is to identify a generic quality or pattern across instances of the 
principle. In formulating an abstraction, an individual deletes details across exemplars, 
which are irrelevant to the abstract category…These abstractions are represented in 
symbolic form and avoid contextual specificity so they can be applied to other instances 
or across situations. Because abstractions, or schemas, subsume related cases, they 
promote transfer (p. 294). 

 

    Variations of this understanding of abstraction help to explain how it is that two 

situations or mathematics problems, for example, are similar (Gentner&Markman, 1997), as well 

as how abstract rules, solution procedures, or schemata may be applied across similar problem 

situations (Fuchs et al., 2003; Gentner et al., 2003; Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Reed, 1993). Several 

disciplines provide real-world examples of abstractions. In mathematics, when an algebra student 

is asked to use the first, outside, inside, last (FOIL) method to solve a problem such as (3s-7) 

(s+2). An abstracted concept from this problem would be addition, subtraction, or multiplication. 

Another example is when building an electrical circuit for a light. An abstracted concept from 

this exercise is that electrical current follows the path of least resistance. These abstracted 

concepts are not bound to any specific context, as they are general and have utility in several 

contexts. For this reason, these abstracted concepts are an important method of transferring 

knowledge. Students can use the knowledge learned in math class, abstract it, and apply it to 

some other context in their everyday lives. Using the FOIL example, a student could abstract the 

concept of addition and then apply that knowledge when trying to figure out how much an item 

costs at the grocery store.   

Salomon and Perkins (1989) describe a method of broadening schemas and evoking 

independent searches for connections without the need for external or directed cueing. They 

distinguish between two forms of transfer; low-road and high-road transfer. Low-road transfer 
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involves the quick spontaneous use of knowledge with little thought involved. By contrast, high-

road transfer involves the explicit use of knowledge through a conscious formulation of 

abstraction that allows a person to make connections between contexts. As Salomon and Perkins 

suggested, the hallmark of high-road transfer is “mindful abstraction.” Formally, mindful 

abstractions are known as metacognitive processes. “With metacognition, an individual 

withholds an initial response and, instead, deliberately examines the task at hand and generates 

alternative solutions by considering ways in which the novel task shares connections with 

familiar tasks” (Fuchs et al., 2003). Therefore, with high-road transfer, “abstraction provides the 

bridge from one context to the other; metacognition is the conscious recognition and effortful 

application of that abstraction across contexts” (Salomon & Perkins, 1989). Salomon and Perkins 

(1989) further described two forms of high-road transfer. With forward-reaching, high-road 

transfer, the abstraction is generated in the initial learning context; as learners engage in the 

initial task, they consider other situations where the abstraction might apply. Both the FOIL and 

electrical current examples discussed previously are examples of forward-reaching, high-road 

transfer. As students engage in the initial learning, they consider where addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, or current flow has utility outside of the initial learning context. By contrast, with 

backward-reaching, high-road transfer, abstraction occurs in the transfer situation, where the 

learner thinks back to previous tasks to search for relevant connections and abstractions. T/E 

design activities provide the transfer context for backward-reaching, high-road transfer. When 

confronted with a T/E design problem, students think back and consider previously learned 

knowledge and its application to solve the T/E design problem. As discussed by Salomon and 

Perkins, both forms of high-road transfer provide a theoretical basis for a transfer-through-

abstraction paradigm. 
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Questions and methods developed by theorists of situated cognition have challenged the 

transfer-through-abstraction paradigm. Lave (1988) initiated a damaging critique of prior transfer 

research by arguing that classroom mathematics does not appear to transfer readily into everyday 

activities as abstract knowledge theories would predict. Mathematical activity in the real world 

are profoundly shaped by social, cultural, and contextual factors largely unexamined by 

researchers focusing entirely on internal knowledge representations (Carraher & Schliemann, 

2002; Greeno, 1997, 2006; Hatano & Greeno, 1999; Hutchins, 1995; Noss, Hoyles, & Pozzi, 

2002; Saxe, Dawson, Fall, & Howard, 1996). Furthermore, standard methods of investigating 

transfer have tended to depend on success-or-failure measures of participants’ behavior on 

transfer tasks designed with very specific performance expectations on the part of the 

investigator. These methods have failed to identify the creative knowledge that students often 

bring to bear on the tasks given them. They also have not investigated the participants’ own 

perceptions of the ways in which transfer tasks were or were not similar to prior learning tasks 

(Hatano & Greeno, 1999; Lave, 1988; Lobato, 2003, 2006).  

Although these critiques have led some researchers to abandon traditional cognitive 

approaches to transfer altogether in favor of redefinitions or reconceptualizations of the entire 

problem (Beach, 1999; Dyson, 1999), others have argued for the need to attend to the 

relationships between social, cultural, and contextual factors and mentally represented 

knowledge. Bransford and Schwartz (1999) acknowledged the validity of traditional perspectives 

on transfer while suggesting that researchers “broaden the conception of transfer by including an 

emphasis on people’s ‘preparation for future learning’” (p. 68). Greeno, Moore, and Smith 

(1993) admitted a significant role for constructs such as mental representations, mental models, 

or abstract schemata, but they limited their role in the transfer process by arguing that “it is not 
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meaningful to try to characterize what someone knows apart from situations in which the person 

engages in cognitive activity” (p. 100). Lobato’s (1997, 2003, 2006) “actor-oriented” transfer 

perspective identified a need for researchers to move beyond simple performance measures of 

transfer that observe only the success or failure of individuals in modeling expert performance in 

transfer tasks. Lobato (2003, 2006) argued that it is necessary to reconsider “what counts as 

transfer” by examining how social and learning environments and activities influence the types 

of generalizations or similarities learners themselves construct across situations, creating their 

own “personal creation of relations of similarity” (p. 18). These approaches suggest that transfer 

researchers must account for participants’ internal knowledge, but that this cannot be done 

without concurrent consideration of the relation between that knowledge and the social and 

contextual circumstances of the learner.  

One method of capturing abstractions in situated environments is through student 

reflection of their work. During the second half of the last century and spanning to today, 

educational psychology has shifted its focus from rote learning to active learning approaches 

(Brown, 1992). This shift in focus began when psychologists moved away from behavioral 

theories and shifted to a cognitive approach. This shift made way for a focus on active learning, 

which engages students and puts knowledge into a meaningful context. Based on learning and 

memory theory, Anne Brown (1992) began her early work regarding [instructional] design 

experiments. In terms of information processing, Brown was interested in the “distinction 

between voluntary control processes (strategies) and structural features (memory capacity)” 

(Brown, 1992). Brown then shifted her thinking to active forms of memory such as meta-

cognitive processes. With this change of focus came the introduction of active terms like 

remembering, monitoring, and strategies. During her studies, Brown found that training 
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participants to use meta-cognitive processes is difficult in an “arbitrary context.” Rather, the 

contexts need to be real-world and meaningful to the participant. From a research point of view 

the type of instrument used is determine by the studies variables. To measure learning, the 

researcher can simply give participants a recall test. Measuring understanding, however, is much 

more difficult to capture. A strategy to capture understanding as outlined by Brown (1992) is 

having students be reflective with their work. Through this reflection, students can exhibit 

understanding and identify connections they are making through the transfer of knowledge. 

Building on this theoretical basis, Brown (1992) identified four reflective prompt categories: 

“questioning, clarifying, summarizing, and predicting,” which were selected to bolster the 

discussion because they are excellent comprehension-monitoring devices (Brown, 1992, p.148). 

Building on work done by Brown (1992), Puntambekar and Kolodner (1998) began their 

own research into developing an instrument known as a Design Diary, which intentionally 

fostered student reflection. This initial study contained two phases, both dealing with the 

development of the Design Diary instrument during T/E design activities in a middle school 

science classroom. Within both phases, the Design Diary instrument received iterative revisions. 

They began the first phase by integrating the paper-and-pencil tool, Design Diaries, into the 

classroom with the goal of scaffolding students’ design-related activities. The first phase was a 

pilot to help understand the classroom dynamic and the complex environment of the classroom. 

They concluded that scaffolding with any one tool was not possible. Scaffolding needs to be 

“distributed across the various agents that play a role in learning” (Puntambekar & Kolodner, 

1998). During the second phase, they implemented distributed scaffolding and found that 

students performed better. For the second phase, Puntambekar and Kolodner refined the Design 

Diary prompts to elicit more targeted responses. Therefore, they identified three prompting 
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categories: macro, micro, and meta-cognitive. They also included separate pages with prompts 

that dealt with specifications and prediction. Both the macro and micro prompting categories 

allow students to think about the overall design process and their current design phase or phases. 

The macro prompts asked students to identify where in the design process they were. The micro 

prompts helped students carry out the activities within the T/E design phase or phases. The meta-

cognitive prompting category helped students actively monitor their learning. The specifications 

page asked students to connect their activities to design specifications identified at the beginning 

of the design process. The prediction page asked students to predict how design decisions would 

affect the final design solution. 

Building on her previous work, Kolodner (2002) began to focus on teaching inquiry in 

science education that promotes the learning of skills rather than content alone. Many perceive 

science education as simply teaching 'facts" and how to apply them (Kolodner, 2002).  

But science education that is truly aimed towards scientific literacy focuses as well on 
learning the practices of scientists-designing and carrying out investigations in a 
replicable way, accurate observation and measurement, informed use of evidence to make 
arguments, explanation using scientific principles, working in a team, communicating 
ideas, and so on. In fact, scientists and designers practice many of the same skills (p. 2). 
 

The focus then is to help middle school students learn science content so that it has utility in new 

situations. Students learn the content and skills and apply them through a T/E design activity 

(Kolodner, 2002). For example, students learn about forces and material strength when building 

a bridge. The T/E design activity provides a real-world context rather than teaching these 

concepts in an abstract way. This method of teaching situates the learning and fosters the 

abstraction of knowledge. For this reason, the utility and impact of the Design Diary instrument 

developed previously increases when used in conjunction with a situated activity such as that 

found in T/E design. 
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Continuing to build on previous work, Kolodner, Camp, Crismond, Fasse, Gray, 

Holbrook, Puntambekar, and Ryan (2003) developed a project-based inquiry approach to science 

learning which was based in case-based reasoning and problem-based learning. This project-

based inquiry approach fosters deep learning of science concepts and skills and their application 

in concert with building cognitive, social, and communication skills (Kolodner, et. al., 2003). 

The goal of this type of instruction with middle school students was to “make them successful 

thinkers, learners, and decision makers throughout their lives and especially to help them begin 

to learn the science they need to know to thrive in the modern world” (Kolodner, et. all., 2003). 

This “literacy” approach seeks to prepare students for their everyday lives rather than have them 

learn facts that are bound to a single context. In conjunction with these T/E design activities, 

students made Design Diary entries and reflected on their practice. This allowed them to think 

about their decisions and evaluate them.  

 Following previous work, Puntambekar and Kolodner (2005) continued to make iterative 

revisions to the Design Diary instrument. They continued the theme of T/E design activities used 

to teach science content to middle school students. A common thread that runs through all of 

these studies is literacy. Through T/E design, students learn concepts in situated, real-world 

environments. By learning this way, knowledge is not bound to a particular context but rather 

has utility in many contexts.  

Many studies have used a transfer-through-abstraction approach to evidence the transfer 

of knowledge (Fuchs et al., 2003; Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thompson, 2003; Gentner & 

Markman, 1997; Gentner & Medina, 1998; Hershkowitz, Schwarz, & Dreyfus, 2001; Hoyles & 

Noss, 1992; Noss & Hoyles, 1996; Noss et al., 2002; Pratt, 2000; Pratt & Noss, 2002; Reed, 

1993; Singley & Anderson, 1989). These studies have all seen varying degrees of success in 
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accomplishing this task. Using this approach in the context of a T/E design activity may provide 

enhanced insight into the transfer of knowledge and ways in which to study it. Puntambekar and 

Kolodner (2005, 1998) began to explore the possibilities of using a T/E design approach to foster 

the transfer of knowledge through literacy. Further study is needed to identify whether T/E 

design activities foster the transfer knowledge using a Design Diary instrument. By continuing 

research in this area, we can more purposefully teach students to transfer knowledge and 

improve student learning. The specific content transferred during T/E design activities is that of 

science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). By exploring the foundations of the 

current STEM movement in the United States, the types of knowledge transferred during T/E 

design activities will become clearer. This will allow for clearer connections between the STEM 

disciplines.     

Foundations of STEM Education 

The twentieth century has seen the rise of American influence in the global community. 

This influence is both political and economic, affecting our own national security. Increased 

global influence allows the United States (US) to be a stakeholder when making decisions that 

affect foreign governments. This influence has also increased global competiveness, which has 

made the US government rethink many of its own national programs, one of which being 

education (NAS, 2006). A new educational philosophy that is beginning to receive national 

interest is that of Integrative Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) 

Education (Drake & Burns, 2004; Sanders, 2008, 2006b; Sanders & Wells, 2010; VT 

Technology Education, 2006; Wells, 2008, 2010). Each of the four STEM disciplines has 

published reform proposals that speak to their integrative nature (AAAS, 1989, 1993; ABET, 

2004; ITEA, 1996, 2000; NCTM, 1989, 2000; NRC, 1996). Based on the philosophies found in 
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these reform proposals a growing body of empirical evidence is emerging to support the use of 

integrative STEM instructional practices. One such study was conducted by Hartzler (2000), who 

analyzed 30 individual studies to see what effect integrated instructional practices have on 

student achievement. Two conclusions where reached from her work. First, students in integrated 

programs consistently outperform students in traditional programs on national standardized tests, 

state standardized tests, and on program assessments. Traditional programs are those programs 

taught in a traditional, silo way without making intentional connections to other disciplines. 

Second, integrative programs were successful in teaching science and mathematics across all 

grade levels. Furthermore, students with below-average achievement especially benefited from 

an integrated approach to learning. Findings such as these, combined with current movements 

toward STEM content connections, provide a need to understand the benefits that such programs 

can have on student learning.  

The need for Integrative STEM Education.  

As global competitiveness increases, an improved understanding of pedagogical practices 

is needed to put the best educational programs in place to secure America’s position in global 

affairs. A change toward an integrative approach to teaching and learning, such as found in 

Integrative STEM education could increase the viability of the American worker in both 

efficiency and ability to solve the problems of tomorrow (Hartzler, 2000; Sanders, 2008). 

Sanders (2008, p.25) stated, “Integrative STEM education would add enormously to American 

education, culture, and global competiveness”. By giving students the skills necessary to 

integrate the STEM disciplines while solving problems, they are better equipped to come up with 

the best possible solution to solve those problems. All three major curriculum reform proposals 

describe the integrative nature of science, technology, and mathematics education. In Chapter 1 
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of the Science for All Americans Project (AAAS, 1989) there is a discussion of the “union of 

science, mathematics, and technology that forms the scientific endeavor and that makes it so 

successful”, noting, “Although each of these human enterprises has a character and history of its 

own, each is depended on and reinforces the other.” The Standards for Technological Literacy 

also discusses the connected relationship of science and technology education: “Science provides 

the knowledge about the natural world that underlies most technological products today. In 

return, technology provides science with the tools needed to explore the world” (ITEA, 2000, p. 

44). There is a similar relationship between mathematics and technology education. 

“Technological innovations, such as the computer, can stimulate programs in mathematics, while 

mathematical inventions, such as numerical analysis theories, can lead to improved 

technologies” (ITEA, 2000, p. 44). The Criteria for Accrediting Engineering Programs (ABET, 

2004) also discusses a relationship between mathematics, science, and engineering in its 

standards for accreditation: “(a) an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and 

engineering.”   

Many curricular reform proposals (AAAS, 1989, 1993; NCTM, 2000; ITEA, 2000) 

outline the integrative nature of the STEM fields in theory. “In practice, the schooling system 

continues to support separate programs and promote traditional approaches of teaching this 

content in isolation from one another. To this day the challenge remains for substantively 

bringing together isolated SMT [STEM] programs within a structure that supports true 

collaboration of content and practices” (Wells, 2008). As previously stated the goal of science, 

technology, and mathematics education is literacy (AAAS, 1989, 1993; ABET, 2004; ITEA, 

1996, 2000; NCTM, 1989, 2000; NRC, 1996). To achieve literacy in a discipline an 

understanding of its fundamental core concepts is need. The next section will provide an 
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exploration into the literacy movements of science and technology education. An increased 

understanding of science and technology literacy will provide a basis for literacy in engineering 

and mathematics education.         

Science and Technology Literacy Driving Knowledge Transfer 

Broadly speaking, Technology is how people modify the natural world to suit their own 
purposes. From the Greek word techne, meaning art or craft, technology literally means 
the act of making or crafting, but more generally it refers to the diverse collections of 
processes and knowledge that people use to extend human abilities (ITEA, 2000, p.2) 

 
Technology is pervasive. Each human being encounters many technological products each day. 

These products meet our everyday needs to survive or simply make our lives easier. As a content 

area in public schools, the goal of technology education “is to produce students with a more 

conceptual understanding of technology and its place in society, who can thus grasp and evaluate 

new bits of technology that they might never have seen before” (ITEA, 2000, p. 4). 

 Technology education has evolved over the past century through several curriculum 

reform movements. These movements represent a change from a content driven discipline to a 

general literacy driven discipline. “The transformation in formal technology education can be 

described in terms of three different movements: manual arts, industrial arts, and technological 

literacy” (Cajas, 2001). During the manual arts movement, instruction focused on teaching skills 

and developing an artifact (Volk, 2006). In the middle of the 20th century, the thinking changed 

and students were prepared with skills and knowledge to get a job after high school (Warner, 

Gary, Gerbracht, Gilbert, Lisack, Kleintjes, Phillips, 1947; Towers, Lux, & Ray, 1966). In 1970, 

W. Harley Smith published The Maryland Plan, which outlined a new vision for technology 

education that included the study of how technology influences society. This document 

represents the beginning of modern Technology Education. Three new courses outlined in the 

document reflect new ways of thinking. The first year course is what we would now call 
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“Introduction to Technology.”  The second course is what we would now call “Production or 

Manufacturing Systems.”  In addition, the third course is what we would now call “A Capstone 

Experience.”  What this did at the time was to lay down the foundation of what would later 

become modern Technology Education. Traditionally, students participated in a shop course and 

made a product with little thought to industry or the importance of the product.  These new 

courses and their new content better prepared students for the real world. Technology educators 

began rejecting a vocational paradigm and began thinking in a more academic way.  Rather than 

simply producing a product, students analyzed their ideas to generate the best answer to a 

problem.  Rather than the teacher giving students plans to build a product, students designed 

something to solve a problem.   

 The Jackson’s Mill Industrial Arts Curriculum Theory (Hales & Snyder, 1982) specified 

content areas within technology education as human technological, sociological, and ideological 

endeavors. This document continued to illustrate a shift in thinking to include social/culture 

impacts of technology on society into the curriculum of Industrial Arts education. A decade later 

Savage and Sterry (1990) published A conceptual framework for technology education. Savage 

and Sterry began to make an argument to improve technological literacy in students and decrease 

a focus on vocational education. The implications of this document were to give teachers a 

framework for teaching Technology Education. It called for a focus on a problem-based 

approach to teaching and learning rather than directed instruction.  Students became problem 

solvers and come up with new ideas. This publication represents the first time, in print, that a 

cohort of Technology Teachers came together and agreed on a framework that the entire field 

should follow. This cohort also outlined a vision for future directions of research in Technology 

Education that focused on teaching and learning.         
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 In 2000, the International Technology Education Association published the Standards for 

Technological Literacy: Content for the Study of Technology. This document outlined the current 

literacy focus of technology education. To become technological literate one must study our 

designed world. Students are exposed to various types of technological problems found within 

the designed world and that may occur in their everyday lives. Based on these technological 

problems students learn the skills necessary to solve them. 

 The impact of the three reform movements in technology education was a change from a 

content/skill driven discipline to the study of general technological literacy. The manual arts and 

industrial arts movements were career driven, giving students skills needed in the work place for 

a specific job. The literacy focus of technology education is a liberal learning approach to the 

discipline. Students gain skills that help enhance their lives and do not simply prepare them for a 

career. This educational approach is more in line with real-world problem solving because in the 

real world, problems arise devoid of discipline or a specific content area. These problems require 

using the knowledge from several content areas with the goal being to better one’s life, not to 

keep them interested in a certain career path or knowledge area. Students receive a broad 

knowledge base from which they can activate specific knowledge to help solve a specific 

problem. This educational movement toward technological literacy, which more closely mimics 

technological studies in the real world, is similar to what has taken place in science education 

(Cajas, 2001; Wells, 2008).   

The focus of the current science reform movement is to increase scientific literacy and to 

improve students’ understanding of the scientific method of inquiry (NRC, 1996, p. 13). The 

National Research Council (1996, p. 22) describes scientific literacy as “the knowledge and 

understanding of scientific concepts and processes required for personal decision making, 
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participation in civic and cultural affairs, and economic productivity.” Scientific inquiry is the 

signature pedagogy used to foster scientific literacy. Students develop hypotheses and test them 

using the scientific inquiry methods (NRC, 1996). Traditionally, the linear process of scientific 

inquiry presented to students, does not reflect the actual process used by scientists in the field 

using inquiry (Reiff, Harwood, & Phillipson, 2002). The actual process of inquiry is conceptual 

in practice allowing students to be more pragmatic when testing their hypotheses (Fortus, 2005; 

Reiff, Harwood, & Phillipson, 2002).  

Because of the current literacy movements of technology and science education, the need 

to enhance general literacy in students has increased.   

The goal is to have citizens who understand the nature of technology and 
its interaction with science and society. It is the idea of literacy – core 
knowledge and skills that are important for all citizens – that connects 
science and technology education in a new way (Cajas, 2001, p.718) 
 

General literacy reflects the knowledge of core disciplinary concepts that represent a larger 

picture. In technology education, an example of a core concept would be technological design. 

Rather than teaching students specific components of design as they relate only to technology or 

science, an instructor teaches design in a more general sense that increases the flexibility of the 

knowledge for use outside of technology education (Cajas, 2001; Reiff, Harwood, & Phillipson, 

2002).  

STEM literacy is a critical component of 21st century education (AAAS, 1989, 1993; 

ABET, 2004; NCTM, 2000; NRC, 1996; ITEA, 2000). The Science for All Americans project 

(AAAS, 1989) describes how, “although each of these human enterprises has a character and 

history of its own, each is dependent on and reinforces the other.” Similarly, the Standards for 

Technological Literacy (ITEA, 2000) describe the union of Science and Technology: “Science 

provides the knowledge about the natural world that underlies most technological products 
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today. In return, technology provides science with the tools needed to explore the world” (ITEA, 

2000, p. 44). The Criteria for Accrediting Engineering Programs (ABET, 2004) also describe a 

relationship between mathematics, science, and engineering in its standards for accreditation: 

“(a) an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering.”      

Literacy has become the focus of both science and technology education. This focus has 

developed out of the manual and industrial arts movements in technology education focusing on 

developing “practical” knowledge and science education taught as “abstract” knowledge (Cajas, 

2001). A focus on literacy through core concepts creates a framework for integrative approaches 

to teaching and learning (Wells, 2007). Presenting core concepts, such as design, in a way that 

shows their utility in several contexts fosters literacy. This increases the flexibility of the 

knowledge and allows for increased transfer to other contexts. When learning core concepts in 

science, they have utility in the technology classroom and vice versa. This transfer of core 

concepts more closely mirrors how real scientists and technologists solve problems in the field 

(Bauer, 1992; McComas, 1996; Lederman, 1998).  

The general literacy approach used by science and technology education has application 

in mathematics and engineering education. In this way, each STEM discipline intentionally 

teaches their core knowledge for use in different contexts. This would increase the utility of the 

core concepts and promote their transfer. As a method of fostering the transfer of core STEM 

concepts, a design approach is used, specifically Technological/Engineering (T/E) design. A 

literacy approach supports the transfer of STEM content knowledge in T/E design because the 

abstraction of core concepts increases their utility as it relates to T/E design problems (Wells, 

2006; 2008). T/E design is a formal process with many opportunities for the transfer of 

knowledge. An exploration of T/E design based learning is necessary to understand how T/E 
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design can intentionally foster the transfer of STEM content knowledge.   

Technological/Engineering Design-Based Learning 

The human capacity for T/E design is a fundamental human aptitude (Roberts, 1995). 

Technological/engineering (T/E) design helps to solve human problems and recreate a world that 

fits our needs. In this effort, we use tools and materials to construct artifacts and systems that 

meet those needs. Figure 1 depicts the technological design process and the engineering design 

process. Both take T/E designers from initial problem identification to testing and implementing 

a solution.    

Technological Design Loop Engineering Design Process 
  

 

Figure 1. Comparing the Engineering Design Process (Khandani, 2005), used under fair use 
guidelines, 2011 and the Technological Design Loop (Hutchinson & Karsnitz, 1994), used under 
fair use guidelines, 2011  
 

Both the technological and engineering design processes approach design problems in 

similar ways. They both begin by defining a problem and conducting research. Based on the 

research, development of multiple solutions takes place. Design teams then choose one solution 

based on the criteria of the problem. This solution is then modeled/prototyped and finally tested 

to see if it meets expectations. These similarities make the technological and engineering design 
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processes interchangeable allowing for their combined use. This is done because both the 

technological and engineering design processes involve “the systematic and creative application 

of scientific and mathematical principles to practical ends such as the design, manufacture, and 

operation of efficient and economical structures, machines, process, and systems” (ITEA, 2000, 

p. 238).   

Though traditionally presented as a stepwise process, the T/E design process is cyclical 

allowing designers to move freely between steps as needed (Hutchinson & Karsnitz, 1994). 

Within each part of the T/E design process, there is potential for hierarchical learning (Gagne, 

Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005; Gagné & Paradise, 1961). Based on Skinner’s (1954) idea of 

programmed instruction, Gagne (1969) viewed knowledge as a hierarchy of cognitive 

capabilities. He believed that in order to understand a particular subtopic within the hierarchy, 

one must first learn and master all subtopics that are subordinate to it. In order to construct a 

complete understanding of a complex topic, one must ask the following question at each level of 

the hierarchy: “What would an individual have to know how to do in order to achieve successful 

performance of this class of task, assuming he were given only instruction” (Gagné & Paradise, 

1961, p. 4). At various points within the design process, students confront problems they cannot 

solve with their current knowledge base. They must then go out and acquire the knowledge 

necessary to solve the problem. In doing so, they will begin with lower-level skills and work 

their way up the hierarchy until they acquire the higher-level skills. This process of acquiring 

new knowledge through a hierarchy is also known as vertical transfer (Gagné & Paradise, 1961). 

As students move back and forth in the T/E design process, they are building on the hierarchy 

until they acquire the higher-level skill.   
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Edward Thorndike’s Identical Elements theory (1901) states that as the similarities 

increase between two concepts, the likelihood of transfer will increase. The T/E design process 

shares a common structure, or way of using knowledge to answer a question or solve a problem, 

with the scientific inquiry method. The next section explores these common structures.    

Using Technological Design in Science Education  

In project 2061, the AAAS promotes teaching science education to develop scientifically 

literate people or “one who is aware that science, mathematics and technology are interdependent 

human enterprises with strengths and limitations; understands key concepts and principles of 

science; and uses scientific knowledge…for individual and social purposes” (AAAS, 1990, p. 

xvii). The National Research Council also supports teaching using a model closely aligned with 

T/E design. T/E design activities require students to identify a problem, form a question, gather 

information, generate and test alternate solutions, and describe outcomes using different visual, 

mathematical and theoretical models (NRC, 1996).  

The signature pedagogy of science education is scientific inquiry. “Teachers focus 

inquiry predominantly on real phenomena, in classrooms, outdoors, or in laboratory settings, 

where students are given investigations or guided toward fashioning investigations that are 

demanding but within their capabilities” (NRC, 1996, p. 31). Solving these investigations 

requires using the scientific inquiry method (Figure 2) as described by Krajcik, et al (1998).  
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Figure 2. Scientific Inquiry Wheel (Reiff, Harwood, Phillipson, 2002), used under fair use 
guidelines, 2011  
 

Students begin by defining a real-world problem. They then investigate the phenomena 

and develop an artifact. Throughout this process, students collaborate with other students, 

teachers, and people in their community. Students also use various technological tools to aid 

them in their inquiry (Krajcik, et al, 1998, p. 315). Using this method of teaching allows students 

to apply knowledge learned in the classroom to a real-world problem, giving the knowledge 

context and meaning.  

As science education reform promotes the use of an inquiry model more closely aligned 

with design (NRC, 1996), the commonalities between scientific inquiry and T/E design will 

become more apparent. For an in-depth comparison of T/E design and scientific inquiry refer to 

Appendix A. An important aspect of the T/E design approach is that students understand how to 

document their thoughts and recognize how to reflect on these thoughts (Sanders, 2000; Barak, 
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Waks, & Doppelt, 2000). Analyzing these reflections may provide data of abstractions as a 

measure of knowledge transfer. 

T/E design and scientific inquiry are similar processes that share many of the same 

phases. This similarity makes them ideal for the transfer of knowledge while solving real-world 

problems. To solve these real-world problems, scientists and technologists/engineers transfer 

core knowledge from several disciplines to develop a solution to the problem at hand. There are 

many different ways to transfer knowledge and each method is appropriate in different situations. 

Identifying and exploring each method of transfer will aid in developing a successful study of 

knowledge transfer in the context of T/E design. From this exploration a more purposeful 

research design can be created that specifically targets methods of transfer that are appropriate in 

T/E design-based environments.  

Knowledge Transfer 

Explored in this section is knowledge transfer in two parts. The exploration begins with a 

look at general transfer types found in the educational psychology literature and ends with 

transfer in the context of T/E design. This exploration allows specific knowledge transfer types 

to align with the T/E design process. Knowledge transfer is “the abstraction of any knowledge, 

information, or experiences by participants and used when trying to understand higher order 

concepts” (Anderson, 2005; Fuchs, et. al, 2003; Gagné, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005; Gagné & 

Paradise, 1961; Gentner & Markman, 1997; Gentner & Medina, 1998; Gentner, Loewenstein, & 

Thompson, 2003; Gick & Holyoak 1980, 1983, 1987; Lobato, 1997, 2003, 2006; Reed, Ernst, & 

Banerji 1974; Reed, 1993; Singley & Anderson, 1989). Edward Thorndike began the formal 

study of knowledge transfer in the early 20th century. In 1901, Thorndike developed a theory of 

knowledge transfer called the “Identical Elements” theory that states that the amount of 
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knowledge transfer between familiar and unfamiliar situations is determined by the number of 

elements the situations have in common. This implies that as situations become increasingly 

similar to students, the likelihood that they will transfer knowledge to the new situation 

increases. 

Transferring knowledge. 

Transfer can occur in three different ways: positive, negative, and zero transfer (Gick & 

Holyoak, 1987). Positive transfer occurs when knowledge learned in a context benefits learning 

in a new context. Negative transfer occurs when knowledge learned in one context interferes or 

hinders learning in another context. Lastly, zero transfer occurs when learning in one context has 

no effect on learning in another context.  

Near and far transfer. 

  Near transfer consists of transferring knowledge from one discipline to a similar 

discipline (Gick & Holyoak, 1987). Far transfer refers to both transferring knowledge from one 

discipline to another as well as the ability to solve problems that share a common structure with 

the knowledge initially acquired (Gick & Holyoak, 1987). Both forms of transfer are required in 

different instances. For example, a student measures an object after a lesson on fractions, which 

is near transfer. Conversely, far transfer would be identifying if knowledge transferred between 

two contexts that share similar or common structures. For far transfer to occur knowledge must 

remain flexible and not bound to any one discipline or context.  

Meaningful learning.  

Although Thorndike’s Identical Elements theory describes a specific way that knowledge 

transfer occurs, psychologists have criticized his studies because they state that knowledge 

transfer can occur in the absence of any initial learning taking place (Woodrow, 1927). The basis 
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of this criticism is that transfer cannot occur in the absence of initial learning. Many other studies 

have not shown any initial learning took place and were therefore criticized (Bassok & Holyoak, 

1993; Bransford & Schwartz, 1999; Klahr & Carver, 1988). These studies began with a treatment 

and then typically a post assessment. There was no initial assessment to determine that 

participants had knowledge to transfer. This initial learning assessment is an important step in 

studying the transfer of knowledge because it allows for the validation of initial knowledge.    

In Judd’s 1908 classic study of knowledge transfer, he demonstrated the importance of 

combining meaningful instruction and student experience. Using two groups, the first received a 

lesson on refraction and the other group did not. Each group had to throw a dart at a target in 12 

inches of water. In 12 inches of water, the lesson on refraction seemed to have no effect on 

students’ ability to hit the target. Then the target moved to only 4 inches of water. In this 

scenario, the treatment was very important. The group without the treatment made the same 

mistakes they made in 12 inches of water because they did not understand how refraction worked 

and therefore could not adjust their technique. The treatment group, however, quickly readjusted 

to the 4 inch depth. Experience over the two trials, coupled with the lesson on refraction, helped 

students to more accurately hit the target. Studies such as this one help to make the argument that 

transfer is dependent upon the instruction given, the experiences of students, the representations 

they developed, and the nature of the transfer task.  

Vertical and lateral transfer.  

 Gagne (1969) believed that vertical transfer represented the relationship between higher 

and lower order cognitive skills. For knowledge transfer to occur, students must learn and master 

lower order cognitive skills along the hierarchy. Students build knowledge along this hierarchy 

until they reach the desired higher order cognitive skill. Conversely, skills learned at roughly the 
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same cognitive skill level foster lateral transfer, such as transfer in mathematics of similar word 

problems.    

Spontaneous and directed transfer. 

 Spontaneous and directed transfers are two other forms of knowledge transfer. 

Spontaneous transfer occurs free of any hint or teacher driven instruction (Gick & Holyoak, 

1980). Directed transfer occurs when an instructor calls students’ attention to specific knowledge 

that would be helpful in solving a particular problem (Gick & Holyoak, 1980; Brown & Kane, 

1988).   

Low-road and high-road transfer. 

 Salomon and Perkins (1989) distinguish between two types of transfer: low-road and 

high-road transfer. Low-road transfer involves the quick spontaneous use of knowledge with 

little thinking involved. High-road transfer involves the explicit use of knowledge through a 

conscious formulation of abstraction that allows a person to make connections between contexts. 

They also discuss two sub-components of high-road transfer: forward-reaching and backwards-

reaching high-road transfer. In forward-reaching high-road transfer, “a principle is so well 

learned in the first place as a general principle that it simply suggests itself appropriately on later 

occasions” (Salomon, Perkins, 1989, pp. 118-119). Conversely, in backward-reaching high-road 

transfer, “the deliberate formation of an abstraction occurs not during original learning, but as the 

target activity is addressed and the individual formulates an abstraction guiding his or her 

reaching back to past experience for relevant connections” (Salomon, Perkins, 1989, p. 119). 

 High-road transfer is primarily concerned with mindful abstraction. Mindful abstractions 

are meta-cognitively guided generalizations of a construct. Studies have shown that an emphasis 

on meta-cognition can increase transfer (Palincsar & Brown, 1984; Schoenfeld, 1985).    
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Group and individual transfer. 

 We as humans do not learn in isolation of external information, rather we socially 

construct knowledge through interaction (Berger & Luckman, 1967; Brooks & Brooks, 1993; 

Burr, 2003; Charon, 2007). Many studies have found compelling transfer by either allowing 

participants to interact during the transfer task (Brown & Kane, 1988) or implying that social 

interaction was possible (Judd, 1908). In these studies, students were typically asked to solve 

some problem and in doing so interact with a group. Group interactions were an important factor 

in the positive transfer of knowledge. Many other studies have used individual transfer tasks 

(Cheng, Holyoak, Nisbett, & Oliver, 1986; Gick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983; Reed et al., 1974; 

Thorndike & Woodworth, 1901; Wason & Johnson- Laird, 1972). These studies typically had a 

pre-test, treatment and a post-test assessment. The treatment gave students some new knowledge 

that then transferred to a task designed for transfer. These tasks were independently completed 

and devoid of any external knowledge such as an Internet search.  

Summary. 

 All of these transfer types have utility in a T/E design-based context. Several studies have 

found that learning new material in the context of a problem rather than rote learning of facts 

enhances transfer (Adams et al., 1988; Lockhart et al., 1988; Michael et al., 1993). In these 

studies, the focus was on the pragmatic aspects of the problem through the abstraction of 

knowledge. By being pragmatic, students can transfer only the core knowledge necessary to 

solve a problem. In this way, knowledge is being abstracted and then connected to the transfer 

task through the need to solve a problem. Throughout the T/E design process there are many 

opportunities for students to use the knowledge learned in one discipline and apply it to the 

problem they are trying to solve. Presented in the next section is an alignment of the general 
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knowledge transfer types with the T/E design process. This will allow for the identification of 

only the transfer types that are appropriate for use in a T/E design context.     

Fostering Knowledge Transfer in T/E Design-Based Activities 

 Based on the exploration of general knowledge transfer there are several ways to support 

transfer and increase student learning. Though critical to knowledge transfer, often overlooked is 

initial learning (p. 30). Based on what is already known, understood, and believed new 

knowledge is constructed (Cobb, 1994; Driver, Guesne, & Tiberghien, 1985; Vygotsky, 1978).  

 Meaningful learning (p. 30) is based on an understanding of underlying structures if high-

road (p. 31) and vertical transfer (p. 31) are to occur (Bransford, Brown, Cocking, Donovan, & 

Pellegrino, 2000). The T/E design process supports high-road, vertical transfer through design 

problems. To solve design problems, students must construct new knowledge based on 

hierarchies. Knowledge construction begins with low-level skills and ends when the student 

comes to understand the high-level skill. Hierarchies such as these help students to build on 

previously learned knowledge and vertically transfer the knowledge of each lower-level skill to a 

higher skill.       

 As knowledge becomes bound to a specific context, the chances of transfer decrease 

(Bjork & Richardson-Klavhen, 1989; Gick & Holyoak, 1983). The T/E design process broadens 

the context in which knowledge is learned (Wells, 2007, 2006). To solve T/E design problems, 

student’s abstract knowledge from each STEM disciplines (Wells, 2007).     

 In the context of T/E design, teachers design instruction to allow students to be pragmatic 

when choosing which knowledge is necessary to solve the problem (Bassok & Holyoak, 1993; 

James, 1890; Katona, 1940). Students learn in the context of needing knowledge to solve the 
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design problem. Students are learning to use only the knowledge necessary to solve the design 

problem rather than using a breath of knowledge that may not be relevant.      

Studying Knowledge Transfer in T/E Design 

 There are two main ways to study the transfer of knowledge: Sequestered Problem 

Solving (SPS) and Preparation for Future Learning (PFL) (Bransford & Schwartz, 1999). Studies 

utilizing the SPS model are interested in a more independent analysis of transfer. This method is 

devoid of external knowledge generation or social interaction. Conversely, the PFL model is 

interested in a social context in which the transfer of knowledge occurs. PFL studies deal 

primarily with environments that promote new knowledge acquisition through research and 

social interactions such as in T/E design.   

 Within the larger framework of using either the SPS or the PFL method there are several 

sub-methods. The first are observations with the goal of identifying the mental processes used by 

students during design activities (Hill, 1997; Kelly, 2008). An example of this is the Hill (1997) 

study in which he developed an observational instrument using mental processes first identified 

by Halfin (1973). This observational instrument measured the duration and frequency of the 

mental processes necessary for effective problem solving.  

 Interview data can also identify points of transfer. Both the students and the teachers can 

be interviewed (Barlax & Trebell, 2008). When interviewing a student, the goal is to identify 

points of transfer where students are actually using knowledge from different content areas. 

When interviewing a teacher, the goal is to identify how instruction is fostering transfer.  

 The third way to study transfer within a T/E design context is through Design Diaries 

(Puntambekar & Kolodner, 2005). After each work session, students record in a diary their 

thoughts and reflect on their work. These diary entries include reflective prompts designed to 
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target certain questions that the investigator wants answered. These questions can deal with the 

cognitive processes the student is going through or target questions dealing with transfer.    

Case Study Methodology 

 When choosing a research methodology, a researcher must first understand the questions 

of the study. A case study focuses on “how” or “why” questions. The “how” question for 

example, asks, “how does this specific group identified operate in the environment?” This 

environment is in some real-life context that the researcher has little control over. A case study is 

not a research method but rather a strategy for research that addresses the whole phenomenon 

(Yin, 2003). The goal of this strategy is to contribute to the body of knowledge. Case study has 

the unique ability to deal with a variety of data sources including documents, artifacts, 

interviews, and observations. This variety of data lends itself to triangulation, which helps to 

build the merit of findings in case study research. Validity increases through the corroboration of 

findings across data sources. For example, do lesson plans correlate with what the interviewees 

say the lesson plan should address and does that show up in classroom practice and finally in 

students’ work? Past studies have used a case study methodology, such as the one conducted by 

Puntambekar & Kolodner (2005), to develop a design diary instrument.         

 Historically, prejudice toward case study research has been associated with its lack of 

rigor. The rigor of case study research depends on how well the researcher designs the study. The 

results generalize to some broader theory rather than a particular population. Case study research 

also has a much longer time commitment than other forms of research. It takes time to compile 

and transcribe all the data. Researchers have traditionally considered case study methods to be 

“soft” research and not adhering to systematic procedures. To counter this criticism, a case study 

researcher must document all research decisions and create protocols for data collection (Yin, 
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2003). Case study methodologies are not only for qualitative research but also for quantitative 

research allowing the researcher to be more flexible in the types of data that are collected.       

 There are three types of case study designs; exploratory, explanatory, and descriptive. 

When a researcher needs a greater understanding of a phenomenon, an exploratory design is 

used. An explanatory design allows the researcher to delve deeper into why a phenomenon 

occurs. A descriptive design describes how a phenomenon works. These various research designs 

are a blueprint for conducting a study. Within each of these broader designs, there are two 

designs that are more specific; single case and multiple case designs. In both, there is a holistic 

design, which looks at a single unit of analysis, and an embedded design, which looks at multiple 

units of analysis. Included in the research design is the unit of analysis. The unit of analysis can 

be an individual, a group, or an organization, each of which will have a slightly different 

collection and analysis strategy. The research questions determine the unit of analysis.     

 The study described in this document utilized an exploratory case study design. Although 

some researchers have studied the theoretical premise that abstractions are a representation of 

knowledge transfer few if any have studied this connection in the context of a T/E design 

problem. For this reason, in order to gain greater understanding regarding this phenomenon a 

multiple case: embedded design was chosen to facilitate the collection of data from individual 

participants in multiple design teams over three phases.       

Pilot case study.  

There are three general reasons to choose to do a pilot case study: convenience, access, 

and geographic proximity (Yin, 2003). Therefore, an investigator may choose a case due to its 

ease of access and proximity to the research institution. The investigator must also make many 

decisions when designing a case study. These decisions are case study protocols, which include 
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all aspects of data collection and analysis (Yin, 2003). To make better protocol decisions, the 

investigator may initiate a pilot case study. “The pilot case is more formative, assisting you to 

develop relevant lines of questions—possibly even providing some conceptual clarification for 

the research design as well” (Yin, 2003). In this way, the investigator chooses the tools and 

methods of analysis to be sure to collect appropriate data to answer the research questions. “The 

inquiry of the pilot case can be much broader and less focused than the ultimate data collection 

plan” (Yin, 2003). This allows for the exploration of data at a higher level to help refine the 

inquiry and ultimately allow insight into a more focused study.  

 The goal of a pilot case study is analytic generalization. As Yin (2003) describes, “the 

case study, like the experiment, does not represent a “sample,” and in doing a case study, your 

goal will be to expand and generalize theories (analytic generalization) and not to enumerate 

frequencies (statistical generalization)”. 

Quality of Research 

 To establish the quality of any empirical social research several tests are used (Yin, 

2003). These tests include Construct Validity, Content Validity, and Reliability. Because case 

studies are one form of such research, these tests are equally relevant to case study research (Yin, 

2003; Cezarino, 2004; Waltz & Bausell, 1983; Yaghmaie, 2003).      

Construct validity. 

 Construct validity is defined as, “the quality obtained when an instrument’s creator 

demonstrates the instrument as representing a supportable theory” (Hittleman & Simon, 2006, p. 

304). Data triangulation helps to address the potential problem of construct validly because the 

multiple sources of evidence essentially provide multiple measures of a theory (Yin, 2003).     
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Content validity. 

 Content validity is, “the quality obtained when an instrument’s creator demonstrates that 

the specific items [criteria] or questions used in the instrument represent an accurate sampling of 

specific bodies of knowledge” (Hittleman & Simon, 2006, p. 304). Content validity is 

demonstrated when experts of the content being studied agree that the questions being asked of 

participants elicit the response that the researcher believes they will (Cezarino, 2004; Waltz & 

Bausell, 1983; Yaghmaie, 2003).    

Reliability. 

 As Yin (2003) explains, “the goal in establishing [reliability] was to allow the data to be 

the subject of separate, secondary analysis, independent of any reports by the original 

investigator.” A method of establishing reliability is through the presentation of case study 

protocols. Case study protocols make all steps as operational as possible. Conducting interrater 

reliability establishes consistent and reliable coding throughout data analysis. Interrater 

reliability is “reliability determined by comparing the results of two or more scorers, raters, or 

judges, sometimes presented as a percentage of agreement or as a coefficient” (Hittleman & 

Simon, 2006, p. 310).    

Indicators of quality research as discussed above help to minimize bias in research 

studies. By addressing these indicators of quality research, the investigator improves on the 

accepted validity of the study.     
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Chapter III: Method 

 This chapter presents the method used to investigate the research questions of this study, 

as described in the following sections: research design, participants, data collection and analysis.  

Research Design 

The purpose of this study was the development of an instrument to provide data of STEM 

content knowledge transfer. Guided by the following research questions this study utilized a case 

study methodology:  

• In what ways does the use of a Design Log provide evidence of the transfer of STEM 

content knowledge while students are engaged in a technological/engineering design-

based learning activity? 

RQ-S1 What phrasing of Design Log reflective prompts effectively reveal STEM 

content connections?  

RQ-S2 To what extent can a Design Log instrument allow a researcher to make 

judgments regarding the transfer of STEM content knowledge?   

 
The conduct of this research follows a case study design, specifically a multiple case: 

embedded design. Technological/engineering design teams comprise the cases in this study and 

individual students in each team comprise the embedded unit of analysis (Yin, 2009, p. 29). For 

example, if two teams were being studied then they would each be one case. Individual students 

in each case would be the embedded unit of analysis. A case is embedded when collecting and 

analyzing data from each participant (unit of analysis) in each case (Yin, 2003). The criteria for a 

case study as outlined by Yin (2003) allows for the collection and analysis of multiple types of 

data in order to create an accurate picture of a phenomenon. The goal of each type of data source 
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is to highlight a different aspect of the phenomenon. Points of convergence are identified through 

data triangulation. This study used a multiple case: embedded design to accommodate the 

process of instrument development by allowing the instrument to be developed and modified 

over three phases with multiple technological/engineering design teams. Triangulation of data 

collected from technological/engineering (T/E) design teams and interview data collected both as 

a team and from individual participants (units of analysis) was conducted to identify points of 

convergence regarding the transfer of STEM content knowledge across all data sources.    

Previous studies of knowledge transfer (Barlax & Trebell, 2008; Hill, 1997; Kelly, 2008; 

Kolodner, 2003, 2002; Puntambekar & Kolodner, 2005, 1998) acted as a guide in identifying 

adequate data sources to answer each research question across three phases of data collection and 

analysis. Data necessary for investigating the research questions as show in Table 1 were 

generated, collected, and analyzed across three distinct Phases: Phase 1: Pilot Case Study, Phase 

2: Establishing Content Validity, and Phase 3: Establishing Construct Validity.  
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Table 1 
Data Collection & Analysis Plan 
Phase Research 

Question 
Goal Participants Data Collection Data 

Analysis 
Phase 1 What phrasing of 

Design Log 
reflective 
prompts 
effectively reveal 
STEM content 
connections?  
 

The initial 
development 
of the DLI 
through a 
pilot case 
study  

Senior 
Engineering 
Science 
Capstone 
Design Teams 

Interviews 
DLI Entries  
Field Notes  
Audio/Video 
 
  

Triangulation  

Phase 2 What phrasing of 
Design Log 
reflective 
prompts 
effectively reveal 
STEM content 
connections?  
 

Establishing 
Content 
Validity  

STEM 
Content Area 
Experts 

Content Validity 
Instrument  

Content 
Validity 
Index (CVI)    

Phase 3 To what extent 
can a Design Log 
instrument allow 
a researcher to 
make judgments 
regarding the 
transfer of STEM 
content 
knowledge?   

Establishing 
Construct 
Validity  

Sophomore 
Engineering 
Science 
Design Teams 

Interviews 
DLI Entries 
Field Notes 
Audio/Video 

Triangulation 

 

Data collection included interviews, field notes, Design Logs, and Audio/Video 

recordings of participant work sessions. While students worked on their T/E design activities, all 

data were collected concurrently providing a mechanism for the convergence of data through 

triangulation. The following provides an overview of each data collection phase.  

Phase 1: Pilot Case Study 

Phase 1 was a pilot case study conducted as a means of developing the initial Design Log 

Instrument (DLI). The review of literature guided the researcher in the development of initial 
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reflective prompts and a Design Log format. Assessment of the initial DLI occurred over a 

period of five weeks during a T/E design activity. The DLI underwent iterative revisions based 

on analysis of data collected after each weekly session for use the following week. The outcome 

of Phase 1 was a refined instrument, a set of field note protocols, and establishment of initial 

construct validity.  

Phase 2: Establishing Content Validity   

The purpose of Phase 2 was to establish the content validity of the DLI. The researcher 

met with STEM content area experts who evaluated the relevance, clarity, simplicity, and 

ambiguity of each prompt found in the Design Log. The goal of Phase 2 was to reach consensus 

as a group that the DLI adequately prompted participants to be reflective and would provide data 

of STEM content knowledge transfer.   

Phase 3: Establishing Construct Validity  

Phase 3 established the construct validity of the DLI during a T/E design activity. 

Participants made a Design Log entry at the end of each work session. At the mid-point and end 

of this phase, the researcher conducted individual interviews. At the conclusion of this phase, 

data collected allowed the researcher to judge the Design Logs ability to capture the transfer of 

STEM content knowledge.  

Participants 

The nature of this instrument development requires the participation of individuals 

involved in T/E design-based activities. Such individuals are readily found in departments of 

engineering where design is a central focus of the curriculum. Within the engineering department 

at a large southeastern university, the researcher sought undergraduate engineering students, 

specifically targeting those in Engineering Science (ES). The ES department is uniquely suited to 
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accommodate research investigating the transfer of STEM content knowledge in T/E design 

activities because of their focus on intentionally necessitating the transfer of STEM content 

knowledge to solve T/E design problems. ES programs “focus on imparting and using 

fundamental interdisciplinary skills that address engineering problems” (Puri, 2008). These 

interdisciplinary skills necessitate the use of knowledge gained both in a hierarchy of cognitive 

skill and at roughly the same cognitive skill level as the engineering problem. Students of ES 

programs approach problems from a theoretical level allowing them to use the interdisciplinary 

skills they have gained as described by Puri (2008) and make STEM content connections. 

Particularly immersed in T/E design are senior engineering students in ES during their required 

fourth year, capstone design course, which intentionally attempts to foster the use of knowledge 

that they have learned in their previous college courses. During this capstone course, seniors 

work in teams to solve a T/E design problem. Senior capstone design teams were selected to 

participate in Phase 1, which was the pilot study. The fourth year capstone course made seniors 

ideal for Phase 1 because they were involved in complex T/E design problems. At this particular 

southeastern university, sophomore ES students are also engaged in T/E design activities in 

teams as a way to expose them to design at an early stage in their collegiate engineering 

preparation. The researcher selected sophomore teams to participate in Phase 3, which 

established the construct validity of the DLI. Sophomores in Phase 3 had little or no experience 

in T/E design and were engaged in less complex T/E design problems compared to those in 

which seniors were involved. Phase 1 was the development of the basic components for the 

Design Log (instructions, design loop, questions) and observation protocols with the seniors and 

phase 3 tested the intact DLI with the sophomores. Prior to any collection of data IRB approval 

(Appendix A) was granted.  
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The intent of the Design Log is to be an instrument used for research in identifying 

abstractions as a measure of STEM content knowledge transfer. Though used in this study only 

with undergraduate engineering students, its intended use is with students working on T/E design 

problems at the secondary through college level. T/E design is ubiquitous and though the grade 

level may change, how a student approaches a T/E design problem is universal. Undergraduate 

engineering students are involved in more complex design problems than secondary school 

students. The DLI was therefore developed with these students to better understand how STEM 

content knowledge transfer can be identified using a DLI. Participants provided the researcher 

with data to make iterative revision to the Design Log throughout this study. Data collected from 

secondary school students would have been less robust and thus would have afforded less insight 

into STEM content knowledge transfer during T/E design activities.      

Data Collection and Analysis 

Initial instrument development. 

As described in the review of literature (p.36), several researchers’ have developed 

design-based learning instruments. This study builds on the instrument developed by 

Puntambekar and Kolodner (2005, 1998), which built on the work of Anne Brown (1992). 

Puntambekar and Kolodner (2005, 1998) developed a Design Diary instrument, which had 

students reflect on their work during a design activity. The Design Diary attempted to capture 

understandings as outlined by Brown (1992) and Puntambekar and Kolodner (2005). Through 

this reflection, students can exhibit understandings and identify connections they are making. 

Puntambekar and Kolodner (2005) developed reflective prompts based on Brown’s (1992) work. 

They identified five prompting categories: macro, micro, meta-cognitive, specifications, and 

prediction (Puntambekar & Kolodner, 2005, p. 202; Puntambekar & Kolodner, 1998, p. 27-28). 
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Based on the reflective prompt suggestions made by Puntambekar and Kolodner (2005), the 

researcher of this study created prompting questions that purposefully align with select phases of 

the T/E design process. The five prompting categories and an explanation of each are included in 

Figure 3 under the heading “Prompting Categories.” Using these prompting categories, the 

researcher developed an accompanying “Design Log Prompt.”   
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Prompting Categories 
(Puntambekar & Kolodner, 2005) 

Design Log Prompts  T/E Design Process  

Macro 
 
Identify where in the design 
process participants are.  

Which phase(s) of the design process are you currently in? Please 
circle the phase(s).  
 
What tasks have you completed in this phase?  
 
Of all the tasks you have worked through during this work session, 
which have you started to work on but have not completed?   
 

1. Identify a problem either by observation 
or a human need  

2. Frame expectation for the final solution  
 

Micro 
 
Help participants carry out the 
activities within the phase or 
phases they are in.  
 

What information did you need to search for that you did not already 
know and what knowledge did you already have that you used 
during this work session? 

3. Investigate what is known about the 
problem  

4. Begin to carry out the study by 
developing alternate solutions to the 
problem  

5. Choose an appropriate solution from the 
alternate solutions that where developed 
previously  
 

Meta-cognitive 
 
Help participants actively monitor 
their learning 
 

How did you solve any problems that arose during this work 
session? 

6. Develop out the chosen solution 
including all sub-components  

7. Model the chosen solution either by 
producing a product or by carrying out a 
procedure  

 
Specifications 
 
Participants connect their activities 
to design specification identified at 
the beginning of the design 
process.  
 

Based on the expectations for your final solution that were framed in 
phase 2, how does the work you completed during this work session 
align with those expectations?   

8. Check to see if your chosen solution 
meets the expectations that were 
identified earlier  

 

Prediction 
 
Students predict how design 
decisions will affect the final 
design solution. 
 

How would you predict your final solution to work based on the 
decisions which you have made during this work session? 

9. If the chosen solution does not meet 
expectations make any improvements 
necessary and present your findings  

 

Figure 3. Initial Instrument Development Matrix    
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Phase 1: Pilot Case Study 

Data collection. 

Phase 1 was the establishment of the initial content and construct validity of the DLI and 

the field note protocols. As a means of establishing initial content validity of the DLI, content 

area experts reviewed the Design Log in its initial state. Content area experts commented on the 

clarity of each prompting question with feedback used to make the first iterative revision to the 

DLI before its use with participants. Participants received this revised initial instrument 

(Appendix G) at the first senior design team meeting. 

Solicited for participation were senior design teams in ES through three email requests 

(Appendix C, D, and E). Following the Introduction Protocol (Appendix H) the researcher 

introduced himself and went over the informed consent form (Appendix F) and the DLI 

(Appendix G). Work group sessions were Audio/Video recorded and field notes (Appendix I) 

were taken. An end of work session protocol (Appendix J) provided time to make a log entry and 

facilitated group interviews. The group interviews elicited feedback from participants regarding 

the DLI format, prompts, and instructions. Data collection in Phase 1 occurred over a five-week 

period consisting of one meeting per week with each senior design team.  

Data analysis. 

Analysis of Phase 1 data involved transcribing Video/Audio recordings and coding of the 

field notes/Design Log entries. Content analysis was used to code for STEM content 

connections. The researcher analyzed the data by identifying and coding common themes 

throughout, as suggested by Yin (2003). Yin (2003) suggests coding be done by referring to the 

research questions and knowing what types of data are needed to answer them. The end goal of 

this study is to develop the DLI to elicit abstractions as a measure of STEM content knowledge 
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transfer. This purpose has allowed the researcher to look for emerging themes that align with 

each STEM discipline. Following this approach, the researcher looked for themes associated 

with concepts in each of the STEM disciplines. Color coding, used for identifying themes was 

completed in two steps. The first step required an initial reading of the transcripts, from which 

the researcher coded for broad themes. A second read of the transcripts produced a list of 

emergent themes, which combined into code categories. Triangulation of these code categories 

with the Design Log entries and observation data (Audio/Video transcripts and field notes) 

identified instances of knowledge transfer through convergence as a method of corroborating the 

findings. The Design Log format, prompts, and instructions were iteratively revised based on 

analyses of weekly group data. Data collection of Video/Audio recordings, field notes, 

interviews, and log entries lasted for five weeks providing the researcher with four data points. 

At each final team meeting the researcher thanked participants using the ejection protocol 

(Appendix K). At the conclusion of Phase 1, the researcher made a fifth and final revision to the 

DLI and the accompanying field note protocols.  

Phase 2: Establishing Content Validity   

Data collection. 

The goal of Phase 2 was to establish the content validity of the instrument developed in 

Phase 1. Three STEM content area experts were identified “to review the instrument and agree 

that ‘Yes, these are the appropriate items [criteria] to get at what is desired’” (Cox, 2008). Based 

on work done by Yaghmaie (2003), a content validity tool (Appendix L) was developed for use 

by experts in evaluating each Design Log reflective prompt. Experts evaluated each Design Log 

reflective prompt based on its relevance, clarity, simplicity, and ambiguity (Yaghmaie, 2003). 

The following definitions where used for consistency in expert review: Relevancy: having 
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significant and demonstrable bearing on the matter at hand, Clarity: a presumed capacity to 

perceive the truth directly and instantaneously, Simplicity: the state of being simple, 

uncomplicated, or uncompounded, and Ambiguity: capable of being understood in two or more 

possible senses or ways (Yaghmaie, 2003).  

Data analysis. 

STEM content area experts rated their responses on a 4-point scale: 1) strongly disagree, 

2) disagree, 3) agree, and 4) strongly agree. Experts rated ambiguity on a reverse scale. Results 

of the content validity process were analyzed using the Content Validity Index (CVI) (Figure 4), 

developed by Waltz and Bausell (1983), which is the “proportion of items [criteria] given a 

rating of 3 or 4 by the raters involved” (p. 71). As suggested by Yaghmaie (2003), only those 

criteria receiving a CVI score of 0.75 or higher were suitable for the study without questioning. 

The 0.75 threshold was determined based on the experience of Cox (1996) stating that, “though I 

know of no cited resource for what the reliability standard should be, experience suggests to use 

at least 0.75.”  

CVI = Number of items [criteria] given a rating of 3 or 4 by raters 
                        Total number of items [criteria] for which the question is being evaluated 

 
Figure 4. Content Validity Index (Waltz & Bausell, 1983), used under fair use guidelines, 2011 

 
STEM content area experts discussed those reflective prompts that received a CVI rating 

below 0.75 to reach consensus on whether to omit or rephrase each as suggested by Yaghmaie 

(2003). Using the results of the content validity process, the researcher developed a sixth 

iteration of the DLI.     
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Phase 3: Establishing Construct Validity  

Data collection. 

The goal of this phase was to establish the construct validity of the instrument. Data 

collection occurred in Phase 3 at each work session, which entailed Audio/Video recording while 

the researcher took field notes. At the end of each work session, a protocol (Appendix M) 

provided time for participants to make a Design Log entry. Participants had five to ten minutes to 

respond to the Design Log reflective prompts. Participants also took part in mid-phase and end-

of phase interviews, which allowed them to elaborate on their Design Log entries and explain 

their use of knowledge over several weeks.  

Data analysis. 

After each work session data were analyzed and coded for potential instances of transfer. 

An operational definition would provide consistent coding of potential instances of knowledge 

transfer. For this study knowledge transfer was defined as the abstraction of any knowledge, 

information, or experiences by participants and used when trying to understand higher order 

concepts. Based on the review of literature, this definition operationalized data analysis (Fuchs, 

2003; Gagné, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005; Gagné & Paradise, 1961; Gentner & Markman, 

1997; Gentner & Medina, 1998; Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thompson, 2003; Gick & Holyoak 

1980, 1983, 1987; Lobato, 1997, 2003, 2006; Reed, Ernst, & Banerji 1974; Reed, 1993; Singley 

& Anderson, 1989). To provide a consistent interpretation of terms, the researcher will explain 

each component of the knowledge transfer definition. Knowledge is what participants understand 

about a topic learned in a formal educational environment. Information is knowledge that 

participants do not yet possess, and which is gained through research or talking to content 

experts of the desired information. Experiences are those real-world, informal learning instances 
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where participants apply knowledge learned while working through some task. Participants pull 

from these three areas when trying to understand higher order concepts. Participants understand 

higher order concepts by first understanding the lower level cognitive knowledge associated 

with that larger concept (Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005). This way of building cognitive 

knowledge allows participants to come to understand higher-level cognitive concepts.  

As previously discussed (p. 9), abstractions are representations of knowledge transfer. 

Abstractions serve as the primary cognitive support for knowledge transfer (Fuchs et al., 2003; 

Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thompson, 2003; Gentner & Markman, 1997; Gentner & Medina, 

1998; Reed, 1993; Singley & Anderson, 1989). The DLI allows researchers to make judgments 

of potential instances of knowledge transfer during T/E design activities. The researcher 

identified abstractions from the data as the primary mechanism of identifying potential instances 

of transfer. The sample analysis rubric, shown in Table 2 displays instances of abstraction as a 

representation of knowledge transfer, by analyzing participant Design Log entries. The 

researcher used the operational definition for knowledge transfer to analyze Design Log entries 

for points of abstraction.  

Data analysis began with the review of DLI entries. The purpose of this review was to 

identify abstractions. As shown in Table 2, when an abstraction was identified, the verbatim DLI 

entry provided by participants was entered into the analysis rubric along with the reflective 

prompt that it occurred in and the individual participant reporting the abstraction. As the example 

in Table 2 shows, participant “G” responded to DLI Reflective Prompt 2 with “what designs are 

out there.” The entry provided by participant “I” stated “I knew some possible designs.” This 

was also in response to DLI Reflective Prompt 2. Also entered from the DLI entries were the 

reported T/E Design Phases from participants. Using the field note data the researcher entered 
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the observed T/E Design Phase, which represents where the researcher believed participants 

were in the T/E Design Process. Audio/Video transcripts and interviews acted as corroborating 

evidence and were essential in fully understanding how participants throughout their T/E design 

problems used each abstraction. Audio/Video transcripts were coded for abstractions as shown in 

Table 2 with efficiency, energy, design, advantages, disadvantages, etc. Interview data were also 

coded for abstractions. During both mid-phase (week3) and end-of-phase (week7) interviews 

participants were asked to directly elaborate on their DLI responses. As shown in the example in 

Table 2, the abstractions that were identified in the interview data were brainstorming, research, 

basic understanding of windmills, size, construction, and technologies. Using the data from the 

DLI responses, Audio/Video transcripts, and interviews, an abstraction was identified. In the 

example shown in Table 2 the abstraction was design. Data also allowed the researcher to make 

an inference regarding how participants used the abstraction. A portion of the inference shown in 

the example was, “general knowledge to understand wind power and how it works.” Using this 

inference each abstraction was assigned a STEM content code. In the example, the design 

abstraction was coded as S-T-E-M. The purpose of using the analysis rubric was to display data 

in preparation to make judgments regarding whether or not each abstraction was an instance of 

STEM content knowledge transfer. 
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Table 2 
Sample Analysis Rubric of Phase 3 Data  

Log Question Participant Log Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic?  

 

G 
I 

What designs are 
out there / I 
knew some 
possible designs 

NA 3 Efficiency, 
Energy, 
Design, 
Advantages, 
Disadvantage
s, Look into 
both projects, 
Actually 
doing at each, 
Who’s 
turbines there 
planning on 
using, 
Offshore 
types of 
windmills, 
Gigawatts 
 
Lines 25-32, 
119-134 
(Bright 
Green) 
 
 

Brainstormi
ng, research, 
Basic 
understandin
g of 
windmills, 
Size, 
Construction
, 
Technology  

Design General knowledge to 
understand wind 
power and how it 
works. This general 
knowledge about 
energy is derived from 
science, technology, 
and engineering 
content. Design is a 
technology and 
engineering concept. 
Possible constraints 
that were identified to 
help frame the 
argument to make a 
more accurate 
recommendation. 
Participants had to 
consider what type of 
turbine would work 
best at each location 
which included 
considering assembly, 
efficiency, and 
durability. These 
concepts are derived 
from technology and 
engineering content. 
Mathematics content 
was also used to 
calculate various 
design issues.   

S – T – E – M 
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Though the researcher had already established codes, their reliability was still in question. 

“Interrater reliability is a measure used to examine the agreement between two people (raters) on 

the assignment of categories of a categorical variable. Interrater reliability is an important 

measure in determining how well a coding or measurement system works (Cox, 1996). Raters 

generated initial codes by analyzing one Video/Audio recording transcript (10% of the total data) 

and filling out the Interrater Reliability Data Matrix (Cox, 1996; Fink, 1995; Fink & Kosecoff, 

1985). The researcher calculated the percent agreement as a measure of interrater reliability. This 

measure is the ratio of the number of criteria on which the raters agreed divided by the total 

number of criteria: (Total number of agreements / Total number of observations) X 100. An 

overall percentage agreement equal to or higher than 80% was desired (Cox, 1996; Fink, 1995; 

Fink & Kosecoff, 1985).  

Five raters coding 10% of the total Audio/Video transcripts established interrater 

reliability. Raters used the Interrater Reliability Data Matrix (Appendix S) as a template while 

coding. Using this process, raters reached consensus when the percent agreement was 80% or 

higher (Cox, 1996; Fink, 1995; Fink & Kosecoff, 1985). Each rater began by coding the 

Audio/Video transcript and recording each potential abstraction as shown in Table 3.  

Table 3 
Interrater Reliability Data Matrix Example  
# Group Lines Abstraction S-T-E-M 

1 2-21 Efficiency  S-T-E-M 
2 22-34, 37-40 Environmental impact S-T-E 
Note: S=Science, T=Technology, E=Engineering, and M=Mathematics  

 

Raters recorded the line number range where each abstraction was discussed, which in 

the first example were lines 2 through 21. They then identified the actual abstraction and entered 

it into the abstraction column. In example one, the identified abstraction was efficiency. Lastly, 
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raters assigned a STEM content code to each abstraction. In example one, the abstraction of 

efficiency was coded as S-T-E-M. When each rater had completed coding, all raters met to 

discuss the findings and reach consensus regarding the analysis strategy. If the overall percent 

agreement was below 80%, rater discussed codes until consensus reached above the 80% 

threshold. Following the consensus, raters coded a final response and compared it to confirm that 

the coding scheme was correct.  

Following the coding of all data, the researcher used the Reliability Rubric (Appendix O) 

to answer RQ-S2. In order to answer RQ-S2, “to what extent can a Design Log instrument allow 

a researcher to make judgments regarding the transfer of STEM content knowledge?” a ratio was 

needed to identify to what extent participants record abstractions in their Design Log entries. 

This ratio was calculated as (Total number of reported abstractions / Total number of observed 

abstractions) X 100. An overall ratio equal to or higher than 70% was desired (Cox, 2008; Fink, 

1995; Fink & Kosecoff, 1985). This ratio represents the difference in the abstractions observed 

by the researcher and the reported abstractions by participants in their Design Logs. This ratio 

allowed the researcher to assess the reliability of the instrument.  

The final stage of data analysis in Phase 3 led to the last iteration of the DLI. The purpose 

of this study was to develop a DLI that could be the sole means of data collection to evidence the 

transfer of STEM content knowledge during T/E design activities. During the implementation of 

this study, the researcher used concurrent methods of data collection.  Final analyses of data 

occurred at the conclusion of Phase 3 using the reliability ratio to determine the strength of the 

Design Log as an independent measure of STEM content knowledge transfer.  The following 

chapter addresses the finding of this study.  
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Chapter IV: Data Analysis and Findings 

The purpose of this study was the development of an instrument to provide data on STEM 

content knowledge transfer. Guided by the following research questions, this study utilized a 

case study methodology:  

• In what ways does the use of a Design Log provide evidence of the transfer of STEM 

content knowledge while students are engaged in a technological/engineering design-

based learning activity? 

RQ-S1 What phrasing of Design Log reflective prompts effectively reveal STEM 

content connections?  

RQ-S2 To what extent can a Design Log instrument allow a researcher to make 

judgments regarding the transfer of STEM content knowledge?   

The nature of this instrument development required the participation of individuals 

involved in technological/engineering (T/E) design-based activities. The engineering department 

at a large southeastern university provided such individuals. Phase 1 of this study utilized senior, 

Engineering Science (ES) capstone design teams for a pilot study. The fourth year capstone 

course made seniors ideal for Phase 1 because they were involved in complex T/E design 

problems. At this particular southeastern university, sophomore ES students were also engaged 

in T/E design activities in teams as a way to expose them to design at an early stage in their 

collegiate engineering preparation. Sophomore teams participated in establishing the construct 

validity of the DLI, which occurred during Phase 3. Sophomores in Phase 3 had little or no 

experience in T/E design and developed a proposal at the end of their design challenge. This is in 

contrast to senior teams who developed a physical prototype. As novice designers, sophomores 
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were ideal to test the DLI reflective prompts with participants who did not have a prior 

understanding of the T/E design process.    

The research method for this study followed a case study design, specifically a multiple 

case: embedded design. The multiple case: embedded design was chosen to accommodate the 

process of instrument development by allowing it to be developed and modified over three 

phases with multiple T/E design teams. The data sources included Audio/Video recording 

transcripts, field notes, interviews (group and individual), and DLI responses collected from each 

member of the T/E design teams. Triangulation of these data provided points of convergence 

regarding the transfer of STEM content knowledge across all data sources.  

This investigation began with Phase 1 intentionally designed as a pilot study to inform 

and familiarize the researcher with the process of collecting data on transfer. By conducting the 

pilot study first, the researcher was able to develop clear DLI reflective prompts, and to refine 

the method of collecting and analyzing data. The purpose of Phase 2 was to establish content 

validity of the reflective prompts. The intent of Phase 3 was to establish the construct validity of 

the reflective prompts. The following sections present the analysis and findings of Phase 1: Pilot 

Case Study, Phase 2: Establishing Content Validity, and Phase 3: Establishing Construct 

Validity, in chronological order.   

Phase 1: Pilot Case Study 

 Phase 1 was a pilot case study conducted as a means of developing the initial DLI. 

Assessment of the initial DLI occurred over a period of five weeks during a T/E design activity. 

Two design teams were utilized, each meeting once a week for the duration of the five weeks. 

Concurrent collection of Audio/Video recordings and field note data occurred during each work 

session. At the end of each work session, the researcher conducted a team interview and 
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collected the DLI from each team member. Triangulation of these four data points provided the 

basis for iterative revisions across the five weeks. The primary means for making these revisions 

were the end of work session interviews. An interview protocol (Appendix J) guided these 

interviews. The researcher used interviews to collect participant feedback to evaluate the clarity 

of the reflective prompts. Coding of these data provided participant perceptions of the DLI and 

its ease of use. Based on the collective responses of all participants, modifications to the DLI 

improved the use of the prompts as well as increased their ability to report instances of transfer.  

Audio/Video recordings, field notes, and DLI responses acted as corroborating evidence 

in justifying the weekly revisions. Analysis of these data began with the transcription of each 

Audio/Video recording and coding them in conjunction with the field notes (Appendix I). Field 

notes acted as a guide in the coding of Audio/Video transcripts. Each field note entry identified 

locations in the transcripts of observed transfer.  

The researcher then coded the participant DLI entries for instances of transfer. 

Triangulation of the resultant codes from the Audio/Video transcripts, field notes, and DLI 

entries provided points of convergence where STEM content knowledge transfer occurred. The 

purpose of this triangulation was to judge the degree to which participant responses to the DLI 

corresponded with the field notes and Audio/Video recording transcripts as an attempt to 

establish the reliability of the DLI as an independent measure of transfer. The triangulation 

process described above was the method used to make iterative revisions to the DLI after each 

weekly session with both design teams. Presented in Table 4 is a comparison of the initial and 

final iteration of the DLI reflective prompts.   
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Table 4 
Comparison of Initial and Final DLI Prompt Iterations  
Prompt # Initial Reflective Prompts Final Iteration of Reflective Prompts 

1 Of all the tasks you have worked 
through during this work session, 
which have you started to work on but 
have not completed?   

Look at your notes on the previous page 
and identify the main topics that were 
discussed during this work session.    

2 What information did you need to 
search for that you did not already 
know and what knowledge did you 
already have that you used during this 
work session? 

Considering the phase(s) you indicated on 
the previous page and the main topics you 
listed in question one, what Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics (STEM) content did you 
know and what STEM content did you not 
know about each topic?  

3 How did you solve any problems that 
arose during this work session? 

List any design constraints, design trade-
offs, or design failures that you were 
confronted with during this work session. 
Then explain how what you were 
confronted with allowed you to improve 
your proposal (design solution). 

4 Based on the expectations for your 
final solution that were framed in phase 
2, how does the work you completed 
during this work session align with 
those expectations?   

Looking at the design constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design failures you listed in 
question three, how do those 
modifications affect your original proposal 
(design) scenario criteria? 

5 How would you predict your final 
solution to work based on the decisions 
which you have made during this work 
session? 

From the affects stated in question four, 
how do you predict they will influence 
your final proposal (design solution)? 
Explain your answer.  

  

Phase 1 began by using the DLI previously developed prior to beginning the collection of 

data (p.45). Both design teams used this version of the DLI during the first weekly work session. 

Following the use of this instrument containing the initial reflective prompts, weekly iterative 

revisions resulted in an instrument containing the final reflective prompts as indicated in Table 3. 

Iterative revisions to the DLI reflect the data analysis and participant responses to the interview 

questions. The researcher and a STEM content expert reviewed the data and reached consensus 

on revisions to DLI reflective prompts. 
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Reflective Prompt 1. 

 Data analysis of interview responses in week one revealed that 66.67% of participants 

from both teams (6 of 9) reported that including a notes section in the DLI would be beneficial 

and provide them with something to refer to when responding to the reflective prompts. This 

notes section, if included, would allow participants to use the DLI throughout the meeting rather 

than simply at the end. By adding this notes section, Reflective Prompt 1 was modified to link 

back to the notes section and asked participants to list the main topics that were discussed during 

the work session.  

Reflective Prompt 2. 

 In the initial version of Reflective Prompt 2, participants were asked to describe any 

information they needed to search for and any knowledge they already had, for use during a 

particular work session. Analysis of data indicated that 100% (9 of 9) of participants reported 

that this prompt was very confusing and therefore it was changed to ask what they knew and did 

not know about each of the main topics discussed during the present work session. At the 

conclusion of week three, although interview data indicated that 100% (9 of 9) of participants 

spoke positively of the prompt revision, participant DLI responses indicated that 77.78% (7 of 9) 

of participants were not describing the STEM content used to solve problems and develop their 

ideas. Therefore, the addition of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) to 

Reflective Prompt 2 was necessary so that participants knew the types of knowledge that they 

should report. 

Reflective Prompt 3. 

At the conclusion of week one data analysis, Reflective Prompt 3 was modified to ask 

participants to discuss any constraints, trade-offs, or failures that arose during the current work 
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session. DLI responses suggested that 100% (9 of 9) of participants were not adequately 

responding to this question and by adding more specific language, they would provide better 

responses. Data from week two revealed that 55.56% (5 of 9) of participants reported that 

Reflective Prompt 3 was too broad and therefore responding was difficult. For example, a 

participant reported a problem with a presentation during the meeting as a failure. To maintain 

focus on the T/E design process the word “design” was added before constraints, trade-offs, and 

failures in Reflective Prompts 3 and 4. By adding “design”, participants would only report what 

was relevant to the design process and not ancillary issues. Analysis of DLI responses in week 

four suggested that 77.78% (7 of 9) of participants were not describing how the events of each 

work session affected their design solution. Modification of Reflective Prompt 3 asked 

participants to describe how each design constraint, design trade-off, and design failure allowed 

them to improve their design solution.  

Reflective Prompts 4 & 5. 

At the completion of week one, Reflective Prompt 4 was combined with Reflective 

Prompt 5 because 66.67% (6 of 9) of participants reported during the interviews that both 

prompts were confusing. As in Reflective Prompt 3, constraints, trade-offs, or failures were 

added and participants were asked to describe how each would affect their original design 

expectations and then to predict how each would affect their final solution. Analysis of week 

four data suggested that participants were only responding to one part of the prompt and not the 

other. Data to support this showed that 100% (9 of 9) of participants either were only referring 

back to their original design proposal or were only making a prediction. Therefore, this prompt 

was divided into two parts. By dividing Reflective Prompt 4 into two separate prompts, 

participants would need to respond to both rather than have the option of giving only a partial 
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response. The revised Reflective Prompt 4 asked participants to reflect on how their current work 

affected their original design criteria. This refers to the original design criteria that participants 

agreed upon at the beginning of the project, including what the final design should be able to do. 

Reflective Prompt 5 asked participants to describe how what they discussed in Reflective Prompt 

4 also affected their final design solution. 

After the first week of data collection in Phase 1, 88.89% (8 of 9) of participants reported 

confusion and misunderstanding with the DLI. At the end of Phase 1, 100% (9 of 9) of 

participants reported that the DLI was clear and simple to follow. They also stated that the DLI 

had improved over time and flowed better. Phase 2 of this study utilized the final iteration of the 

DLI reflective prompts to establish content validity.   

Phase 2: Establishing Content Validity   

According to Hittleman and Simon (2002) in order to establish the content validity of a 

questionnaire, the instrument creator must “demonstrate that the specific items [criteria] or 

questions represent an accurate sampling of specific bodies of knowledge. Creators of 

instruments establish content validity by submitting the instruments’ items [criteria] to a group of 

authorities in the content area and it is their expert opinions that determine whether the 

instruments have content validity” (p. 112). In this study the term criteria replaces the term item 

throughout. A group of three STEM content experts using the content validity process described 

by Yaghmaie (2003) reviewed the introduction, T/E design model, and DLI reflective prompts to 

determine their accuracy to elicit participant demonstration of STEM content knowledge 

transfer. The researcher used the following criteria as outline by Cox (2008) and Cezarino (2004) 

in selecting the panel of experts: (a) exposure to educational research, (b) knowledge of the 

research context, in this case, T/E design, and (c) a theoretical understanding of the construct, in 
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this case knowledge transfer. Establishment of content validity utilized the 3-step process 

suggested by Yaghmaie (2003) and described in the following paragraphs.  

Content Validity Step 1. 

Content Validity Step 1 involved the researcher meeting individually with experts to 

discuss the DLI and describe the content validity process. Following this meeting, experts 

received electronic copies of the DLI developed in Phase 1 and the content validity instrument 

(Appendix L) which guided experts through rating each criterion.  

Content Validity Step 2. 

Content Validity Step 2 was the consensus meeting. Experts brought the reviewed DLI 

for discussion with the group. As described in Chapter III (p.49-50), experts rated each DLI 

reflective prompt based on its relevance, clarity, simplicity, and ambiguity (Yaghmaie, 2003). 

The following definitions where used for consistency in expert review: Relevancy: having 

significant and demonstrable bearing on the matter at hand, Clarity: a presumed capacity to 

perceive the truth directly and instantaneously, Simplicity: the state of being simple, 

uncomplicated, or uncompounded, and Ambiguity: capable of being understood in two or more 

possible senses or ways (Yaghmaie, 2003). Experts rated each DLI reflective prompt on a four-

point scale: 1) strongly disagree, 2) disagree, 3) agree, and 4) strongly agree. Ambiguity was 

rated using a reverse scale, 1) strongly agree, 2) agree, 3) disagree, and 4) strongly disagree. 

Experts could also make suggestions for improving the introduction, T/E design model, and the 

DLI reflective prompts. 

Content Validity Step 3. 

Content Validity Step 3 involved the researcher incorporating the agreed upon changes 

into a revised version of the DLI. Experts received one week to review the introduction, T/E 
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design model, and rate the DLI reflective prompts. Analysis of expert ratings utilized the Content 

Validity Index (CVI) developed by Waltz & Bausell (1983), which is the “proportion of criteria 

given a rating of 3 or 4 by the raters involved” if using a four point likert scale (p. 71). As 

suggested by Yaghmaie (2003) only those criteria receiving a CVI of 0.75 or higher were 

suitable for the study as written.  

Phase 2: Content Validity Results 

During the consensus meeting, experts met to present their ratings and discuss the 

introduction, T/E design model, and the DLI reflective prompts. Experts took turns discussing 

their ratings and possible ways to improve each part of the instrument. This continued until all 

experts agreed on the revisions. Consensus was used for clarification of the introduction and the 

T/E design model. A rating process was not needed as explained below. Reflective prompts 

however used a rating process and modification occurred if they received a CVI below 0.75. 

Those receiving a rating of 0.75 or higher were still reviewed during the consensus meeting as a 

means of further refinement. 

Introduction. 

Input from panel members was used in modifying the introduction (background and 

directions) of the DLI, which improved clarity. In the background portion of the DLI 

introduction, the first sentence changed from “Design and Inquiry are fundamental human 

aptitudes that we use each day” to “Design and Inquiry are processes that we use every day.” 

This change improved clarity because some may not understand what is meant by “fundamental 

human aptitudes;” whereas, “process that we use every day” is much easier to understand. In the 

directions portion of the DLI introduction, the word “react” became “respond” because this term 
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more clearly represents what participants are doing. Minimal modifications were required to 

reach consensus on the wording used for the introduction.      

T/E Design Phase Descriptions.  

 Modification of the nine T/E design phases depicted in the DLI was part of the content 

validity consensus meeting. Experts did not rate these nine phases as with the reflective prompts. 

Instead, during the consensus meeting, experts were asked to review each T/E design phase 

description for clarity and ambiguity. Experts discussed proposed modifications until they 

reached consensus. Those modifications are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 
Phase 2 Modifications of T/E Design Phase Descriptions  
Design Phase # Initial Design Phase Descriptions  Modified Design Phase Descriptions 

1 Identify a problem either by 
observation or a human need 

Identify a problem either by 
observation or a human need 

2 Frame criteria for the final solution  Frame criteria for the final solution  
3 Investigate what is known about the 

problem  
Investigate what is known about the 
problem  

4 Begin to carry out the study by 
developing alternate solutions to the 
problem 

Develop alternate solutions to the 
problem 

5 Choose an appropriate solution from 
the alternate solutions that where 
developed previously  

Choose an appropriate solution 
from the alternate solutions 

6 Develop out the chosen solution 
including all sub-components  

Develop detailed plans for 
constructing your chosen solution

7 Model the chosen solution either by 
producing a product or by carrying out 
a procedure  

Simulate or prototype your chosen 
solution 

8 Check to see if your chosen solution 
meets the expectations that were 
identified earlier 

Check to see if your chosen solution 
meets the criteria that were 
identified earlier 

9 If the chosen solution does not meet 
expectations make any improvements 
necessary and present your findings 

If the chosen solution does not meet 
the criteria make any improvements 
necessary and present your findings 

 
During the consensus meeting 100% (3 of 3) of experts agreed that several T/E Design 

phase descriptions needed modification to improve their clarity and decrease ambiguity. Experts 
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modified the description of Design Phase 4 to ask participants to “Develop alternate solutions to 

the problem.” Modification to the description of Design Phase 5 asked participants to “Choose 

an appropriate solution from the alternate solutions.” Experts agreed that Design Phase 6 was 

confusing when asking about sub-components. Therefore, that portion of the description was 

omitted and participants were only asked to “Develop detailed plans for constructing your 

chosen solution.” Design Phase 7 was modified in a similar way to say only “Simulate or 

prototype your chosen solution.” This modification made the design phase description less 

confusing by omitting the portion that asks about carrying out a procedure. Modification of 

descriptions for Design Phases 8 and 9 changed the word “expectations” to “criteria” because 

this term more clearly described what participants were using to judge their final design solution. 

In addition, this term more closely aligned with Design Phase 2, which asked participants to 

“Frame criteria for the final solution.” Consistency of terms is critical for clarity, which is why 

the terms were changed (Cox, 1996; Fink, 1995; Fink & Kosecoff, 1985).  
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DLI Reflective Prompts.  

Table 6 shows the results of the CVI ratings of each DLI reflective prompt.  

Table 6 
Content Validity Results 
Prompt # DLI Reflective Prompt CVI 

(0)  Which phase(s) of the design process are you 
currently in? Please circle the phase(s). 

1 

(1)  Look at your notes on the previous page and identify 
the main topics that were discussed during this work 
session.    

.917 

(2)  Considering the phase(s) you indicated on the 
previous page and the main topics you listed in 
question one, what Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) content did 
you know and what STEM content did you not know 
about each topic? 

.75 

(3)  List any design constraints, design trade-offs, or 
design failures that you were confronted with during 
this work session. Then explain how what you were 
confronted with allowed you to improve your 
proposal (design solution). 

.75 

(4)  Looking at the design constraints, design trade-offs, 
or design failures you listed in question three, how do 
those modifications affect your original proposal 
(design) scenario criteria? 

.50 

(5)  From the affects stated in question four, how do you 
predict they will influence your final proposal (design 
solution)? Explain your answer.    

.75 

Note. CVI = content validity index. 
 

Of the six reflective prompts analyzed, only Reflective Prompt 4 received a CVI below 0.75. 

Although results showed the remaining prompts to be content valid, experts still suggested 

modifications to improve their readability. Experts discussed the reflective prompts as a group to 

improve clarity, resulting in slight modifications (Table 7). The following section describes each 

DLI reflective prompt revision.   
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Table 7 
Phase 2 Revisions of DLI Reflective Prompts  
Prompt # Initial Reflective Prompts Revised Reflective Prompts 

1 Look at your notes on the previous page 
and identify the main topics that were 
discussed during this work session.    

Look at your notes on the previous page, 
then identify and list the main topics that 
were discussed during this work session.   

2 Considering the phase(s) you indicated 
on the previous page and the main 
topics you listed in question one, what 
Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics (STEM) content did you 
know and what STEM content did you 
not know about each topic?  

Considering the main topics you listed in 
question one, describe what Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics (STEM) content you knew 
and what STEM content you did not 
know about each topic?  
 

3 List any design constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design failures that you 
were confronted with during this work 
session. Then explain how what you 
were confronted with allowed you to 
improve your proposal (design 
solution). 

List any design constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design failures that you 
were confronted with during this work 
session.  
 

4 
 

Looking at the design constraints, 
design trade-offs, or design failures you 
listed in question three, how do those 
modifications affect your original 
proposal (design) scenario criteria? 

Explain how these design constraints, 
design trade-offs, or design failures led 
you to change your proposal. 

5 From the affects stated in question four, 
how do you predict they will influence 
your final proposal (design solution)? 
Explain your answer.    

Given your response to question three, 
what is your prediction of how each 
design constraint, design trade-off, or 
design failure will affect your final 
proposal? Explain your answer.    

 
Based on the consensus meeting discussion and the expert ratings, it was determined that 

DLI reflective prompts needed to build off each other, making prompts more cohesive. Prompts 

also became more specific to guide participants regarding how to respond.  

Reflective Prompt 1. 

Experts modified Reflective Prompt 1 to include “identify and list” which encourages 

participants to report a list of main topics discussed during that work session. Previous wording 
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only asked participants to identify the main topics, which in some cases elicited an explanation. 

For this question, the researcher was primarily interested in a simple list of topics. 

Reflective Prompt 2. 

To improve the cohesiveness between Reflective Prompt 1 and 2, Reflective Prompt 2 

now built off Reflective Prompt 1. Participants described what they knew and did not know 

specifically about the topics discussed during the work session. The idea was to encourage 

participants to respond to each main topic instead of just some of them.  

Reflective Prompts 3 & 4. 

Reflective Prompts 3 and 4 followed a similar logic of building off the pervious prompt. 

Reflective Prompt 3 asked participants to list any design constraints, design trade-offs, or design 

failures. Reflective Prompt 4 then followed and asked participants to explain how their responses 

to Reflective Prompt 3 caused them to change their proposal. Reflective Prompt 4 received a 

CVI below 0.75 and therefore further discussion was needed to reach consensus. The original 

sequence of Reflective Prompts 3 and 4 seemed confusing because experts agreed that 

participants might not understand the difference between their proposal and their original 

proposal. To resolve this issue, the experts agreed that participants should simply list the design 

constraints, design trade-offs, or design failures in Reflective Prompt 3. In this way, Reflective 

Prompt 4 now asked participants to explain how each led them to change their proposal.  

Reflective Prompt 5. 

Originally, Reflective Prompt 5 built off Reflective Prompt 4 and asked participants to 

make a prediction regarding how what was described in Reflective Prompt 4 would affect their 

final solution. However, this was unclear because Reflective Prompt 4 asked participants about 

their original proposal. To clarify, the prompt was changed to ask participants to use the list of 
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design constraints, design trade-offs, or design failures from Reflective Prompt 3 and make a 

prediction regarding how each would affect their final proposal.  

Summary. 

All of the experts agreed that by making these modifications to the reflective prompts, 

participants would be more likely to give complete and clear responses related to the transfer of 

STEM content knowledge. All of the modifications to the introduction, T/E design model, and 

DLI reflective prompts resulted in a content valid, sixth iteration of the DLI for use in Phase 3 of 

this study.           

Phase Three: Establishing Construct Validity   

 Construct validity of the DLI, developed through the first two phases of this study, 

occurred in Phase 3. In Phase 3, the content validated DLI was used during a T/E design problem 

spanning the first 6 phases of the T/E design process. The establishment of construct validity in 

this study was critical to determine the degree to which DLI reflective prompts elicited responses 

that align with the theoretical construct of knowledge transfer.  

Phase 3 utilized two design teams working through two different design problems. Data 

collection occurred in Phase 3 at each team work session, which entailed Audio/Video 

recordings while the researcher took field notes for later analysis and triangulation. At the end of 

each work session, time was provided for participants to make a DLI entry. Participants had five 

to ten minutes to respond to the DLI reflective prompts. Mid-phase (week three) and end-of-

phase (week seven) interviews occurred individually with each participant to gather detailed 

explanations of DLI entries and clarify how participants used knowledge. Participants received 

their DLI at the beginning of the T/E design activity and used the same DLI throughout the 

project.   
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As previously discussed (p. 9), abstractions are representations of knowledge transfer. 

Abstractions serve as the primary cognitive support for knowledge transfer (Fuchs et al., 2003; 

Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thompson, 2003; Gentner & Markman, 1997; Gentner & Medina, 

1998; Reed, 1993; Singley & Anderson, 1989). The researcher therefore identified abstractions 

from the data as the primary mechanism for identifying potential instances of transfer. The 

researcher used the operational definition for knowledge transfer (p. 51) to analyze DLI entries 

for points of abstraction. A Data Matrix was used to display data in preparation to make 

judgments regarding whether or not each abstraction was an instance of STEM content 

knowledge transfer. An example of the Data Matrix appears in Table 8.
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Table 8 
Example Data Matrix 

Log Question Participant DLI Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

F Wind VAR 6 3 
 

Designs, New 
Model, 
Metric, 
Maintenance, 
Wind VAR, 
Stabilization 
of power 
grid, Power 
electronics, 
Voltage, 
Power factor, 
Installation, 
Modular 
construction, 
Transportatio
n of parts   
 
Lines 2-18, 
104-157 
(Yellow) 

Wind power 
in general, 
Feasibility, 
Wind VAR, 
Power 
electronics 
package, 
Reactive 
power, How 
the grid 
actually 
works, How 
the  grid 
responds to 
wind power, 
Adjustable 
turbine 
blades to 
reduce 
damage, 
Size of 
turbines, 
Technology, 
Money math 

Design Discussing a new 
model of wind turbine 
and converting its 
stated height to metric. 
Wind VAR was also 
discussed which, is a 
method of stabilizing a 
power grid through 
wind energy. Lastly, 
the construction and 
transportation of wind 
turbines was 
discovered to be a 
modular process. 
Science, technology, 
and engineering 
content were used to 
understand the 
benefits of different 
wind turbine 
configurations. 
Mathematics content 
was used to calculate 
the energy production 
of the wind turbine.     

S – T – E – M  

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

F VAR and Grid 
dynamics   

6 
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Using the Data Matrix as a means of displaying the data, the researcher coded the weekly 

field notes and Audio/Video recording transcripts. After the identification of all the abstractions 

in the Audio/Video recording transcripts, the researcher compared them to the participant DLI 

responses. The researcher began by entering the codes from the Audio/Video recording 

transcripts into the Data Matrix. Then the researcher recorded the DLI responses along with the 

corresponding participant and the corresponding DLI reflective prompt. The researcher also 

recorded which T/E design phase participants reported they were in as well as the observed 

phase. Next, content analysis of the interview transcripts provided corroborating evidence. With 

these data analyzed, it was possible to easily review them, and identify abstractions. An 

inference was also made with each abstraction regarding its use. Lastly, the researcher coded 

each abstraction for the STEM content areas that transferred.    

Interrater Reliability   

Establishing a reliable coding scheme requires that the scheme be tested with multiple 

raters through an interrater reliability process. By doing interrater reliability the researcher of this 

study increased the reliability of the findings by showing that others agree with the coding 

scheme. An initial coding scheme was developed by the researcher and tested using five raters. 

Data from each participating team of sophomores were analyzed independently using an 

established method for achieving interrater reliability. Utilizing the initial coding scheme, raters 

coded 10% of the data from each team, which amounted to one Audio/Video recording transcript 

per team (Cox, 1996; Fink, 1995; Fink & Kosecoff, 1985). Raters used an Interrater Reliability 

Data Matrix (Appendix S) to keep track of their coding. Based on the results of coding by raters, 

a percent agreement was calculated. This measure is the ratio of the number of criteria on which 

the raters agreed divided by the total number of criteria: (Total number of agreements / Total 
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number of observations) X 100. An overall percent agreement equal to or higher than 80% was 

desired (Cox, 1996; Fink, 1995; Fink & Kosecoff, 1985).     

 Establishment of interrater reliability in this study utilized five independent raters. Each 

rater attended an initial meeting where they received a demonstration worksheet, an Audio/Video 

recording transcript, and the Interrater Reliability Data Matrix. During this meeting an overview 

of the study was presented and its purpose discussed. Also discussed was the interrater reliability 

process and a coding example was reviewed. Raters completed a trial run of coding followed by 

explanation and discussion afterword. When all raters were comfortable with the coding scheme 

and process, they were given a week to review and code the Audio/Video recording transcript 

using the Interrater Reliability Data Matrix. At the end of the review week, raters met for a 

follow up consensus meeting.   

 Prior to the follow up consensus meeting, each rater sent the researcher an electronic 

copy of their coding. The researcher calculated an initial percent agreement prior to meeting. At 

the consensus meeting, each rater was provided an opportunity to explain their coding strategy. 

Differences in coding were then addressed allowing consensus to be reached and a final coding 

scheme established. After this consensus, the final coding scheme was tested during the meeting 

on a separate Audio/Video transcript. The results confirmed the reliability of the coding scheme. 

In the following sections, the results of the interrater reliability process will be discussed relative 

to each participating team.   

Team 1 Interrater Reliability.  

As described earlier, the interrater reliability process occurred prior to coding the 

remaining data collected from Team 1, which included field notes, Audio/Video recording 

transcripts, interviews, and DLI responses. Based on the interrater reliability process a percent 
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agreement of 90% (18 of 20) was calculated. However, raters did not agree regarding how to 

code abstractions for STEM content. For that reason, the majority of the consensus meeting dealt 

with agreeing on what should classify as science, technology, engineering, and mathematics 

content. The resulting agreement appears in Table 9.  

Table 9 
STEM Content Coding Operational Definitions 
Content Area Coding Definition 

Science Interacting, studying, and observing the natural work (But not modifying it) 
Technology Modifying the natural world to meet a human need or want 
Engineering The process of conceptualizing the solution of a design problem 
Mathematics Using numbers and formulas to understand a phenomenon  

  

By defining what each STEM content area represents, it was possible to code each agreed upon 

abstraction for STEM content area(s). The resulting codebook is shown in Table 10. 

Table 10 
Team 1 Codebook 

Abstraction S T E M 
Weather X X  X 
Efficiency    X X X X 
Location X X X  
Cost  X X X 
Environmental Effects / Impacts  X X   
Design X X X X 
Feasibility X X X X 
Note: S=Science, T=Technology, E=Engineering, and 
M=Mathematics  

 

Using the codebook, the researcher coded the remainder of the data using the Data Matrix. 

Team 2 Interrater Reliability. 

While coding, the researcher found that data from Team 2 did not have clearly defined 

code categories. The primary reason for this was due to the conceptual nature of the design 

challenge assigned to Team 2. They seemed to have a more difficult time identifying what to 

research in order to make a proper recommendation. As a result, much of their work sessions 
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were simply figuring out what goes into an exercise regimen. Team 1 on the other hand quickly 

began discussing topics such as design, weather, environmental impact, and feasibility. 

Therefore, this required a second interrater reliability test with Team 2 data to ensure that the 

data were properly coded. This second interrater reliability process was identical to the process 

used with Team 1. An initial percent agreement of 75% was calculated which was below what is 

acceptable. Raters agreed on the codes and code categories of three abstractions; exercise rigor, 

exercise constraints, and supplements. Raters initially did not agree on a fourth abstraction, 

which was “design process.” After each rater presented their coding arguments, an agreement of 

100% was reached. Each of these abstractions were then coded for the related STEM content 

area(s) as shown in Table 11. Using the agreed upon coding strategy the remainder of the data 

from Team 2 were coded.  

Table 11 
Team 2 Codebook 

Abstraction S T E M 
Design Process X X X X 
Exercise Rigor   X  X  
Supplements X    
Exercise Constraints X X X X 
Exercise Plans X X X  
Age Range For Elderly Adults X   X 
Logistics  X X  
Note: S=Science, T=Technology, E=Engineering, and 
M=Mathematics  

 

The following sections present the data analysis for each team utilizing the coding 

scheme agreed upon at the end of the interrater reliability process.   
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Team 1 Data Analysis  

The design challenge for Team 1 dealt with wind energy, and they were to determine a 

location for a wind farm based on several determining factors. The specifics of their design 

challenge were as follows:  

Wind Power In Virginia: Governor Bob McDonald has expressed strong interest in 
establishing wind farms in the state as an important new industry. One of the key areas 
currently under consideration for a wind farm is off the Eastern Shore of Virginia, in the 
Atlantic and on Poor Mountain. The governor has asked your engineering consulting 
group to examine the feasibility of these projects and prepare a brief presentation for 
members of the state congress who will be asked to support the project. Wind energy is 
subject to a number of different controversies, including technical (can it really generate 
enough power to be worthwhile?), environmental (will it harm native wildlife?), and 
social (will it be an eyesore and destroy tourism?). 

 

Due to the nature of this design challenge, participants would only be working through the first 

six of nine T/E design phases. Table 12 shows the results of data analysis for Team 1 spanning 

six weeks. The complete Data Matrix for Team 1 appears in Appendix T.
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Table 12 
Team 1 Consolidated Data Analysis  
Week Design Phase 

(Observed) 
DLI Entry Audio/Video 

Observation Data 
1 
 

3 
 

Weather Weather, Environmental, Install issues 
Efficiency figures    Highly efficient, Size vs. efficiency  
Location Amount of area, Finite, Maximum theoretical energy, Traffic (boats) 
Cost Cost, money, life cycle cost, cost to build, cost to stick it in, payback 
Environmental Effects Environmental, Effects on animals, Eye sore, Tourism 
Design Efficiency, Energy, Design, Advantages, Disadvantages 
Feasibility Tie into the power grid, atmospheric thermal warming, convenience 

2 
 

3 
 

Weather Weather Patterns, Potential Wind, Average Wind Speed, Effect on TV Antennas  
Cost Life cycle costs, Material, Recyclability, Maintenance, Break-even point 
Environmental Impacts Environmental Impacts, Noise, Eye Sore, CO2 Production, Greenhouse Gasses, Nitrogen    
 Feasibility 
 Designs 
 Efficiency 
Location Available Land, Spacing, Land Analysis 

3 3  Efficiency 
Environmental Impacts Environmental Impacts, Killing birds, Construction, Erosion, Cleaner then coal, Endangered 

birds 
Location 
 

Locations, Wind maps, Scale, Acers, Weather, Reactive Power, Transmission lines, Homes, 
International waters, Navy    

Design Designs, Alternate designs, Versatility, Efficiency, Weather, Scalability    
Cost  Cost, Competitive, Becoming cheaper, Technology, Budgetary constraints, Available money 
Weather  Weather, Wind speed, Potential wind energy  

4 
 

3 
 

Design Designs, New Model, Metric, Maintenance, Wind VAR, Stabilization of power grid, 
Cost Cost, Government support, Overhead cost, Comparison, Instillation over time 
 Location 

5 
 

6 
 

 Environmental Impacts 
 Cost 
 Design 

6 
 

6 
 

Cost Cost, Cost vs. output, Cost vs. distance, Total output, Amount of turbines, Capacity 
Feasibility Feasibility, Advantages, Stabilizing the power grid, Producing reactive power with no wind 
 Efficiency  
 Environmental Impacts  

Note: Words in bold/italics indicate abstractions that were observed but not reported by participants.  
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 Findings from the analysis of Team 1 data indicated that the DLI was 67% reliable with 

Team 1 over six weeks. As shown in Table 9 the data that is in bold/italics depicts abstractions 

observed, but not reported. The DLI reliability per week is shown in Table 13.  

Table 13  
Team 1 Reliability Ratio  

Work 
Sessions 

Observed 
Abstractions  

Reported 
Abstractions 

(DLI) 

Reliability Ratio 
(Reported / Observed) 

Average Reliability  
(∑ Reported / ∑ Observed) 

1 7 7 100%  
2 7 4 57%  
3 6 5 83%  
4 3 2 67%  
5 3 0 0%  
6 - - -  
7 4 2 50%  

Total 30      20  67% 

Note: Missing data (-) represents sessions where the team did not meet.   
 

Team 2 Data Analysis 

The design challenge for Team 2 did not have a tangible product as an outcome making it 

different than the challenge for Team 1. The design challenge for Team 1 dealt with a wind farm, 

which participants easily recognized. Team 2 however had a design challenge that was 

conceptually different and dealt with an exercise regimen. This caused participants in Team 2 to 

struggle a bit in the beginning. The specifics of their design challenge were as follows:  

Exercise for Bone Health: A recent report in the New York Times raised questions about 
the types of exercise individuals should engage in to maintain healthy bones. Confused 
by the conflicting findings reported in the magazine, a group of family physicians has 
asked your biomechanics research group to come give a talk at their next monthly 
meeting. They’d like your group to give them guidelines that they can use for 
recommending exercise programs for their older patients in particular. Note that these 
doctors are general practitioners, not orthopedists or gerontologists or related specialists. 
They are concerned both about what kinds of exercise will help their patients and about 
what exercises they can reasonably expect their patients to engage in.  
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Due to the nature of this design challenge, participants in Team 2 also only completed the first 

six of nine T/E design phases. The results of data analysis for Team 2 appear in Table 14. The 

complete Data Matrix for Team 2 can be found in Appendix U.
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Table 14 
Team 2 Consolidated Data Analysis 
Week Design Phase 

(Observed) 
DLI Entry Audio/Video 

Observation Data 
1 3 

 
 Design Process 
Exercise Rigor   Running, joints, knees, hips, energy, brisk walking, swimming, resistance, water aerobics 

2 3 
 

Supplements Supplements, Calcium, Exercising, Genetic 
Exercise Rigor Exercise Rigor, High Impact, Low Impacts, Older People, Power Walking, Dancing, Tennis 
Design Process Problem statement, Steps 1/2/3, Frame the problem, Presentation, Marketing, technical, friendly 

version  
Exercise Constraints Exercise Constraints, Length of time, Frequency of exercises, Physical Limitations, How 

strenuous, Amount of Impact 
3 3 

 
Design Process Framed out, Criteria, Solution, Negotiation, Sources, Recommendations 
Exercise Constraints  Exercise Constraints, Access to local gyms, Implementation, aerobics classes, Swimming Pool 

4 3, 4, 5 
 

Design Process Poster slide, Final solution, Presentation, Journals, References, Audience, Terminology, 
Background knowledge, Solution, Organization, Consensus 

Exercise Rigor 
 

Exercise Rigor, Length of exercise, Frequency, Rigor, Impact level, Jumping, Pre-existing 
conditions, Impact, Balance 

Exercise Constraints Exercise Constraints, Accessibility, Do at home, Running, Jumping, Frequency, Aerobic muscle 
strength 

Exercise Plans Exercise Plans, Work out plan, Customizable, Categories, Jumping, Climbing stairs, Walking, 
Jogging, Gardening 

 Age Range For Elderly Adults 
5 5, 6 

 
Design Process Poster, Introduction, Abstract, Conclusions, Frame the problem, Objective, Method, Tables and 

graphs, Limitations, Requirements 
 Exercise Plans 
 Logistics 
 Exercise Rigor 

Note: Words in bold/italics indicate abstractions that were observed but not reported by participants. 
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Findings from the analysis of Team 2 data indicated that the DLI was 70% reliable over 

five weeks. The DLI reliability per week is presented in Table 15.  

Table 15  
Team 2 Reliability Ratio  

Work 
Sessions 

Observed 
Abstractions  

Reported 
Abstractions 

(DLI) 

Reliability Ratio 
(Reported / Observed) 

Average Reliability  
(∑ Reported / ∑ Observed) 

1 2 1 50%  
2 4 4 100%  
3 - - -  
4 - - -  
5 2 2 100%  
6 5 4 80%  
7 4 1 25%  

Total 17 12 70% 

Note: Missing data (-) represents sessions where the team did not meet.   
 
Combined Teams 1 and 2 Data 

 With the data from Teams 1 and 2 independently analyzed, an average reliability of the 

DLI over the entirety of Phase 3 was calculated. The average reliability of the combined Team 1 

and 2 data was 68%. Reported in Table 16 are data collected across all DLI reflective prompts 

and all observation data (Audio/Video transcripts, field notes, interviews) per work session.   

Table 16  
Combined Teams Reliability Ratio  

Work 
Sessions 

Observed 
Abstractions  

Reported 
Abstractions 

(DLI) 

Reliability Ratio 
(Reported / Observed) 

Average Reliability  
(∑ Reported / ∑ Observed) 

1 9 8 88%  
2 11 8 72%  
3 6 5 83%  
4 3 2 67%  
5 5 2 40%  
6 5 4 80%  
7 8 3 37.5%  

Total 47 32 68% 
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Further analyses of data gathered across all seven work sessions per individual DLI reflective 

prompt was conducted in order to reveal the relative strength of each criteria for eliciting STEM 

content knowledge transfer. Findings from this analysis indicated that the majority of the 

abstractions occurred when participants responded to DLI Reflective Prompt 2 which asked what 

STEM content knowledge they knew and the knowledge they did not know. The percent 

abstractions found per DLI reflective prompt appear in Table 17.  

Table 17 
Percentage of Abstractions Found Per DLI Reflective Prompt 
Prompt # DLI Reflective Prompts % Abstractions

1 Look at your notes on the previous page, then identify and list the 
main topics that were discussed during this work session.    

20% 

2 Considering the main topics you listed in question one, describe 
what Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) 
content you knew and what STEM content you did not know 
about each topic?  

36% 

3 List any design constraints, design trade-offs, or design failures 
that you were confronted with during this work session.  

22% 

4 
 

Explain how these design constraints, design trade-offs, or design 
failures led you to change your proposal. 

9% 

5 Given your response to question three, what is your prediction of 
how each design constraint, design trade-off, or design failure will 
affect your final proposal? Explain your answer.    

13% 

 
It is important to note that the DLI reflective prompts were purposefully developed to align with 

the phases of the T/E design process (p. 47). For this reason, data collected across all seven work 

session were again analyzed per T/E design process phase. Due to the nature of the design 

activities that participants were given, they began working in T/E Design Phase 3. Participants 

were initially given an identified problem and criteria for their final solution. Results of this 

analysis indicated that the majority of abstractions occurred during Design Phase 3, which 

corresponds with DLI Reflective Prompt 2. This suggests that when participants are investigating 

a problem they evaluate what is known and unknown, which fosters the transfer of STEM 

content knowledge. Similarly, when participants are tasked with choosing a solution and 
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developing that solution, they are confronted with design constraints, design trade-offs, and 

design failures. To solve issues that arise in these categories participants draw on their STEM 

content knowledge. The percent of abstractions associated with each T/E design phase are 

presented in Table 18.  

Table 18 
Percentage of Abstractions Found Per T/E Design Phase 
Design Phase # T/E Design Process Phase Descriptions  % Abstractions 

1 Identify a problem either by observation or a human need 0% 
2 Frame criteria for the final solution  0% 
3 Investigate what is known about the problem  71% 
4 Develop alternate solutions to the problem 5% 
5 Choose an appropriate solution from the alternate solutions 10% 
6 Develop detailed plans for constructing your chosen solution 14% 
7 Simulate or prototype your chosen solution 0% 
8 Check to see if your chosen solution meets the criteria that 

were identified earlier 
0% 

9 If the chosen solution does not meet the criteria make any 
improvements necessary and present your findings 

0% 

 
Findings from Phase 3 data analysis led to one final revision of DLI Reflective Prompt 4. That 

revision is shown in Table 19.  
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Table 19 
Final DLI Reflective Prompt Revisions 
# Initial Reflective Prompts Final Reflective Prompts 
1 Look at your notes on the previous page, 

then identify and list the main topics that 
were discussed during this work session.    

Look at your notes on the previous page, 
then identify and list the main topics that 
were discussed during this work session.  

2 Considering the main topics you listed in 
question one, describe what Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
(STEM) content you knew and what STEM 
content you did not know about each topic?  

Considering the main topics you listed in 
question one, describe what Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
(STEM) content you knew and what STEM 
content you did not know about each topic? 

3 List any design constraints, design trade-offs, 
or design failures that you were confronted 
with during this work session.  

List any design constraints, design trade-offs, 
or design failures that you were confronted 
with during this work session.  

4 
 

Explain how these design constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design failures led you to 
change your proposal. 

Explain how these design constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design failures led you to 
change your thinking of the project.

5 Given your response to question three, what 
is your prediction of how each design 
constraint, design trade-off, or design failure 
will affect your final proposal? Explain your 
answer.    
 

Given your response to question three, what 
is your prediction of how each design 
constraint, design trade-off, or design failure 
will affect your final proposal? Explain your 
answer.     

 
After both design teams met for work session three, it became apparent that Reflective Prompt 4 

needed to be changed. DLI responses suggested that 100% (9 of 9) of participants were not 

responding to Reflective Prompt 4. When asked why, during the mid-phase interviews (week 

three), participants reported that they did not feel as though they had a proposal to change until 

later in the T/E design process. When instead asked verbally during the mid-phase interviews 

(week three) how their thinking changed, 100% (9 of 9) of participants were able to respond to 

this prompt. This prompt was also the weakest DLI reflective prompt, only accounting for 9% of 

the total abstractions identified during Phase 3 (Table 17). At the end of Phase 3 DLI Reflective 

Prompt 4 changed from asking how design constraints, design trade-offs, or design failures led 

participants to change their proposal to how they led participants to change their thinking on the 
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project. This change was incorporated into the final iteration of DLI Reflective Prompt 4. The 

final version of the DLI is shown in Appendix V.    

The following chapter contains further discussion regarding the correlation between the 

percent abstractions found in the DLI reflective prompts and the T/E design phases. This 

correlation has implications regarding how knowledge transfer is studied and where it most often 

occurs during the T/E design process through highs and lows. Results of the correlation and the 

combined teams reliability ratio provide the basis for answering the research questions and for 

formulating the implications of this study.  
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Chapter V: Conclusions and Recommendations 

Discussion 

Implementation of the Design Log Instrument (DLI) in Phase 3 demonstrated that 68% of 

the time the DLI showed potential to evidence the transfer of STEM content knowledge 

independently of other data. Throughout this implementation phase however, DLI data revealed 

reliability highs and lows. These highs and lows are evident in sessions 1-3 (high), 4-5 (low), 6 

(high), and 7 (low) (Table 20). It is significant to note that these highs and lows correspond with 

specific phases of the T/E design process.  

Table 20 
Summary of Correlation Between % Abstraction per DLI Reflective Prompt and T/E Design Phase 

DLI Reflective Prompt % 
Abstractions 

T/E Design Process 
Phase % Abstractions 

Work 
Sessions 

Combined Team 
Reliability Ratio 

Highs (H) & 
Lows (L) 

  0% Phase 1 1 88% H 
  0% Phase 2 2 72% H 
DLI Reflective Prompt 1 20%   3 83% H 
DLI Reflective Prompt 2 36% 71% Phase 3 4 67% L 
DLI Reflective Prompt 3 22% 5% Phase 4 5 40% L 
DLI Reflective Prompt 4 9% 10% Phase 5 6 80% H 
DLI Reflective Prompt 5 13% 14% Phase 6 7 37.5% L 
  0% Phase 7    

0% Phase 8 
0% Phase 9 

Note: DLI Reflective Prompt % Abstractions correlate with T/E Design Process Phase % Abstractions. 
Work Sessions, Combined Team Reliability Ratio, and Highs/Lows do not align with DLI/Design 
Process data.   

 

During the first three work sessions for both design teams, reliability was satisfactory, 

reaching above the accepted 70% threshold. During these first three work sessions, participants 

were primarily engaged in T/E Design Phases 3 and 4, investigating what is known and 

developing alternate solutions. These design phases accounted for 76% of the total abstractions 

across the seven work sessions and represent a high in abstraction (Table 20). During work 
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sessions 4, 5, and 7 for both design teams, combined DLI reliability was below the accepted 70% 

threshold (Table 20). Participants were engaged in Phases 5 and 6 of the T/E Design process 

during these work sessions, which accounted for 24% of the total abstractions across the seven 

work sessions (Table 20) and represent a low in abstraction. Although not part of this study, T/E 

Design Phases 8 and 9 deal with testing and evaluating a chosen solution. In these design phases, 

participants are investigating ways of improving their design solution and re-evaluating design 

criteria. Based on abstraction trends observed between T/E Design Phases 1 through 6, it is 

anticipated that another high in abstraction would occur during T/E Design Phases 8 and 9. 

Results of the end-of-phase interview conducted in week seven give a plausible reason for the 

highs and lows found during Phase 3. During the last three work sessions, 100% of participants 

reported that they moved from trying to solve the problem to planning and developing their final 

project presentation. For this reason, they felt that no new content was discussed and DLI 

reflective prompts were irrelevant.  

Data collected during Phase 3 of this study were analyzed to identify which DLI 

reflective prompts elicited the most STEM content knowledge transfer. Analysis of abstraction 

frequencies identified DLI Reflective Prompt 2 as providing the most evidence of STEM content 

knowledge transfer with 36% of the total abstractions across the seven work sessions (Table 20). 

Reflective Prompt 3 had the next highest abstraction percentage with 22% of the total 

abstractions (Table 20). These findings indicate that when asked what they know and do not 

know about a particular topic, participants transfer knowledge. The primary cause for this may 

be that when trying to understand a higher order concept there is a hierarchy of knowledge (p. 

32). Reflective Prompt 2 of the DLI was developed to purposefully foster vertical transfer by 

having participants recognize what they do not know, and then consider what knowledge is 
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needed to understand a particular concept. By presenting the prompt in this way, participants 

recognize which lower order concepts are needed to understand the higher order concept (Gagne, 

1969, 2005). 

Data analysis on the abstractions identified in the DLI responses were found to correlate 

with the percent abstractions identified in the T/E design process (Table 20). DLI Reflective 

Prompts 2 and 3 (combined 58% of total abstractions) correlate with T/E Design Phases 3 and 4 

(combined 76% of total abstractions), which dealt with issues related to investigating the 

problem and developing alternate solutions. These findings strongly suggest that STEM content 

knowledge transfer is more likely to occur during T/E Design Phases 3 and 4. When participants 

investigate a problem they must identify what is already known and recognize what they still do 

not understand as asked in DLI Reflective Prompt 2. Participants must also be able to recognize 

when they are confronted with a design constraint, design trade-off, or design failure while 

developing alternate solutions as asked in DLI Reflective Prompt 3.  

DLI Reflective Prompts 4 and 5 (combined 22% of total abstractions) correlate with T/E 

Design Phases 5 and 6 (combined 24% of total abstractions) dealing with issues related to 

choosing a solution and developing that solution into a prototype. These findings suggest that 

STEM content knowledge transfer occurs less frequently during T/E Design Phases 5 and 6. 

When participants choose a solution, they must evaluate how each design constraint, design 

trade-off, or design failure will change the project as asked in DLI Reflective Prompt 4. 

Similarly, when participants are developing their prototype they must predict how each design 

constraint, design trade-off, or design failure will affect their final solution.      
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Conclusions 

 The purpose of this study was to address the need for empirical evidence to support the 

belief that the DLI could facilitate the evidencing of STEM content knowledge transfer. To guide 

this investigation the following research questions were developed:  

• In what ways does the use of a Design Log provide evidence of the transfer of STEM 

content knowledge while students are engaged in a technological/engineering design-

based learning activity? 

RQ-S1 What phrasing of Design Log reflective prompts effectively reveal STEM 

content connections?  

RQ-S2 To what extent can a Design Log instrument allow a researcher to make 

judgments regarding the transfer of STEM content knowledge? 

Each of these questions related to a specific aspect of the instrument and its development.  

Research question sub-one (RQ-S1). 

RQ-S1 dealt with development of the phrasing for the DLI reflective prompts. It asked, 

“What phrasing of Design Log reflective prompts effectively reveal STEM content 

connections?” To answer this question the DLI was tested, evaluated, and refined throughout 

three phases. At the conclusion of Phase 2 the DLI contained reflective prompts that were 

content valid and poised to test their ability for providing evidence of STEM content knowledge 

transfer. Testing of the DLI took place in Phase 3 where data were collected from two teams 

each working independently through different engineering design problems. Analysis of this data 

resulted in the final reflective prompt iteration (Table 19) at the end of the phase.  

Based on data analysis in this study, when asking participants to reflect on their work, 

reflective prompts must be very specific and cohesive. Throughout this study, each reflective 
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prompt revision became more specific to encourage participants to respond in a specific way. 

Data analysis of both DLI responses and interview responses allowed the researcher to 

understand where disconnects were occurring. This process proved to be ideal because through 

direct feedback from participants, reflective prompts more closely represented language and 

content that they were familiar with while preserving the types of data that were necessary for 

this study. At the end of Phase 3 effective phrasing of DLI reflective prompts were identified to 

reveal STEM content connections.   

Research question sub-two (RQ-S2). 

 RQ-S2 asks to what extent the DLI can allow a researcher to make judgments regarding 

the transfer of STEM content knowledge. Data collection in this study consisted of Audio/Video 

recordings, field notes, interviews, and DLI responses. Through iterative revisions of the DLI, 

the goal was to develop the reflective prompts so that they could aid in the independent 

collection of data on knowledge transfer without the need for Audio/Video recordings, field 

notes, and interviews.  

Findings in Phase 3 of this research indicate that the DLI shows potential to be 68% 

reliable (Table 16) as an independent measure of knowledge transfer. This meant that 68% of the 

time the DLI provides similar data as the triangulation of the Audio/Video recordings, field 

notes, and interviews but is just below the desired 70% threshold (Cox, 2008, p. 40; Fink, 1995; 

Fink & Kosecoff, 1985) required for use as an independent method of data collection. Although 

the reliability of the DLI is nearly desirable, reflective prompts must be further developed to 

foster greater discussion of topics. The triangulation data provides a deep level of insight into 

how knowledge is used to solve problems that the DLI by itself currently does not. In order for 

the DLI to truly be used as an independent measure of STEM content knowledge transfer, this 
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insight must be present in DLI responses. Further refinement and development may improve the 

reliability of the DLI and the ability of the reflective prompts to elicit responses that not only 

provide evidence of STEM content knowledge transfer but also explain those instances.        

Overarching research question. 

 The overarching question of this study was, “In what ways does the use of a 

Design Log provide evidence of the transfer of STEM content knowledge while students are 

engaged in a technological/engineering design-based learning activity?” Data analyzed to answer 

each individual sub question provided direction in answering the overarching question. As this 

study progressed the DLI required fewer substantial changes. This indicated that as time went on 

the DLI was more accurately providing evidence of knowledge transfer. At the end of Phase 3 

the DLI showed the potential to be 68% reliable as an independent measure of STEM content 

knowledge transfer. Though this shows a degree of success with the instrument, it is still not 

reliable enough for use as an independent source of data. Participants were providing evidence of 

STEM content knowledge transfer in their DLI responses, but they were not providing as many 

instances as were identified in the observation data (Audio/Video recordings and Field Notes). 

Participants also gave a simple explanation of topics discussed during their team work sessions 

which was not as robust as what the observation data provided. There are several plausible 

reasons for the gap between the observed and reported abstractions. Knowledge abstraction is 

more likely to occur in some T/E design phases than in others. It is plausible that participants did 

not recognize that they were abstracting knowledge but rather thought they were applying 

knowledge from a previous design phase. For example, 71% of the total abstractions occurred 

during T/E Design Phase 3, which dealt with investigating the problem. Participants used the 

abstracted knowledge gained during this phase and applied it to develop alternate solutions 
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during T/E Design Phase 4. Although participants did not report abstractions during this design 

phase, observation data shows that participants were abstracting knowledge, causing the gap 

between observed and reported abstractions. It is also possible that motivation affected 

participant’s willingness to respond to DLI reflective prompts. The DLI required participants to 

do additional work at the conclusion of each work session. This may have invoked a level of 

fatigue in participants, which caused them to respond to reflective prompts without the necessary 

effort required to provide meaningful data. For these reasons, assigning STEM content codes to 

abstractions found in the DLI responses was difficult without the accompanying observation 

data.  

 Participants in both Phase 1 (pilot study) and Phase 3 (implementation) reported that the 

DLI provided a valuable record of design decisions throughout the T/E design process. During 

both mid-phase (week three) and end-of-phase (week seven) interviews conducted during 

implementation, 100% of participants reported that the DLI allowed them to keep track of past 

decisions and reflect on them while making new decisions. This level of reflection improved the 

ability of participants to make informed decisions and to consider the positives and negatives of 

each. Specifically in Phase 3, as an unintended outcome, the DLI allowed participants to monitor 

their own learning and acted as a guide through the T/E design process. In this way, there is 

potential to use the DLI as an instructional tool as well as a method for collecting data.   

 While the DLI is not yet ready to be used as an independent measure of STEM content 

knowledge transfer at this time, it does show promise for providing such data independently. 

With future iterations, the reliability of the DLI can increase as an independent instrument. The 

current target audience of this instrument is students in undergraduate programs engaged in T/E 
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design activities. The reliability of this instrument is also bound to the studied context and 

therefore needs further development in other contexts to verify the reliability.    

Implications 

 The findings of this study have implications for the profession of Technology Education, 

T/E design based learning, and on knowledge transfer research.  

Technology Education. 

 Studies such as this show that T/E design is a valuable pedagogical approach to teaching 

and learning that fosters deep understanding in students. If Technology Education hopes to 

compete with the other STEM disciplines in the research arena these types of cognitive inquires 

will need to be a large part of our field moving forward. As Technology Education struggles to 

find its footing during the current push to incorporate more engineering content into K-12 

education, it is the belief of the researcher that this study and future studies need to demonstrate 

that Technology Education offers a general literacy based approach (p. 21) to learning T/E 

design (Cajas, 2001; ITEA, 2000; Wells, 2006; 2008). Technology Education seeks to take a 

broader look at T/E design and develop students as literate members of society that can solve 

problems in their everyday lives. By conducting research into the cognitive aspects of how 

students approach and work through T/E design problems, we as a profession can expand what 

we know and how we present design to foster such literacy.      

T/E design based learning.  

 The combined T/E design process depicted and refined in this study was prompted by the 

Integrative STEM Education Pedagogy Model developed by Wells (2009). This Integrative 

STEM Education Pedagogy Model blends elements of scientific inquiry, technological design, 

and engineering design to foster the transfer of knowledge. Abstraction of each process allowed 
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them to be blended into a single approach, with application in each independent discipline. By 

blending inquiry and T/E design, students are presented with a process that can be used in either 

a science, technology, or engineering classroom. By intentionally blending the identical elements 

of each process, the transfer of STEM content knowledge increases in likelihood. Thorndike 

(1901) described this phenomenon with his identical elements theory, which states, as the 

elements of a process become identical, the greater the likelihood that knowledge will transfer 

between them.    

Knowledge transfer research. 

 The illustration of the transfer paradigm (abstraction + situated environments = transfer) 

depicted in this study builds on previous transfer research and goes a step further to specifically 

look at transfer in a combined T/E design process. Studies, such as the one discussed here, help 

to validate this perspective. T/E design provided a unique lens as the context for this study and 

allowed the researcher to take previous work and utilize it in a novel situation. From this 

investigation, the researcher finds the T/E design process to be an ideal context for studying the 

transfer of knowledge because T/E design inherently requires students to use knowledge learned 

from many disciplines to solve design problems. As described earlier in the discussion section, 

the transfer of STEM content knowledge occurred in highs and lows over the course of the first 

six design phases of the T/E design process. Further study is needed to understand the nature of 

these highs and lows and to see if they consistently occur. A future study with senior ES design 

teams during their yearlong senior design projects would provide such understanding as they go 

through the T/E design process repeatedly instead of only using a single, partial iteration of T/E 

design process as described in this study.      
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Recommendations for Further Research 

 The findings of this study provide a good foundation for further research using the DLI in 

T/E design based environments. 

The Design Log Instrument. 

 Based on the reliability ratio, the DLI still needs further development. A larger scale 

study would help to achieve a higher level of reliability and development. With more 

participants, a broader sample would be possible with differing backgrounds, which would allow 

for increased reliability of the instrument. In addition, continuing to develop the DLI in a context 

outside of engineering, specifically in a Science or Technology Education classroom, would 

increase its reliability. Also, using the DLI with students at different grade levels such as with 

high school Technology Education students would provide opportunity for further development. 

During Phase 3 of this study, the DLI was used with sophomore engineering science students 

who were creating engineering proposals. Future studies, should involve students actually 

designing some product rather than simply making a recommendation.  

Professional development. 

 Investigation into the DLI as a teaching tool would provide a foundation for professional 

development regarding the transfer of knowledge during a T/E design activity. Teachers would 

learn how the DLI could increase student learning and foster the transfer of knowledge. Teachers 

would see the degree of utility that the DLI offers. This includes the importance of using an 

instrument such as the DLI to assess student learning. The DLI provides students with a means 

of being reflective and recording their thought process while working on T/E design activities. 

These reflections can act as a record of student learning over time.  
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Knowledge transfer research. 

 Many researchers investigating knowledge transfer have expressed fundamental problems 

with its study. Those fundamental problems range from whether or not transfer actually exists 

(Detterman, 1993) to how a researcher can claim to witness transfer occurring (Carraher & 

Schliemann, 2002). Barnett and Ceci (2002) concluded that a century of research on transfer has 

made little progress in resolving its fundamental questions, and Schoenfeld (1999) identified it as 

one of the major challenges of educational theory in the 21st century. Through the findings of 

this study, the researcher tried to substantiate the potential for research in this area. A potential 

way of witnessing transfer occurring is through the research design presented in this study. By 

using a Design Log Instrument in concert with Audio/Video recordings, field notes, and 

interviews it is possible to witness transfer. With further refinement, it may be possible to 

increase this potential.  

Although, the DLI was only 68% reliable, it still received many meaningful changes that 

improved its reliability over time. This means with further research the DLI can improve and 

increase its reliability. This also shows potential for studying transfer in a T/E design based 

context. T/E design provides an ideal context for studying the transfer of knowledge because 

students must inherently use knowledge from many disciplines to solve problems. In addition, as 

suggested by the correlation of abstractions between the DLI and the T/E design process, specific 

T/E design phases can be targeted when doing research in this context.   
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Appendix A  

A Comparison of the Technological Design Loop and Scientific Inquiry Wheel 
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The technological design process and scientific inquiry method are similar in structure 

and process. By looking at both processes side by side their similarities become increasingly 

apparent. Edward Thorndike’s Identical Elements theory (1901), states that as the similarities 

increase between two concepts the likelihood of transfer will increase. The technological design 

process shares a common structure, or way in which knowledge is used to answer a question or 

solve a problem, with the scientific inquiry method. These common structures represent 

“identical elements” that increase the likelihood of knowledge transfer.  Examining these 

“identical elements” is requisite in this study to creating a combined T/E design and Inquiry 

process for use in the Design Log instrument.    
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Identifying Problems and Opportunities / Observing and Defining the Problem  

Technological Design Loop Scientific Inquiry Wheel 
  

 

Comparing The Technological Design Loop and Scientific Inquiry Wheel (Hutchinson & 
Karsnitz, 1994; Reiff, Harwood, Phillipson, 2002). Used under fair use guidelines, 2011.  
 
 

 Technological design begins with “Identifying problems and opportunities.” Similarly, 

scientific inquiry begins by “Observing and Defining a problem.” In both cases the problem is 

typically placed in the context of some real world application. Learning can improve when 

seemingly abstract topics are placed within a context meaningful to the student (Wason & 

Johnson-Laird, 1972). It is important in this case that the instructor knows what interests the 

students and then tailors the problem around that interest.  
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Framing a Design Brief / Framing the Question and Articulating the Known 

Technological Design Loop Scientific Inquiry Wheel 
  

 

Comparing The Technological Design Loop and Scientific Inquiry Wheel (Hutchinson & 
Karsnitz, 1994; Reiff, Harwood, Phillipson, 2002). Used under fair use guidelines, 2011.  
 

 

“Framing a design brief” (technological design) and “Forming a question/Articulating 

expectations” (scientific inquiry) involves outlining exactly what will be done and what 

specifications the final product must meet (Hutchinson & Karsnitz, 1994). Framing the design 

brief/expectations may prove to be difficult without sufficient knowledge and understanding of 

the content. There may need to be some investigation at this step in the process.  
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Investigation and Research / Investigating the Known 

Technological Design Loop Scientific Inquiry Wheel 
  

 

Comparing The Technological Design Loop and Scientific Inquiry Wheel (Hutchinson & 
Karsnitz, 1994; Reiff, Harwood, Phillipson, 2002). Used under fair use guidelines, 2011.  
 

 

“Investigation and research” (technological design) and “Investigating the known” 

(scientific inquiry) can take many different forms. The teacher can give students’ assignments 

regarding important knowledge the student should have. The teacher can also give students 

selected readings, lessons, group discussion, teacher-led demonstration, and online research 

conducted using worksheets. Students may need some guidance during online research so a 

handout could be helpful to be sure they are looking for the right information. This investigation 

and research should not be simple fact-finding but rather should involve students building new 

knowledge and understandings.  
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Generating Alternative Solutions / Carrying out the Study 

Technological Design Loop Scientific Inquiry Wheel 
  

 

Comparing The Technological Design Loop and Scientific Inquiry Wheel (Hutchinson & 
Karsnitz, 1994; Reiff, Harwood, Phillipson, 2002). Used under fair use guidelines, 2011.  
 

 

“Generating alternative solutions” (technological design) and “Carrying out the study” 

(scientific inquiry) usually involves each member of the design/inquiry team developing their 

own solution. Solutions are then evaluated by the group. “Although it seems to be human nature 

to latch on to your first idea and try and make it work, designers know that the more ideas they 

have, the more likely it is that one of them will be a good one” (Hutchinson & Karsnitz, 1994).       
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Choosing the Best solution / Carrying out the Study 

 Technological Design Loop Scientific Inquiry Wheel 
  

 

Comparing The Technological Design Loop and Scientific Inquiry Wheel (Hutchinson & 
Karsnitz, 1994; Reiff, Harwood, Phillipson, 2002). Used under fair use guidelines, 2011.  
 
 

In “choosing a solution” (technological design) and “carrying out the study” (scientific 

inquiry), the students evaluate each alternative solution and choose the one that solves the 

problem best. This may involve the development of a matrix with scoring categories. In this way, 

the choice is made systematically. 
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Developmental Work / Carrying out the Study 

 Technological Design Loop Scientific Inquiry Wheel 
  

 

Comparing The Technological Design Loop and Scientific Inquiry Wheel (Hutchinson & 
Karsnitz, 1994; Reiff, Harwood, Phillipson, 2002). Used under fair use guidelines, 2011.  
 

 

In “developmental work” (technological design) and “carrying out the study” (scientific 

inquiry) materials begin to be tested and sub components of the design may be assembled. This 

is also the step “at which technical planning—engineering drawings, exploded-view drawings, 

cutaways, and blueprints—may be employed (Hutchinson & Karsnitz, 1994). In scientific 

inquiry this is where experiments are conducted.   
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Modeling and Prototyping / Carrying out the Study 

  Technological Design Loop Scientific Inquiry Wheel 
  

 

Comparing The Technological Design Loop and Scientific Inquiry Wheel (Hutchinson & 
Karsnitz, 1994; Reiff, Harwood, Phillipson, 2002). Used under fair use guidelines, 2011.  
 
 

“Modeling and prototyping” (technological design) and “carrying out the study” 

(scientific inquiry) may occur through several different ways: two dimensional and three 

dimensional models, computer models, and mathematical models are commonly used 

(Hutchinson & Karsntiz, 1994). Modeling is a critical aspect of the design process because it 

allows students to see a physical representation of their design.  
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Testing and Evaluation / Reflecting on the Findings  

  Technological Design Loop Scientific Inquiry Wheel 
  

 

Comparing The Technological Design Loop and Scientific Inquiry Wheel (Hutchinson & 
Karsnitz, 1994; Reiff, Harwood, Phillipson, 2002). Used under fair use guidelines, 2011.  
 
 

“Testing and evaluating” (technological design) and “Reflecting on findings/Interpreting 

results” (scientific inquiry) occurs once the model or prototype is complete. This allows students 

to evaluate whether their design/model is still viable or will modifications need to be made 

before full scale production can take place. At this step students refer back to their original 

design brief/expectation criteria to evaluate if they have met them or not.   
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Redesigning and Improving / Communicating the Findings  

  Technological Design Loop Scientific Inquiry Wheel 
  

 

Comparing The Technological Design Loop and Scientific Inquiry Wheel (Hutchinson & 
Karsnitz, 1994; Reiff, Harwood, Phillipson, 2002). Used under fair use guidelines, 2011.  
 
 

“Redesigning and improving” (technological design) and “communicate finds” (scientific 

inquiry) occurs after testing/reflecting on the model or prototype. The students try to identify 

why the design failed in order to make improvements to the prototype. This method of improving 

on a design allows students to reflect on why the design failed and learn what could be done to 

prevent a similar future failure. It also engages students in higher order thinking though synthesis 

and evaluation. In scientific inquiry, student would communicate their findings regarding if the 

hypothesis was proven true or false. If it was proven false modifications can be made for future 

study.   
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Phase 1: IRB Continuation Request Approval Letter 
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Phase 3: IRB Approval Letter  
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Appendix C 

Phase 1: Email Solicitation 
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Phase 1: Email Solicitation 

 
 
Dear Potential Study Participant, 
 
You are being contacted because you are a student in Dr. Paretti’s ESM-4015 Creative Design I, 
II course. My name is Fred Figliano and I am a graduate student in the Integrative STEM 
Education program at Virginia Tech. I am working on a new research study regarding design-
based learning and the transfer of knowledge within the science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics (STEM) fields. I am beginning this research study with Dr. John G. Wells who is a 
faculty member of the Integrative STEM Education program.   
 
We are seeking undergraduate engineering students to be part of this new study. The purpose of 
this study is to identify key elements of a design-based learning instrument that will aid in the 
collection of data evidencing ways in which design-based activities foster the transfer of 
knowledge. We would like to interact with your ESM-4015 Creative Design I, II project Team 
during group meetings. Our interaction with you and your Team members will be only to 
observe work sessions, to gain insight into your design decisions, and ask for your reactions to 
our initial design-based learning instrument.  
 
For those who choose to participate in this study, all identifying information will be kept 
confidential. If you are interested in participating in this study please email me, Fred Figliano at 
figlian2@vt.edu. Following receipt of your willingness to participate I will contact you regarding 
times when your Project Team meets. I hope you will give us the opportunity to work with you 
and your design team.  
 
Thank you in advance for your consideration, 
 
 
 
Fred J. Figliano 
Graduate Student  
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Phase 1: Email Solicitation 2 
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Phase 1: Email Solicitation 2 

 
Dear Nick, 
 
This is Fred Figliano, the person that spoke with your Creative Design course yesterday about 
my dissertation research. I would like to request your participation in my study. This 
participation would involve a minor time commitment of five to ten minutes at the end of each 
work session and allowing your work sessions to be observed. This commitment would last from 
the beginning of the spring semester until the end of February. Your work with me will also 
benefit your design projects by giving you a chance to reflect on design decisions. This will not 
only benefit your final designs but also the design logs you are currently keeping as part of your 
course work. If you are interested, you can read the remainder of this message and send me an 
email letting me know you are interested in participating. I need the willingness of your entire 
group to work with me. So please talk with your group to be sure everyone is interested.     
 
You are being contacted because you are a student in Dr. Paretti’s ESM-4015 Creative Design I, 
II course. My name is Fred Figliano and I am a graduate student in the Integrative STEM 
Education program at Virginia Tech. I am working on a new research study regarding design-
based learning and the transfer of knowledge within the science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics (STEM) fields. I am beginning this research study with Dr. John G. Wells who is a 
faculty member of the Integrative STEM Education program.   
 
We are seeking undergraduate engineering students to be part of this new study. The purpose of 
this study is to identify key elements of a design-based learning instrument that will aid in the 
collection of data evidencing ways in which design-based activities foster the transfer of 
knowledge. We would like to interact with your ESM-4015 Creative Design I, II project Team 
during group meetings. Our interaction with you and your Team members will be only to 
observe work sessions, to gain insight into your design decisions, and ask for your reactions to 
our initial design-based learning instrument.  
 
For those who choose to participate in this study, all identifying information will be kept 
confidential. If you are interested in participating in this study please email me, Fred Figliano at 
figlian2@vt.edu. Following receipt of your willingness to participate I will contact you regarding 
times when your Project Team meets. I hope you will give us the opportunity to work with you 
and your design team.  
 
Thank you in advance for your consideration, 
 
 
 
Fred J. Figliano 
Graduate Student  
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Phase 1: Email Solicitation 3 
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Phase 1: Email Solicitation 3 

 
 
 
Dear John, 
 
You are currently entering the final semester of your engineering program at Virginia Tech. At 
the end of this semester, with help from faculty who will assist you in successfully completing 
your senior capstone design project, you will graduate with your engineering degree. Like you, I 
am entering the final semester of my graduate program and I need your help with my capstone 
project. In order to finish my doctorate I must complete a capstone project similar in many ways 
to your senior design project. This project is my dissertation and in order to successfully 
complete it and graduate I need your help. I very much need your participation in my research 
and am asking once more for just a few minutes of your time at the end of your project work 
sessions to answer a few short questions. I would also like to observe your design team while 
you work on your project. And because I would be observing your entire team, I will need 
everyone in your group to agree to work with me. So please be sure that all team members are 
interested if you decide to help me.  
 
As an added incentive, I will give each member of any team that decides to help me a $20 
Amazon gift card and also enter them into a raffle to win an additional $50 Amazon gift card 
when my project is finished. As you think about my request keep in mind that I am not asking for 
much of your time and you would be helping me a great deal with my final project. If you and 
your team agree to participate, I will contact you to make arrangements to sit in on your next 
work session. I sincerely hope you will carefully consider helping me and agree to participate. I 
look forward to a positive response to my request and meeting with you and your team in the 
near future.      
 
Thank you in advance for your consideration, 
 
 
 
 
Fred J. Figliano 
Graduate Student 
Integrative STEM Education  
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Phase 3: Informed Consent Form 
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Appendix G 

Phase 1: Initial Design Log Instrument 
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Introduction Protocol 
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Introduction Protocol 

 
The following will be read to participants at the beginning of the first meeting. 
 
Good morning (afternoon, evening). Thank you for allowing me to come speak to you. 
 
Let’s begin with who I am. I am originally from New Jersey and attended college at the college 
of NJ. There I received my BS in Technology Education. Technology Education is the study of 
our designed world. The focus is similar to engineering which is looking at solving human needs. 
After completing my BS I came to Virginia Tech to pursue a graduate degree in Integrative 
STEM education. STEM meaning Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics. I 
received my MAED from Tech and am working to complete my Dissertation with this study and 
receive my doctorate. Let’s go around the room now and just introduce yourself and tell me your 
major.  
 
Students introduce themselves 
 
Now I would like to tell you a little bit about what I am doing. The goal of my study is to 
investigate a concept known as knowledge transfer. I told you before that the program I am in is 
Integrative STEM education. Well our central focus is about making connections between STEM 
disciplines. My study is interested in evidencing these connections in design-based 
environments. To do this I would like your permission to have access to the Design Logs which 
you will already be doing as part of this course. I would also like to ask your permission to video 
and audio record your class work. Your identities will be kept totally confidential and your 
names will never be used in any study related documents for public use. Also, all data that I 
collect will only be seen by the research team; my committee and I. I would now like to pass out 
the informed consent form so we can review it and you can ask any questions. 
 
Pass out informed consent form  
 
Read through the informed consent form exactly as written. Pause for questions at the end.  
 
If there are no further questions I would ask that you each sign and date the consent form and 
then pass them to the person next to you as a witness. Remember that your participation is purely 
optional so if you are uncomfortable, that is fine, but you will be making Design Log entries 
anyway so there would be no additional work on your part. When you’re done signing the form 
please pass them up. 
 
Collect informed consent form  
 
Now what I would like to pass out to you is the Design Log itself.  
 
Pass out Design Log Instrument 
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Now I would like to go over each section of the Design Log. On the cover there is a place for 
your name and your design project title. If you turn to the first page you will see there are some 
instructions and some background information regarding the design process which is the image 
you see. I would like to read both sections to you. 
 
Read the Background and Directions sections of log to the class 
 
Are there any questions about the background or the directions? 
 
Pause for questions 
 
If there are no further questions, I would like to go over each question in the Design Log so that 
you know what I am expecting. 
 
Question 1 asks you to identify where you are in the design process by circling the phase or 
phases you are in. What I would like you to do here is simply circle the phase or phases you are 
in. 
 
Pause for questions 
 
Question 2 asks you to describe what tasks you have completed during this phase of the design 
process as it relates to the previous question. For this question I want to know what tasks you 
have actually completed during this phase, not ongoing tasks. 
 
Pause for questions 
 
Question 3 asks, “Of all the tasks you have worked through during this work session, which have 
you started to work on but have not completed?” This question asks you to describe those tasks 
which are ongoing and have not been completed yet.    
  
Pause for questions 
 
Question 4 asks, “What information did you need to search for that you did not already know and 
what knowledge did you already have that you used during this work session?” To answer this 
question I am interested in information that you did not know that needed to be looked up online 
or found out some other way. I am also interested in the knowledge that you already know about 
a topic and were able to use to solve design problems. 
 
Pause for questions 
 
The 5th question ask, “How did you solve any problems that arose during this work session?” In 
this question I am looking for design problems based on constraints, trade-offs, and failures of 
your design. What problems came up that needed to be solved.  
 
Pause for questions 
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The 6th question asks, “Based on the expectations for your final solution that were framed in 
phase 2, how does the work you completed during this work session align with those 
expectations?” For this question I am most interested in how the design decisions you make align 
with your constraints framed in phase 2 of the design process. In other words do your decisions 
allow you to meet those constraints and expectations?    
 
Pause for questions 
 
The 7th and final question asks, “How would you predict your final solution to work based on the 
decisions which you have made during this work session?” I am asking you to make a prediction 
of how well your designs will work in your final solution. Will they work well or not so well?  
 
Pause for questions 
 
If there are no further questions we can move on. You are to make a Design Log entry at the end 
of each in-class work session. At the end of class you will make your entry and I will come 
around and take a picture of your entry so that I have copies.  
 
Pause for questions 
 
If there are no further questions I will turn the class back over to your TA. 
 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study! 
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End of Work Session Protocol 
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End of Work Session Protocol 

 
The following will be read to participants at the end of each work session. 
 
Now that you are done working I would like you to please take 5 to 10 minutes to make a Design 
Log entry. If you have questions please refer back to the beginning of the log where you will find 
the directions. If you have any further questions feel free to raise your hand and I will come to 
you. 
 
Allow participants are to make a Design Log entry. Rove around the room as they work.  
 
As you finish please site quietly until everyone is done.  
 
Pause for the class to finish making their Design Log entry. 
 
Now I would like to ask you some question specifically about the Design Log.  
 

1. Were the directions helpful? 
2. Were you able to understand where you were in the design process? 
3. Did you feel that the question prompts made sense to you and that you were able to 

answer them to the best of your ability? 
4. Do you feel making Design Log entries helps you to be reflective in your design efforts? 
5. Do you have any general comments about the Design Log? 

Thank you for your responses. Please pass me your Design Log.  
 
Have a great week! 
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Ejection Protocol 
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Ejection Protocol 

 
The following will be read at the end of the final day of data collection. 
 
I would just like to thank you all for participating in my study and allowing it to move forward. 
The contributions you have made will help to build an understanding of how design activities 
can foster the transfer of knowledge. I appreciate the hard work you have done and will continue 
to be in touch if you would like to read the results of my study. You may email me if you like if 
you have any ongoing questions about my study or what I found. I wish you all luck in your 
future endeavors and can’t thank you enough for working with me. Does anyone have any final 
questions for me? 
 
Pause for questions 
 
If there are no further questions please pass in your Design Logs to me. Thank you and have a 
great rest of your day. 
 
 Thank you again for your participation!  
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Content Validity Instrument 
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End of Work Session Phase 3 Protocol 
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End of Work Session Phase 3 Protocol 

 
The following will be read to participants at the end of each work session. 
 
Now that you are done working I would like you to please take 5 to 10 minutes to make a Design 
Log entry. If you have questions please refer back to the beginning of the log where you will find 
the directions. If you have any further questions feel free to raise your hand and I will come to 
you. 
 
Allow participants are to make a Design Log entry. Rove around the room as they work.  
 
As you finish please site quietly until everyone is done.  
 
Pause for the class to finish making their Design Log entries. 
 
I would like everyone to open their Design Log instrument and I will come around and take a 
picture of your entry. After I take the picture you may leave. Please remember not to lose your 
Design Log and to bring them back to class next week. Have a great week everyone and thank 
you for your continued participation in my study! 
 
Walk around to each participant and take a photo of their Design Log entries for that day. 
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Analysis Rubric  

Directions: Using the data provided please review each instance of knowledge transfer and identify which STEM content areas, if 
any, are being transferred.      
 
Definitions:  
 

Knowledge Transfer: Any knowledge, information, or past experiences that are abstracted by participants and used when 
trying to understand higher order concepts 
 
Abstraction: To abstract a principle is to identify a generic quality or pattern across instances of the principle. In formulating 
an abstraction, an individual deletes details across exemplars, which are irrelevant to the abstract category…These abstractions 
are represented in symbolic form and avoid contextual specificity so they can be applied to other instances or across situations. 
Because abstractions, or schemas, subsume related cases, they promote transfer 
 
 Example Abstraction:  
    Topic: Design an electrical circuit 
    Abstraction: Current follows the path of least resistance   
 

 
Analysis Rubric of Phase 3 Data  

Log Question Participant Log Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 
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Reliability Rubric 
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Reliability Rubric 

Directions: Using the data from the Analysis Rubric enter each abstraction that was identified for each participant in the Design Log. 
Enter this data into the “Reported” Column for the appropriate week. Then, enter all abstractions into the “Observed” column that 
were found in the Audio/Video transcripts but not found in the Design Log.        
 

 
Reliability Rubric  
Participant  Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 

Reported Observed Reported Observed Reported Observed Reported Observed Reported Observed Reported Observed Reported Observed 
A               

B               

C               

D               

E               

F               

G               

H               

I               
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Phase 1: Week One Field Note Protocol 
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Phase 1: Week Two Field Note Protocol 
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Observation (Date/Time): __________________________        Group: ___________________    
Area: S=Science T=Technology E=Engineering M=Mathematics  
Identify a problem 
either by observation 
or a human need 

Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 

Frame expectation for 
the final solution  

Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 

Investigate what is 
known about the 
problem  

Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 

Begin to carry out the 
study by developing 
alternate solutions to 
the problem 

Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 

Choose an 
appropriate solution 
from the alternate 
solutions that where 
developed previously  

Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 

Develop out the 
chosen solution 
including all sub-
components  

Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 

Model the chosen 
solution either by 
producing a product 
or by carrying out a 
procedure  

Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 

Check to see if your 
chosen solution meets 
the expectations that 
were identified earlier 

Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 

If the chosen solution 
does not meet 
expectations make 
any improvements 
necessary and present 
your findings 

Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
Area____ , Time ____ 
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Phase 1: Week Three Field Note Protocol 
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Observation (Date/Time): ___________________________        Group: __________________    
Area: S=Science T=Technology E=Engineering M=Mathematics  
(1) Identify a problem 
either by observation or a 
human need 
 

Design Phase ____, Area____ , Time ____ 
Topic: 

Known: 
 

Unknown: 

(2) Frame expectation for 
the final solution  

Design Phase ____, Area____ , Time ____ 
Topic: 

Known: Unknown: 

(3) Investigate what is 
known about the problem  

Design Phase ____, Area____ , Time ____ 
Topic: 

Known: Unknown: 

(4) Begin to carry out the 
study by developing 
alternate solutions to the 
problem 

Design Phase ____, Area____ , Time ____ 
Topic: 

Known: Unknown: 
 

( 5) Choose an 
appropriate solution from 
the alternate solutions 
that where developed 
previously  

Design Phase ____, Area____ , Time ____ 
Topic: 

Known: 
 

Unknown: 

(6) Develop out the 
chosen solution including 
all sub-components  

Design Phase ____, Area____ , Time ____ 
Topic: 

Known: Unknown: 

(7) Model the chosen 
solution either by 
producing a product or by 
carrying out a procedure  

Design Phase ____, Area____ , Time ____ 
Topic: 

Known: 
 

Unknown: 

(8) Check to see if your 
chosen solution meets the 
expectations that were 
identified earlier 

Design Phase ____, Area____ , Time ____ 
Topic: 

Known: 
 

Unknown: 

(9) If the chosen solution 
does not meet 
expectations make any 
improvements necessary 
and present your findings 

Design Phase ____, Area____ , Time ____ 
Topic: 

Known: 
 

Unknown: 
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Interrater Reliability Data Matrix 

Directions:  
 
 Step 1: Review the observation transcript and identify points of abstraction by circling   
  the line numbers that correspond to the abstraction. Be sure to identify entire  
  conversations and not just words.    
 
 Step 2: Fill out the Interrater Reliability Data Matrix by reporting the lines on which the   
  abstraction occurred, identify the abstraction and describe how it was used, and finally   
  define the abstraction as Science, Technology, Engineering, and/or Mathematics.          
 
If you have any questions please email me at figlian2@vt.edu or call me directly at 908-642-3133.    
 
Definitions:  
 

Knowledge Transfer: Any knowledge, information, or experiences that are abstracted by 
participants and used when trying to understand higher order concepts 
 
Abstraction: To abstract a principle is to identify a generic quality or pattern across instances of 
the principle. In formulating an abstraction, an individual deletes details across exemplars, which 
are irrelevant to the abstract category…These abstractions are represented in symbolic form and 
avoid contextual specificity so they can be applied to other instances or across situations. Because 
abstractions, or schemas, subsume related cases, they promote transfer 
 

Example Abstraction:  
      

13. Participant F: Cost, yea 
14. Participant I: Everybody worries about money 
15. Participant F: I think it’s not so much, I think we need to look at it from the point of view of life  
16. cycle cost, how much does it cost to build the thing, how much does it cost to stick it in, how  
17. much money are we going to get out of the thing from producing energy 
18. Participant I: So we will chuck that all into cost 
19. Participant F: It’s like the whole engineering economy aspect  
20. Participant I: Participant G you had to take, have you guys had to take engineering economy last 
21. semester? 
22. Participant G: Yea 
23. Participant I: Someone gets designated with looking at the payback 
24. Participant F: Yea I took it a while ago but I don’t remember anything about it right now 

 
 Group Lines Abstraction S-T-E-

M 
1 13-24 Cost - Possible constraint that was identified to help frame the argument 

to make a more accurate recommendation. Cost was derived from the 
concept of an engineering economy and a cost/benefit ratio so therefore 
participants used engineering and mathematics content. 

E & M 
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Interrater Reliability Data Matrix 
 Group Lines Abstraction S-T-E-M 

1    
2    
3    
4    
5    
6    
7    
8    
9    
10    
11    
12    
13    
14    
15    
16    
17    
18    
19    
20    
21    
22    
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Wind Power In Virginia: Governor Bob McDonald has expressed strong interest in establishing 
wind farms in the state as an important new industry. One of the key areas currently under 
consideration for a wind farm is off the Eastern Shore of Virginia, in the Atlantic and on Poor 
Mountain. The governor has asked your engineering consulting group to examine the feasibility 
of these projects and prepare a brief presentations for members of the state congress who will be 
asked to support the project. Wind energy is subject to a number of different controversies, 
including technical (can it really generate enough power to be worthwhile?), environmental (will 
it harm native wildlife?), and social (will it be an eyesore and destroy tourism?). 
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Team 1: Week 1 
 

Log Question Participant Log Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

C Weather 1,2,3 3 Weather, 
Environmenta
l, Install 
issues 
 
Lines 11-12 
(Green) 
72-73 (Teal) 

Weather Weather  What needed to be 
researched to help 
frame the argument to 
make a more accurate 
recommendation. 
Participants 
considered weather 
patterns in harnessing 
the maximum amount 
of wind energy. 
Weather patterns 
derive from science 
content. Technology 
and mathematics 
content were also used 
to determine to 
greatest wind potential 
energy.  

S – T – M  

G Weather NA 

I Weather NA 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

F Efficiency 
figures    

NA 3 Highly 
efficient, Size 
vs. efficiency  
 
Lines 66-68 
(Red) 

Statistical 
weather data 
from the 
ocean and 
compute 
watts per 
square meter 

Efficiency  What needed to be 
researched to help 
frame the argument to 
make a more accurate 
recommendation. 
Participants needed to 
understand how much 
energy could be 
produced from wind. 
This efficiency ratio 
(input vs. output) is a 
technology and 
engineering concept. 
Science and 
mathematics content 
was also used to 
calculate the ratio.   

S –T – E – M  
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List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

C Location  1,2,3 3 Amount of 
area, Finite, 
Maximum 
theoretical 
energy, 
Traffic 
(boats), 
Instillation 
costs, 
Assembly, 
International 
waters, 
Continental 
shelf, 
Environmenta
l impacts 
 
Lines 55-65, 
102-113, 119-
134 (Blue) 

Land, Area, 
How much 
area, 
Location, 
Available 
area, More 
available 
area in the 
ocean then 
on poor 
mountain so 
it’s a 
constraint, 
Comparison, 
Scale of 
project, 
Amount of 
land 

Location  Possible constraints 
that were identified to 
help frame the 
argument to make a 
more accurate 
recommendation. 
Participants had to 
weight their options to 
recommend either a 
land or sea based wind 
farm. This constraint 
involved considering 
construction, amount 
of land at each 
location, and 
environmental 
impacts. Participants 
used science, 
technology, and 
engineering concepts 
to understand this 
problem.  

S – T – E   
G Constraints were 

location 
NA 

I Available area NA 
F Locations NA 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

C Cost 1,2,3 3 Cost, money, 
life cycle 
cost, cost to 
build, cost to 
stick it in, 
payback, 
engineering 
economy, 
Design, Size, 
type, 
Weather, 
Economic life 
cycle, 
Environmenta
l and install 
issues, Land, 

Cost, 
Maintenance
, Money, 
Construction 
costs, How 
much will it 
cost, Money 
is a 
constraint, 
Scale of 
project, 
How much 
one turbine 
costs, 
Government 
subsidies, 

Cost 
    

What needed to be 
researched to help 
frame the argument to 
make a more accurate 
recommendation. 
Also, possible 
constraints that were 
identified to help 
frame the argument to 
make a more accurate 
recommendation. 
Participants needed to 
consider the cost vs. 
benefit of the project. 
Cost was derived from 
the concept of an 

T – E – M  
 G Cost NA 

I Cost NA 

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 

C Cost 1,2,3 3 
G Constraints were 

cost 
NA 
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failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

I Cost NA Government, 
Transmission 
lines, Life 
cycle energy 
production, 
Nuclear 
power plant  
 
Lines 13-24, 
69-98 
(Yellow) 
 
  

Available 
money, Cost 
to ship 
everything 
and people, 
Government 
involvement
, 
Profitability, 
Install cost 

engineering economy 
and a cost/benefit ratio 
so therefore 
participants used 
engineering, 
technology, and 
mathematics content.  
 
 

F Cost     NA 

Given your response 
to question three, 
what is your 
prediction of how 
each design 
constraint, design 
trade-off, or design 
failure will affect 
your final proposal? 
Explain your 
answer.    

C The project will 
have to be cost-
worthy   

1,2,3 3 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

C Environmental 
Effects 

1,2,3 3 Environmenta
l, Affects on 
animals, Eye 
sore, Tourism 
 
Lines 33-44  
(Turquoise) 

Winds 
change by 
season, 
Environmen
tal impact, 
Environmen
t, 
Environmen
tal affects  

Environme
ntal 
impacts 

What needed to be 
researched to help 
frame the argument to 
make a more accurate 
recommendation. 
Environmental effects 
deal with everything 
from the impact on 
ecosystems to the 
eventual recycling of 
materials. Therefore 
participants used 
science and 
technology content  

S – T  
 

G Environmental 
Effects 

NA 

I Environmental 
Effects 

NA 

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

C Environmental 
Effects 

1,2,3 3 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 

C Wind is a source 
of energy 

1,2,3 3 Efficiency, 
Energy, 
Design, 
Advantages, 

Brainstormi
ng, research, 
Basic 
understandin

Design General knowledge to 
understand wind 
power and how it 
works. This general 

S – T – E – M 
 

G/ What designs are 
out there /  

NA 3 
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Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

I I knew some 
possible designs 

NA  Disadvantage
s, Look into 
both projects, 
Actually 
doing at each, 
Who’s 
turbines there 
planning on 
using, 
Offshore 
types of 
windmills, 
Gigawatts 
 
Lines 25-32, 
119-134 
(Bright 
Green) 
 
 

g of 
windmills, 
Size, 
Construction
, 
Technology  

knowledge about 
energy is derived from 
science, technology, 
and engineering 
content. Design is a 
technology and 
engineering concept. 
Possible constraints 
that were identified to 
help frame the 
argument to make a 
more accurate 
recommendation. 
Participants had to 
consider what type of 
turbine would work 
best at each location 
which included 
considering assembly, 
efficiency, and 
durability. These 
concepts are derived 
from technology and 
engineering content. 
Mathematics content 
was also used to 
calculate various 
design issues.   

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

C Type of Turbine 1,2,3 3 

Given your response 
to question three, 
what is your 
prediction of how 
each design 
constraint, design 
trade-off, or design 
failure will affect 
your final proposal? 
Explain your 
answer.    

C The project will 
have to be 
feasible 

1,2,3 3 Tie into the 
power grid, 
atmospheric 
thermal 
warming, 
convenience 
 
Lines 45-54 
(Pink) 

Feasibility, 
Potential 
energy, 
Could 
produce 
20% of 
states 
power, 
Wind 
potential 
energy, 
Worthwhile  

Feasibility Criteria necessary for 
making a predication 
about the final 
solution. Participants 
needed to consider the 
feasibility of the 
project by looking at 
the cost vs. benefit. 
The feasibility of 
connecting the wind 
turbines to the power 
grid was also 

S – T – E – M 
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considered. This is 
content derived from 
an engineering 
economy and other 
STEM courses, 
therefore STEM 
content was used.     
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Team 1: Week 2 
 

Log Question Participant Log Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

 

E Wind Power Per 
Season 

3 3 Weather 
Patterns, 
Potential 
Wind, 
Average 
Wind Speed, 
Effect on TV 
Antennas  
 
Lines 2-17, 
107-146 
(Yellow) 

Weather Weather  Discussing the 
weather to identify the 
greatest wind potential 
energy when deciding 
which locations would 
be best and how the 
windmill will effect 
television reception. 
Science, technology, 
and mathematics 
content was used.  

S – T – M  

I We began to 
discuss the 
weather patterns 
in the ocean and 
coastal regions 

3 

F Weather is good   3 
Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic?  
(Content I knew) 

I Weather and 
potential 
energy/m2 in the 
ocean 

3 3 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic?  

C  Wind potential in 
ocean is great  

3 3 

E Wind power by 
session 

3 

I Weather on Poor 
Mountain 

3 
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(Content I did not 
Know) 

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

F Is 200 w/m2 
enough for a 
wind turbine 

3 3 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic?  
(Content I knew) 

C It could cost 
more to build in 
ocean  

3 3 Life cycle 
costs, 
Material, 
Recyclability, 
Maintenance, 
Break-even 
point 
 
Lines 18-20, 
34-53 (Bright 
Green) 

Cost, 
Maintenance
, Money, 
Construction 
costs, How 
much will it 
cost, Money 
is a 
constraint, 
Scale of 
project, 
How much 
one turbine 
costs, 
Government 
subsidies, 
Available 
money, Cost 
to ship 
everything 
and people, 
Government 
involvement
, 
Profitability, 
Install cost 

Cost Discussing the life 
cycle cost of the 
windmills at different 
locations. Technology 
content was used to 
determine the cost of 
materials and 
engineering content 
was used with 
mathematics content 
to generate the 
lifecycle costs of a 
wind turbine.   

T – E – M  

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic?  
(Content I did not 
know) 

I Cost 3 3 
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List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

C Cost Constraints 3 3  

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

 

E Environmental 
Impacts  

3 3 Environmenta
l Impacts, 
Noise, Eye 
Sore, CO2 
Production, 
Greenhouse 
Gasses, 
Nitrogen    
 
Lines 53-57, 
91-101 (Pink) 

Winds 
change by 
season, 
Environmen
tal impact, 
Environmen
t, 
Environmen
tal affects 

Environme
ntal 
Impacts  

Discussing how the 
windmills will affect 
the environment. 
Science and 
technology content 
were used to 
understand weather 
patterns and 
emissions.   

S – T  

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic?  
(Content I did not 
know) 

E Environmental 
Impacts 

3 3 

I Environmental 
Impacts 

3 

    3 Feasibility  
 
Lines 67-70 
(Red) 

Feasibility, 
Potential 
energy, 
Could 
produce 
20% of 
states 
power, 
Wind 
potential 

Feasibility  Discussing if the 
coastal project is even 
feasible. This included 
looking at all aspects 
of the coastal projects 
implementation.  
Therefore content was 
used from each STEM 
area.   

S – T – E – M 
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energy, 
Worthwhile 

    3 Designs, 
Rating, Size 
of unit, 
Alternate 
Designs, 
Power 
Production, 
Nuclear 
Power, 
Reliability 
 
Lines 72-76, 
149-188 
(Teal) 

Brainstormi
ng, research, 
Basic 
understandin
g of 
windmills, 
Size, 
Construction
, 
Technology 

Designs Discussing which 
design of windmill 
might work best, 
comparing windmills 
to other forms of 
energy, and discussing 
how much potential 
energy could be 
generated from wind 
power. Content from 
each STEM area was 
used to look at a broad 
range of turbine 
designs and how each 
works.  

S – T – E – M 

    3 Efficiency  
 
Lines 86 
(Dark 
Yellow) 

Statistical 
weather data 
from the 
ocean to 
compute 
watts per 
square meter 

Efficiency  Discussing the 
efficiency of the 
windmill. Science and 
technology content 
were used to generate 
statistical weather 
data. Then engineering 
and mathematics 
content was used to 
calculate the potential 
efficiency based on the 
computed watts per 
square meter of ocean 
water.    

S – T – E – M 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 

I Area 3 3 Available 
Land, 
Spacing, 
Land 
Analysis 
 
Lines 87-90 
(Blue) 

Land, Area, 
How much 
area, 
Location, 
Available 
area, More 
available 
area in the 
ocean then 

Location  Discussing how much 
land is available at 
both locations.  
Science, technology 
and engineering 
content knowledge 
was used to review the 
available area to 
choose a location 

S – T – E  
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Team 1 Week 3 
 
 

knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic?  
(Content I did not 
know) 

on poor 
mountain so 
it’s a 
constraint, 
Comparison, 
Scale of 
project, 
Amount of 
land 

which makes the most 
sense.  

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

E Land available 3 3 

 

Log Question Participant Log Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 

    3 Efficiency, 
Plant designs, 
Steam plant, 
Thermo 
dynamics, 
CO2 
production, 
Coal, Gas, 
Nuclear, 
Types of 
turbines, 
Turbine size, 
Transients, 
Reactive 
power, Offset 
of CO2 
output  
 
Lines 2-21, 

Which size 
turbine 
equates to 
the most 
efficiency 

Efficiency 
 

Discussing the 
efficiency of wind 
power as compared to 
coal, gas, and nuclear 
power. The 
conversation then 
changed to the 
scalability of wind 
turbines and the 
proportionate increase 
in power production 
based on size. A wind 
turbine also offsets it’s 
CO2 production in a 
half year. Content was 
used in science to 
understand the 
emissions of the 
energy sources, 

S – T – E – M 
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122-139, 358-
364 (Yellow) 

Technology was used 
to review various plant 
designs and how the 
plants function. 
Finally, engineering 
and mathematics were 
used to understand 
transients and reactive 
power.      

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

E Environmental 
Factors 

5 3 Environmenta
l Impacts, 
Killing birds, 
Construction, 
Erosion, 
Cleaner then 
coal, 
Endangered 
birds, Rain 
water 
funneling 
down, 
Landscaping, 
Broadcast 
antennas, 
Noise, 
Homes, 
Active 
vibration 
dampening, 
Fiberglass, 
Wave 
disruption     
 
Lines 22-46, 
88-113, 197-
215, 258-263 
(Bright 
Green) 

Myths, 
Birds got 
killed, 
Environmen
t was bad, 
Negative 
environment
al impact, 
Erosion, 
Possibly 
effect the 
environment 
in ways we 
hadn’t 
thought of, 
Bird deaths, 
Erosion 
could 
potentially 
be a limiting 
factor if it 
isn’t 
controlled, 
Active 
erosion 
controls, 
Bird deaths 
is a myth  

Environme
ntal 
Impacts 
 

Discussing the 
environmental impacts 
of wind farms. Wind 
turbines have been 
shown to kill a small 
number of birds flying 
and can cause erosion 
if not installed 
correctly. Certain 
engineering techniques 
can be used to negate 
the erosion problem. 
Landscaping can also 
be done around the 
turbine to decrease 
erosion. The area 
around the wind 
turbines was discussed 
to review its impact. 
People living in that 
area may complain 
about noise and 
broadcast equipment 
may be affected as 
well. Science content 
was used to 
understand the 
geological impacts of 
wind turbines on the 

S – T  

I Environmental 
Impacts 

3 

F Bird Deaths are a 
Myth, Quiet, 
Drastically 
Cleaner then 
Coal    

6 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

E Environmental 
Factors 

5 3 

F Erosion Issues 6 

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

I Some birds will 
get killed by 
blades 

3 3 

F Possible erosion 
issues 

6 
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Explain how these 
design constraints, 
design trade-offs, or 
design failures led 
you to change your 
proposal. 

F Active erosion 
control 

6 3 land and the biological 
impacts on birds. 
Technology content 
was used to 
understand the impact 
of wind turbines on 
electrical systems in 
the area.     

Given your response 
to question three, 
what is your 
prediction of how 
each design 
constraint, design 
trade-off, or design 
failure will affect 
your final proposal? 
Explain your 
answer.    

I I think that birds 
are not a huge 
problem so our 
proposal won’t 
change 

3 3 

F Recommend 
erosion 
monitoring 

6 

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

I Available Area  3 3 Locations, 
Wind maps, 
Scale, Acers, 
Weather, 
Reactive 
Power, 
Transmission 
lines, Homes, 
International 
waters, Navy   
 
Lines 47-70, 
167-188, 228-
240, 438-455 
(Turquoise)  

Area, 
Expand the 
project, 
Didn’t know 
how many 
wind 
turbines to 
put at each 
location, 
Build as 
many 
wherever we 
can 

Location 
 

Reviewing where 
would be the best 
place to put the wind 
farm based on wind 
map estimates of 
annual wind 
production. The scale 
of the project and the 
acreage used also 
affects the final 
location. Weather and 
the turbines proximity 
to transmission lines is 
also a determining 
factor in choosing a 
location. The number 
of homes at each site 
was also reviews as 
well as the legal 
ramifications of 
putting turbines in 
international waters. 
Science content 

S – T – E  
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knowledge was used 
to review wind maps 
to choose a location 
with maximum wind 
potential energy. 
Technology and 
engineering content 
knowledge was used 
to identify the most 
appropriate location 
for the project based 
on its impact to the 
local environment and 
its ability to tie into 
current systems.     

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

E Turbine Design 5 3 Designs, 
Alternate 
designs, 
Versatility, 
Efficiency, 
Weather, 
Scalability    
 
Lines 71-85, 
223-227 
(Pink)  

Wind power 
in general, 
Feasibility, 
Wind VAR, 
Power 
electronics 
package, 
Reactive 
power, How 
the grid 
actually 
works, How 
the  grid 
responds to 
wind power, 
Adjustable 
turbine 
blades to 
reduce 
damage, 
Size of 
turbines, 
Technology, 
Money math 

Design Discussing various 
wind turbine designs 
that are efficient and 
most resistant to bad 
weather such as 
tornadoes. This will 
help determine the 
scalability of various 
designs. Science 
content was used to 
understand weather 
patterns at various 
locations to determine 
the types of turbines 
that would work best. 
Technology, 
engineering, and 
mathematics content 
was used to review 
alternate designs 
which would 
hypothetically produce 
the maximum amount 
of power.   

S – T – E – M 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

C Wind turbines 
can be designed 
with movable 
blades to reduce 
high-wind 
damage 

3,4,5 3 

E Design 5 

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 

F Turbine size vs. 
Efficiency   

6 3 
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with during this 
work session. 

Explain how these 
design constraints, 
design trade-offs, or 
design failures led 
you to change your 
proposal. 

F Recommend 
large turbines 

6 3 

Given your response 
to question three, 
what is your 
prediction of how 
each design 
constraint, design 
trade-off, or design 
failure will affect 
your final proposal? 
Explain your 
answer.    

F Large turbines  6 3 

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

G Cost, feasibility, 
political support 

4,5 3 Cost, 
Competitive, 
Becoming 
cheaper, 
Technology, 
Budgetary 
constraints, 
Available 
money, Cost 
for 1 
windmill, 
Bulk 
discount, 
Government 
subsidies, 
Overhead 

Cost, 
Money, 
Profit, 
Overhead 
cost, 
Government 
support, 
Subsidies, 
Scaling and 
production 
can lower 
costs, 
Affordabilit
y, Cost of 
the project, 
Money is a 

Cost  
 

Discussing how wind 
energy has dropped in 
cost by 80% over the 
past 20 years and it is 
now competitive with 
other form of energy 
such as coal. As 
technology improves 
so will the cost of each 
wind turbine. 
Participants also 
discussed what one 
windmill would cost 
so that they could 
figure out what an 
entire wind farm 

T – E – M  

E Cost 5 

I Cost of 
Windmills 

3 

F Wind Turbine 
Cost are 
Dropping 

6 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 

G Knew some 
basics on cost, 
More specific 
cost figures and 
whether it could 
be funded 

4,5 3 

E Cost 5 
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Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

F Scaling and 
production can 
lower costs, 
Actual Cost 

6 cost, Break-
even point, 
Cost 
projection, 
Engineering 
economy, 
Maintenance, 
Cost analysis, 
Lifecycle 
cost, 
Profitability,    
 
Lines 115-
121, 159-166, 
241-256, 265-
275, 279-357, 
365-437 
(Red) 

controlling 
factor, 
Government 
grants and 
money, 30% 
of like 300 
or like 500 
million is a 
lot of 
money, 
Financially 
viable, The 
more you 
build the 
more money 
you can 
make, The 
project will 
pay itself off 
pretty 
quickly, 
Cost is not a 
barrier, 
Relationship 
between cost 
and size, 
Convincing 
the 
government 
that the 
project 
would be 
profitable, 
Time value 
of money 

would potentially cost. 
They found that the 
government would 
subsidies a percentage 
of the project so they 
began to consider how 
they would ask for the 
money and decided to 
do a lifecycle cost 
projection. 
Participants also 
looked at the 
profitability by 
reducing cost for the 
power company by 
using wind energy. 
Content in engineering 
was used by looking at 
the engineering 
economy and 
producing lifecycle 
cost projections. 
Mathematics content 
was used to develop 
the lifecycle 
projections and 
technology content 
was used to look at the 
cost vs. benefit of 
alternative designs.      

I If we can get 
gold substitutes, 
The Potential 
Profits, 
Maintenance 
Costs, Overhead 
Costs 

3 

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

C Budget 3,4,5 3 
G Constraints – 

Money, where to 
build it 

4,5 

I Cost 3 

Explain how these 
design constraints, 
design trade-offs, or 
design failures led 
you to change your 
proposal. 

C We are looking 
more into the 
costs and pay 
backs 

3,4,5 3 

E Budget 
Constraints 

5 

Given your response 
to question three, 
what is your 
prediction of how 
each design 
constraint, design 
trade-off, or design 
failure will affect 
your final proposal? 
Explain your 
answer.    

E Budget 
constraints will 
affect the scale 
of the project, 
less money = 
fewer turbines 

5 3 
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Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

I Weather 3 3 Weather, 
Wind speed, 
Potential 
wind energy  
 
Lines 140-
157 (Green) 

Storms Weather  
 

Discussing the 
weather at various 
locations and the 
potential wind energy. 
The range of average 
wind speed was also 
calculated. Science 
content was used to 
understand the 
weather patterns at 
various locations. 
Technology and 
mathematics content 
was used to generate a 
better understanding 
of wind potential 
energy.   

S – T – M  

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

F Few storms off 
VA 

6 3 
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Team 1 Week 4 
 

Log Question Participant Log Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

F Wind VAR 6 3 
 

Designs, New 
Model, 
Metric, 
Maintenance, 
Wind VAR, 
Stabilization 
of power 
grid, Power 
electronics, 
Voltage, 
Power factor, 
Installation, 
Modular 
construction, 
Transportatio
n of parts   
 
Lines 2-18, 
104-157 
(Yellow) 

Wind power 
in general, 
Feasibility, 
Wind VAR, 
Power 
electronics 
package, 
Reactive 
power, How 
the grid 
actually 
works, How 
the  grid 
responds to 
wind power, 
Adjustable 
turbine 
blades to 
reduce 
damage, 
Size of 
turbines, 
Technology, 
Money math 

Design Discussing a new 
model of wind turbine 
and converting its 
stated height to metric. 
Wind VAR was also 
discussed which, is a 
method of stabilizing a 
power grid through 
wind energy. Lastly, 
the construction and 
transportation of wind 
turbines was 
discovered to be a 
modular process. 
Science, technology, 
and engineering 
content were used to 
understand the 
benefits of different 
wind turbine 
configurations. 
Mathematics content 
was used to calculate 
the energy production 
of the wind turbine.     

S – T – E – M 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

F VAR and Grid 
dynamics   

6 

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

C Finish up cost 
discussion   

6 3 Cost, 
Government 
support, 
Overhead 
cost, 
Comparison, 
Instillation 

Cost, 
Money, 
Profit, 
Overhead 
cost, 
Government 
support, 

Cost 
 

Discussing the cost of 
the wind farm project 
compared to other 
countries that already 
have similar projects 
in place. Participants 
also discussed the 

T – E – M  

G Cost, 
Maintenance, 
Government 
Support 

5, 6 

E Cost, Profit 6 
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I Cost of 
Windmill, 
Overhead costs, 
Average profits, 
government 
support 

6 over time, 
Average cost 
of power, 
Instillation 
cost, Average 
cost per 
kilowatt hour, 
Reactive 
power, Profits  
 
Lines 19-70, 
95-102. 159-
340 (Bright 
Green) 

Subsidies, 
Scaling and 
production 
can lower 
costs, 
Affordabilit
y, Cost of 
the project, 
Money is a 
controlling 
factor, 
Government 
grants and 
money, 30% 
of like 300 
or like 500 
million is a 
lot of 
money, 
Financially 
viable, The 
more you 
build the 
more money 
you can 
make, The 
project will 
pay itself off 
pretty 
quickly, 
Cost is not a 
barrier, 
Relationship 
between cost 
and size, 
Convincing 
the 
government 

average cost of energy 
and tried to calculate it 
for a year. 
Mathematics content 
was used to calculate 
the average cost of 
energy for one year. 
Technology and 
engineering content 
was used to determine 
the overhead cost and 
lifecycle needs of 
wind turbines.   

F Economic 
viability        

6 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

C Had a good idea 
of the overall 
cost and profit of 
a single 
windmill,  The 
government will 
provide around 
30% of cost  

6 3 

G Government 
Support; Some 
Cost, Some 
specifics on cost 

5, 6 

I We knew the 
overhead costs – 
We figured out 
the average 
yearly profits 
and government 
support was 30% 
of costs 

6 

F Economic Data 6 

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

G Government 
Grants 

5, 6 3 

E Gov constraints 
30% 

6 

I Profits of 1 
million per year, 
government 
funds 30% 

6 
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F Cost, 
Government will 
subsidize 

6 that the 
project 
would be 
profitable, 
Time value 
of money 

Explain how these 
design constraints, 
design trade-offs, or 
design failures led 
you to change your 
proposal. 

G Gave more 
money available 
to spend 

5, 6 3 

E Increases scale, 
allows us to 
extend beyond 
the budget 

6 

F Build more 
turbines 

6 

Given your response 
to question three, 
what is your 
prediction of how 
each design 
constraint, design 
trade-off, or design 
failure will affect 
your final proposal? 
Explain your 
answer.    

E More windmills 6 3 
I It will allow us 

to build more 
windmills at a 
cheaper cost. It 
will be easier to 
convince the 
senate to support 
us if we will 
make money 

6 

F Build more 
turbines 

6 

    3 Location, 
Distance off 
shore, Cable 
resistance, 
Depth, 
Continental 
shelf, Anchor 
 
Lines 71-93 
(Turquoise)  

Area, 
Expand the 
project, 
Didn’t know 
how many 
wind 
turbines to 
put at each 
location, 
Build as 
many 
wherever we 
can 

Location 
 

Discussing the off 
shore project. Science, 
technology, and 
engineering content 
were used to 
determine the logistics 
of putting wind 
turbines off shore.  

S – T – E  
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Team 1 Week 5 
 

Log Question Participant Log Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 

 C  6, 7, 8 6 Environmenta
l Impacts, 
Kills birds, 
Counter 
arguments 
 
Lines 33-42, 
110-119 
(Yellow) 

Myths, 
Birds got 
killed, 
Environmen
t was bad, 
Negative 
environment
al impact, 
Erosion, 
Possibly 
effect the 
environment 
in ways we 
hadn’t 
thought of, 
Bird deaths, 
Erosion 
could 
potentially 
be a limiting 
factor if it 
isn’t 
controlled, 
Active 
erosion 
controls, 
Bird deaths 
is a myth 

Environme
ntal 
Impacts 
 

Discussing how to 
respond to arguments 
against wind energy. 
Science and 
technology content 
was used to develop 
counter arguments 
regarding the killing or 
animals 

S – T  

 G  6 
 E  6 

 I  6 

 F  NA 

 C  6, 7, 8 6 Cost, Money, 
Government 
support / 
subsidies  
 
Lines 50-54, 
62-67 (Bright 
Green) 

Cost, 
Money, 
Profit, 
Overhead 
cost, 
Government 
support, 
Subsidies, 

Cost 
 

Discussing the cost of 
wind energy and 
developing a counter 
argument by saying 
the government 
supports it. 
Technology, 
engineering, and 

T – E – M  

 G  6 
 E  6 

 I  6 

 F  NA 
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Scaling and 
production 
can lower 
costs, 
Affordabilit
y, Cost of 
the project, 
Money is a 
controlling 
factor, 
Government 
grants and 
money, 30% 
of like 300 
or like 500 
million is a 
lot of 
money, 
Financially 
viable, The 
more you 
build the 
more money 
you can 
make, The 
project will 
pay itself off 
pretty 
quickly, 
Cost is not a 
barrier, 
Relationship 
between cost 
and size, 
Convincing 
the 
government 
that the 
project 
would be 

mathematics content 
were used to create a 
cost/benefit 
comparison.  
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profitable, 
Time value 
of money 

 C  6, 7, 8 6 Designs, 
Lifecycle, 
Types, 
Prototypes, 
How wind 
energy works, 
Transient 
power 
 
Lines 57-58, 
79-94 
(Turquoise)  

Wind power 
in general, 
Feasibility, 
Wind VAR, 
Power 
electronics 
package, 
Reactive 
power, How 
the grid 
actually 
works, How 
the  grid 
responds to 
wind power, 
Adjustable 
turbine 
blades to 
reduce 
damage, 
Size of 
turbines, 
Technology, 
Money math 

Design Discussing the need to 
include a portion in 
their presentation 
about how wind 
energy works and 
various designs. 
STEM content was 
used to describe how 
wind energy works 
and its advantages.  

S – T – E – M 

 G  6 

 E  6 

 I  6 

 F  NA 
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Team 1 Week 6 
 

Log Question Participant Log Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

F Time value of 
money 

9 6 Cost, Cost vs. 
output, Cost 
vs. distance, 
Total output, 
Amount of 
turbines, 
Capacity, 
Material 
limitations, 
Fewer more 
powerful 
turbines, 
Other 
countries 
trials, Growth 
of wind 
energy 
profits, 
Overhead, 
Energy 
produced  
 
Lines 86-97, 
255-277, 426-
456, 531-552, 
571-593 
(Yellow) 

Cost, 
Money, 
Profit, 
Overhead 
cost, 
Government 
support, 
Subsidies, 
Scaling and 
production 
can lower 
costs, 
Affordabilit
y, Cost of 
the project, 
Money is a 
controlling 
factor, 
Government 
grants and 
money, 30% 
of like 300 
or like 500 
million is a 
lot of 
money, 
Financially 
viable, The 
more you 
build the 
more money 
you can 
make, The 
project will 
pay itself off 
pretty 

Cost 
 

Discussing the total 
output of wind energy 
factoring in the 
amount of turbines and 
the capacity for each. 
They went on to look 
at whether fewer more 
powerful turbines or 
more less powerful 
turbines was most cost 
effective. They finally 
looked at the 
comparison of what 
other countries have 
found with regards to 
the profitability of 
wind power. 
Technology content 
was used to review the 
materials strength of 
different wind turbine 
designs. Engineering 
and mathematics 
content was used to 
develop engineering 
economy figures with 
regard to lifecycle 
cost.     

T – E – M  

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

F Correlation 
between unit 
size/output + 
cost 

9 6 

Given your response 
to question three, 
what is your 
prediction of how 
each design 
constraint, design 
trade-off, or design 
failure will affect 
your final proposal? 
Explain your 
answer.    

F Appears to have 
a time value of 
money 
component – not 
sure 

9 6 
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quickly, 
Cost is not a 
barrier, 
Relationship 
between cost 
and size, 
Convincing 
the 
government 
that the 
project 
would be 
profitable, 
Time value 
of money 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

F Advantages of 
wind power 

9 6 Feasibility, 
Advantages, 
Stabilizing 
the power 
grid, 
Producing 
reactive 
power with 
no wind, 
Extremely 
low 
greenhouse 
gas 
production  
 
Lines 460-
476 (Bright 
Green) 

Feasibility, 
Advantages, 
Reactive 
power, 
Wind VAR 

Feasibility 
 

Discussing the 
advantages of wind 
power for the final 
project presentation. 
STEM content 
knowledge was used 
to develop a list of 
advantages based on 
environmental 
impacts, technological 
impacts, and economic 
impacts.  

S – T – E – M 

    6 Efficiency, 
Advantages, 
Greenhouse 
production, 
Lifecycle, 
Power 
generation, 

Which size 
turbine 
equates to 
the most 
efficiency 

Efficiency  
 

Discussing the 
efficiency of wind 
power over the 
lifecycle compared to 
other forms of energy. 
Efficiency was 
calculated using 

S – T – E – M 
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Planetary 
entropy   
 
Lines 477-
501 
(Turquoise)  

mathematics content 
and based on several 
energy sources. 
Science, technology, 
and engineering 
content were used to 
develop a list of 
advantages based on 
efficiency.    

    6 Environmenta
l Impacts, 
Life cycle 
greenhouse 
gas 
production, 
CO2 offset, 
Recyclable 
material, 
Erosion, 
Killing birds, 
Noise, Eye 
sore, 
Misconceptio
ns, Counter 
arguments    
 
Lines 502-
526, 594-610, 
634-642 
(Pink) 

Myths, 
Birds got 
killed, 
Environmen
t was bad, 
Negative 
environment
al impact, 
Erosion, 
Possibly 
effect the 
environment 
in ways we 
hadn’t 
thought of, 
Bird deaths, 
Erosion 
could 
potentially 
be a limiting 
factor if it 
isn’t 
controlled, 
Active 
erosion 
controls, 
Bird deaths 
is a myth 

Environme
ntal 
Impacts  
 

Discussing the 
environmental 
advantages of wind 
power including low 
greenhouse gas 
emissions and that 
wind turbines are 
made of recyclable 
materials. They went 
on to discuss counter 
arguments and 
misconceptions that 
people have about 
wind energy. Science 
content was used to 
understand the 
greenhouse gas 
emissions, erosion, 
and impacts on 
animals. Technology 
content was used to 
understand the 
material advantages of 
wind energy.     

S – T  
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Appendix U 

Data Matrix Team 2 
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Exercise for Bone Health: A recent report in the New York Times raised questions about the 
types of exercise individuals should engage in to maintain healthy bones. Confused by the 
conflicting findings reported in the magazine, a group of family physicians has asked your 
biomechanics research group to come give a talk at their next monthly meeting. They’d like your 
group to give them guidelines that they can use for recommending exercise programs for their 
older patients in particular. Note that these doctors are general practitioners, not orthopedists or 
gerontologists or related specialists. They are concerned both about what kinds of exercise will 
help their patients and about what exercises they can reasonably expect their patients to engage 
in. 
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Team 2: Week 1 
 

Log Question Participant Log Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 

    3 Requirements
, Research, 
Figure out 
what we are 
doing, 
Individual 
research, The 
problem, 
Meeting, 
Background  
 
Lines 2-12, 
40-79 

 Design 
Process 

Participants discussed 
how they should begin 
reviewing the problem 
and how to ultimately 
find a solution. 
Science and 
mathematics content 
were used to help 
participants 
understand the 
technical aspects of 
the problem of bone 
density. Technology 
and engineering were 
used to describe the 
design process being 
used. 

S – T – E – M 

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

A  NY Times article 
(What causes 
bones to be 
stronger/weaker)
,  bone fluids  

1, 3  3 Running, 
joints, knees, 
hips, energy, 
brisk 
walking, 
swimming, 
resistance, 
water 
aerobics, 
mechanisms, 
fluid in 
bones, 
designing 
exercise   

Preliminary 
ideas, What 
information 
there is, 
Basic ideas, 
Frame the 
criteria, Find 
articles, 
information, 
Audience, 
Research, 
Bone 
strength 
exercises, 

Exercise 
Rigor   

What needed to be 
researched to help 
frame a bone health 
exercises routine. 
Bone strength and 
exercise derive from 
anatomy and 
physiology as well as 
biology content. 
Participants therefore 
pulled knowledge 
from science. 
Participants also used 
engineering content to 

E - S 

D Bone strength, 
what exercises 
affect it 

3 

H NY Times article 
(Article about 
designing 
exercises to 
increase bone 
health) 

3 
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Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

A  More explosive 
activities seem to 
be better for 
bones, 
Swimming and 
cycling is bad 
possible  

1, 3 / 3 / 
3 

3  
Lines 15-39 
(Yellow) 

Physical 
aspect of the 
workout, 
Elderly 
could do, 
Intense, 
Accessibilit
y, 
Constraints,  

conceptualize the 
problem and aid in its 
development     

D Bone strength 
exercises 

 

H Bone strength 
exercises 
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Team 2: Week 2 
 

Log Question Participant Log Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

A Nutrition 2 3 
 

Supplements, 
Calcium, 
Exercising, 
Genetics   
 
Lines 6-10, 
23-29, 126-
131 (Yellow) 

Supplements
, Affective 

Supplemen
ts 
 

Discussing how 
supplements could be 
used in conjunction 
with traditional 
exercises to increase 
bone health. 
Knowledge was used 
primarily from 
anatomy and 
physiology therefore 
the primary content 
area used was science.  

S 

Explain how these 
design constraints, 
design trade-offs, or 
design failures led 
you to change your 
proposal. 

A Maybe include 
something on 
supplements 

2 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

B Exercises, Best 
exercises 

2 3 
 

Exercise 
Rigor, High 
Impact, Low 
Impacts, 
Older People, 
Power 
Walking, 
Dancing, 
Tennis, 
Walking up 
stairs, 
Exercise 
impact, 
Swimming, 
Front leg 
muscles, 
Bone 
structure 
deformation 
to increase 

Journal 
sources, 
Technology, 
Biology, 
Anatomy, 
Bone 
density 
exercises, 
Strength 
exercises, 
Best 
exercises     

Exercise 
Rigor 
 

Discussing the level of 
difficulty (impact) that 
a person should be 
exposed to when 
trying to increase bone 
density. Participants 
reviewed different 
types of exercises and 
their ability to increase 
bone density. 
Participants used 
engineering content to 
conceptualize the 
problem and aid in its 
development. They 
also used science 
content to understand 
which exercises would 
be most beneficial for 
bone health.      

E - S 

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

A Intensity 2 
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Given your response 
to question three, 
what is your 
prediction of how 
each design 
constraint, design 
trade-off, or design 
failure will affect 
your final proposal? 
Explain your 
answer.    

A Direct us away 
from certain 
exercises and 
towards a 
possible workout 
routine 

2 bone density, 
Normal force, 
Bone bending 
 
Lines 13-22, 
97-115 
(Bright 
Green) 

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

A Framing solution 2 3 Problem 
statement, 
Steps 1/2/3, 
Frame the 
problem, 
Presentation, 
Marketing, 
technical, 
friendly 
version  
 
Lines 31-44, 
116-125  

Preliminary 
ideas, 
Research, 
things that it 
had to be, it 
didn’t have 
to be, 
Interchangea
ble, Figure 
out what 
must be 
present for it 
to work, 
Frame the 
criteria, 
Technology 

Design 
Process 

Participants discussed 
where they were in the 
overall design process 
and how to proceed. 
They also discussed 
how they would 
eventually present the 
results and the need to 
market the information 
correctly and in a 
friendly way. Science 
and mathematics 
content were used to 
help participants 
understand the 
technical aspects of 
the problem of bone 
density. Technology 
and engineering were 
used to describe the 
design process being 
used.  

S – T – E – M 

B frame criteria for 
the final solution 

2 

H Framing solution  2 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 

A  What constraints 
should be 
(values)   

2  3 Exercise 
Constraints, 
Length of 

Research, 
Constraints, 
Audience, 

Exercise 
Constraints 

Participants reviewed 
constraints that would 
influence their 

S – T – E – M  
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one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

B Osteoporosis is 
when people 
have weak 
bones,  How to 
prevent 
osteoporosis 

2 time, 
Frequency of 
exercises, 
Physical 
Limitations, 
How 
strenuous, 
Amount of 
Impact, 
Rigor, 
Accessibility 
to equipment, 
Instruction, 
Programs, 
Community 
Center, 
Osteoporosis, 
Women, 
Small bone 
density, Post-
Menopausal 
women 
 
 
Lines 45-68, 
79-96, 134-
148 
(Turquoise)  

Osteoporosi
s, Problems 
with bones, 
Limited 
mobility, 
Journal 
Entries, 
Elderly, 
Bone 
density in 
elderly 
women was 
generally 
worse than 
men, 
Location, 
Restrict our 
solution, 
Accessibilit
y, Amount 
of exercise, 
Bone 
Health, 
Frequency, 
Workout 
programs, 
Equipment, 
Varying 
bone 
density, 
Different 
exercises for 
different 
people based 
on 
individual 
bone 
density, 
Multiple 
regiments     

exercise 
recommendations. 
These constraints 
included the 
accessibility to 
facilities, frequency 
and rigor of exercises, 
and pre-existing 
conditions. 
Participants used 
content in science to 
understand the affect 
pre-existing conditions 
can have on 
exercising. They also 
used Engineering 
content to 
conceptualize the 
problem and aid in its 
development. 
Technology and 
Mathematics content 
was also used to help 
with the logistics and 
frequency of the 
exercise regimens.    

H War Memorial 
accessibility for 
Blacksburg 
residence   

2 

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

A  Frequency,  
Accessibility    

2  

B One was 
accessibility of 
whatever 
solution we 
implement; 
people need to 
be able to do this 
in the 
Blacksburg 
community 

2 

H Frequency of 
exercising, 
accessibility to 
equipment, 
programs 

2 

Given your response 
to question three, 
what is your 
prediction of how 
each design 
constraint, design 
trade-off, or design 
failure will affect 
your final proposal? 
Explain your 
answer.    

H The constraints 
will direct us 
toward a less 
vague and 
general solution 

2 
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Team 2: Week 3 
 

Log Question Participant Log Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

B What will be 
done at each 
meeting 

3 3 Framed out, 
Criteria, 
Solution, 
Negotiation, 
Sources, 
Recommenda
tions, 
Presentation, 
Identified the 
problem, 
Investigated 
what was 
known, 
Develop 
alternate 
solution,   
 
Lines 2-6, 31-
83 

Design 
project 
poster, 
Group 
information, 
What 
needed to be 
worked on, 
who needed 
to speak, 
Introducing 
the project, 
Objectives, 
Criteria, 
Research, 
Presentation, 
Solution, 
Maximize 
time, 
Specific 
audience, 
Technical 

Design 
Process 

Participants were 
discussing what they 
know about the 
problem and what is 
left to do. They have 
already framed the 
problem and know 
they need to develop 
their alternate solution. 
Science and 
mathematics content 
were used to help 
participants 
understand the 
technical aspects of 
the problem of bone 
density. Technology 
and engineering were 
used to describe the 
design process being 
used. 

S – T – E – M 

H Meeting 
objectives for 
next meeting    

3 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

B What had to be 
done still at each 
meeting,  
presentation    

3 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

H Various 
exercises, 
Science of bone 
density, 
Locations for 
workouts 

3 3 Exercise 
Constraints, 
Access to 
local gyms, 
Implementati
on, aerobics 
classes, 
Swimming 
Pool   
 
Lines 7-30 
(Turquoise)  

Audience, 
Locally, 
Different 
exercises, 
Different 
ways, 
different 
instances, 
Affect 
everyone in 
a different 
way, 
Conflicting 

Exercise 
Constraints  
 

Discussing the actual 
implementation of the 
exercise 
recommendation. 
Specifically 
accessibility to 
facilities and creating 
a workout plan that 
could be used by 
patients with pre-
existing conditions or 
physical limitations. 
Participants used 

S – T – E  
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List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

B  The physical 
capabilities of 
patients. Maybe 
being able to do 
one exercise very 
well, but maybe 
not participate in 
another  

3  solutions, 
locations, 
Pre-existing 
conditions, 
Solution 
tailored to 
each case, 
Every 
person is 
different, 
One 
workout 
plan may 
not be 
suitable for 
everyone, 
Physical 
capabilities, 
Access 

content in science to 
understand the affect 
pre-existing conditions 
can have on 
exercising. They also 
used Engineering 
content to 
conceptualize the 
problem and aid in its 
development. 
Technology content 
was used to help with 
the logistics of 
implementing the 
exercise regimens.    

H The physical 
capabilities of 
the audience 

3 

Explain how these 
design constraints, 
design trade-offs, or 
design failures led 
you to change your 
proposal. 

B  It changed our 
thinking of the 
proposal because 
instead of having 
one set solution 
we could have 
multiple options  

3  

H Need more 
exercise regimes 
to deal with 
varying bone 
health in 
individuals 

3 

Given your response 
to question three, 
what is your 
prediction of how 
each design 
constraint, design 
trade-off, or design 
failure will affect 
your final proposal? 
Explain your 
answer.    

H This will lead to 
a better solution 
to serve a larger 
range of people 

3 
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Team 2: Week 4 
 

Log Question Participant Log Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

A Sources; Poster 
construction 

3, 4, 5, 6 3, 4, 5 Poster slide, 
Final 
solution, 
Presentation, 
Journals, 
References, 
Audience, 
Terminology, 
Background 
knowledge, 
Solution, 
Organization, 
Consensus, 
Problem 
statement, 
Introduction, 
Sources, 
Bibliography, 
Graphs, 
Tables, 
Abstract, 
Requirements
, Constraints, 
specifications   
 
Lines 13-58, 
373-403, 410-
469 

Building the 
poster, 
Categories, 
Introduction, 
objectives, 
Criteria, 
Research, 
Analysis, 
Presentation, 
Final 
solution, 
Technical 

Design 
Process 

Participants were 
discussing the criteria 
for their final solution 
and what should be 
presented and show as 
their final solution. 
Science and 
mathematics content 
were used to help 
participants 
understand the 
technical aspects of 
the problem of bone 
density. Technology 
and engineering were 
used to describe the 
design process being 
used. 

S – T – E – M 

B Solution,  When 
to design the 
poster   

3, 4, 5 

H Poster layout     4, 5 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

H Final Solution;  
Presentation     

4, 5 

A Final sources; 
Poster sections; 
Final exercise 
breakdown   

3, 4, 5, 6 

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 

D  What exercises 
increase bone 
density   

4, 5  3, 4, 5 Exercise 
Rigor, Length 
of exercise, 
Frequency, 
Rigor, Impact 

Research, 
Knew most 
of the 
exercises, 
What 

Exercise 
Rigor 
 

While discussing the 
impact level that 
would best foster bone 
density growth. 
Various exercises 

E – S  
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discussed during this 
work session.    

H Exercises 
effective for 
increasing bone 
density 

4, 5 level, 
Jumping, Pre-
existing 
conditions, 
Impact, 
Balance, 
Weight 
baring 
exercises, 
Water 
aerobics, 
Gardening, 
Stair 
climbing, 
High impact, 
Muscles, 
Jogging, 
Jumping 
rope, Work, 
Dancing, 
Osteoblast, 
Bone cells, 
Stress, Rotate 
exercise 
program, 
Coordination, 
Prevent falls, 
non-impact 
activities, 
Posture, 
Cycling, Core 
joints, Joint 
intensive, 
Aerobics,   
 
Lines 61-63, 
71-178, 198-
272 (Bright 
Green) 

exercise you 
have, How 
much, How 
long    

were discussed and 
debated for their 
usefulness in 
achieving this goal. 
Participants used 
engineering content to 
conceptualize the 
problem and aid in its 
development. They 
also used science 
content to understand 
which exercises would 
be most beneficial for 
bone health.      

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

D High impact 
exercises are 
good 

4, 5 

B Conflicting 
solutions (Water 
exercise) 

3, 4, 5 

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

B Doing these 
exercises might 
make another 
ailment they 
have worse 

3, 4, 5 

H Some people 
have better bone 
health than 
others 

4, 5 
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Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

B Basic 
background on 
osteoporosis 
exercises, 
People’s other 
ailments can get 
in the way of 
solutions 

3, 4, 5 3, 4, 5 Exercise 
Constraints, 
Accessibility, 
Do at home, 
Running, 
Jumping, 
Frequency, 
Aerobic 
muscle 
strength 
 
Lines 64-70. 
179-191 
(Turquoise)   
 
 

Location, 
Audience, 
Different 
exercises, 
Different 
ways, 
Different 
intensities, 
Affect 
everyone in 
a different 
way, 
Conflicting 
solutions, 
Availability, 
Peoples 
aliments 
could be a 
big factor, 
Solution 
tailored to 
individual 
cases, 
Physical 
capabilities, 
Access   

Exercise 
Constraints 

While discussing 
patients’ accessibility 
to facilities to conduct 
their exercise 
programs. The length 
and frequency of 
exercises was also 
discussed to achieve 
the best possible 
results. Participants 
used content in science 
to understand the 
affect pre-existing 
conditions can have on 
exercising. They also 
used Engineering 
content to 
conceptualize the 
problem and aid in its 
development. 
Technology and 
Mathematics content 
was used to help with 
the logistics of 
implementing the 
exercise regimens.    

S – T – E – M 

H Exercises, 
Frequency of 
exercises; 
Locations 

4, 5 

D Specific 
exercises, 
Frequency-
Duration of 
exercises 

4, 5 

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

B How we should 
group 
suggestions  

3, 4, 5 3, 4, 5 Exercise 
Plans, Work 
out plan, 
Customizable
, Categories, 
Jumping, 
Climbing 
stairs, 
Walking, 
Jogging, 
Gardening, 

Information 
that would 
help bone 
density, 
Kinds of 
exercises, 
Specific 
exercises, 
Exercise 
plan, Other 
exercises 

Exercise 
Plans 

While discussing the 
groups’ final solution. 
After considering 
several exercises and 
those with pre-existing 
conditions, the group 
decided to make a 
three-tiered plan 
which doctors can use 
to make exercise 
recommendations on a 

S – T – E   

D How we can 
organize our 
recommendation, 
Solution – 
“Guidelines” so 
that doctor can 
make a tailored 
solution 

4, 5 
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Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

A High impact 
exercises for 
bones, low 
impact for those 
who can’t do 
them 

3, 4, 5, 6 Classes, 
Water 
aerobics, Step 
aerobics, 
Dance class, 
Intensity, 
Guidelines, 
Specific 
programs, 
Low intensity 
option, High 
intensity 
option, 
Patient 
specific, 
Strength 
training, 
Things you 
can do on 
your own, 
Things you 
can do in a 
group or 
class, Don’t 
directly affect 
bone density 
but help 
prevent 
injury,   
 
Lines 273-
330, 404-409 
(Gray) 

might 
actually help 
in the long 
term but 
might not 
directly 
affect bone 
health, One 
workout is 
not going to 
be suitable 
for 
everyone,  
Gym 
exercises, 
Non-gym 
exercises, 
Group into 
levels, 
intensity, 
and access 
to 
equipment, 
Suggestions 
or 
guidelines, 
General 
instead of 
specific, 
Broad range 
of exercise, 
Increase 
ability to 
exercise, 
More 
intensive 
exercises, 

case by case basis. 
Participants used 
content in science to 
make a three tiered 
exercise 
recommendation based 
on bone density needs 
and accessibility to 
equipment. 
Technology and 
engineering content 
was used to help 
conceptualize the 
problem and to help 
with the logistics of 
implementing the 
exercise regimen. 
 
 

B How to group 
our findings 

3, 4, 5 

List any design 
constraints, design 
trade-offs, or design 
failures that you 
were confronted 
with during this 
work session. 

A Some exercises 
may not help 
bone density, but 
may help in 
leading to be 
able to do other 
exercises 

3, 4, 5, 6 

B Each patients 
specific case 

3, 4, 5 

D Cannot make one 
exercise plan to 
work for 
everyone 

4, 5 

Explain how these 
design constraints, 
design trade-offs, or 
design failures led 
you to change your 
proposal. 

A Exercises should 
be able to be 
done without 
access to a gym 

3, 4, 5, 6 

B Instead of having 
one definitive 
solution, we 
decided to make 
them more like 
the suggestions 

3, 4, 5 
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D We decided to 
make guidelines 
instead of a 
workout plan so 
the doctor can 
make the specific 
exercise plan 

4, 5 People who 
can’t use the 
gym, People 
who 
wouldn’t be 
able to do 
the 
exercises, 
Not one 
single 
solution, 
Safety, 
Doctors 
could tailor 
exercises to 
specific 
patients     

H Need multiple 
exercises to cater 
to people with 
various bone 
health 

4, 5 

Given your response 
to question three, 
what is your 
prediction of how 
each design 
constraint, design 
trade-off, or design 
failure will affect 
your final proposal? 
Explain your 
answer.    

A The final 
proposal will 
have several 
categories of 
exercises and 
many options. 
There should be 
several exercises 
that can be done 
without access to 
equipment 

3, 4, 5, 6  

B It will make our 
proposal a little 
more vague, but 
at least we can 
have researched 
solutions that 
doctors can pick 
from for their 
patients 

3, 4, 5 

D Our proposal 
will be more 
general and less 
specific then we 
originally knew 

4, 5 
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H Makes final 
solution need to 
be flexible to 
deal with people 
with varying 
bone densities 

4, 5 

    3, 4, 5 Age groups, 
Children, 
Teens, 
Adults, 
Young adults 
late 20’s to 
early 30’s, 
Middle aged 
or older 
adults after 
40, Elderly 
 
Lines 332-
351 (Teal) 

 Age Range 
For Elderly 
Adults 

While discussing 
various exercises the 
group decided to look 
into what defines an 
elderly person. To this 
end an age range was 
identified and elderly 
people were defined as 
those above the age of 
40. Science and 
mathematics content 
was used to review 
what makes a person 
elderly from a 
physiological 
standpoint.  

S – M  
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Team 2: Week 5 
 

Log Question Participant Log Entry Design Phase Triangulation Data Abstraction Inference Content Code 
(S-T-E-M) Reported Observed Audio/Video Interviews 

Look at your notes 
on the previous 
page, then identify 
and list the main 
topics that were 
discussed during this 
work session.    

A Poster 
development 

5, 6 5, 6 Poster, 
Introduction, 
Abstract, 
Conclusions, 
Frame the 
problem, 
Objective, 
Method, 
Tables and 
graphs, 
Limitations, 
Requirements
, Criteria, 
Solution, 
Research, 
Identify the 
problem, 
Investigate 
what is 
known, 
Develop 
alternate 
solutions, 
Choose 
appropriate 
solution, 
Presentation, 
Problem 
statement, 
Bullet points, 
Layout, 
Limitations, 
Constraints, 
Groups, 
Logistics, 
Sources, 

Poster, 
Categories, 
Information, 
Presentation, 
Introduction, 
Objectives, 
Criteria, 
Structure, 
Research, 
Solutions, 
Maximize 
time, 
Technical 

Design 
Process 

Participants discussed 
their final poster 
presentation and all 
the elements that 
needed to be discussed 
and presented. Science 
and mathematics 
content were used to 
help participants 
understand the 
technical aspects of 
the problem of bone 
density. Technology 
and engineering were 
used to describe the 
design process being 
used. 

S – T – E – M 

B Design project 
poster; 
Objectives/Abstr
act/Criteria; 
Research; 
Solution/Suggest
ion/Logistics 

7 

D How to make the 
poster slide 

5 

H Final 
Presentation 

5 

Considering the 
main topics you 
listed in question 
one, describe what 
Science, 
Technology, 
Engineering, and 
Mathematics 
(STEM) content you 
knew and what 
STEM content you 
did not know about 
each topic? 

B Content to put on 
poster;  How to 
group content; 
Titles of 
groupings 

7 
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Summarize 
sources,   
 
Lines 2-198, 
214-282, 307-
331, 352-436 

 A  5, 6  5, 6 Exercise 
Plans, 
Organization, 
General, 
Time 
modifier, 
Genetics,  
 
Lines 199-
213 (Gray) 

 Exercise 
Plans  

Discussing making the 
final solution as a set 
of general 
recommendations that 
doctors can use with 
patients on a case by 
case basis to foster 
increased bone 
density. Pre-existing 
conditions and 
genetics also play a 
factor in each case. 
Participants used 
content in science to 
make a three tiered 
exercise 
recommendation based 
on bone density needs 
and accessibility to 
equipment. 
Technology and 
engineering content 
was used to help 
conceptualize the 
problem and to help 
with the logistics of 
implementing the 

S – T – E – M 

 B  7 
 D  5 
 H  5 
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exercise regimen. 
Mathematics content 
was used to develop a 
time modifier based on 
age.    

 A  5, 6  5, 6 Logistics, 
Suggestions, 
Local 
implementati
on, Things 
that can be 
done at home, 
Things you 
go to the gym 
for, Tennis 
court 
 
Lines 283-
306 (Dark 
Yellow)  

 Logistics  Discussing how the 
exercise plan will 
actually be 
implemented once 
doctors give it to 
patients. This includes 
access to local gyms 
and things that patients 
can do on their own. 
Technology and 
engineering content 
was used to help 
conceptualize the 
problem and to help 
with the logistics of 
implementing the 
exercise regimen. 

T – E   
 B  7 
 D  5 
 H  5 

 A  5, 6 5, 6 Exercise 
Rigor, High 
impact 
exercises, 
Strength 
training, 
Promote 
regular 
health, Yoga, 
Preventative 
exercise, 
Bending, 
Running, 
Jumping 
 
Lines 332-
351 (Bright 
Green) 

 Exercise 
Rigor 

Discussing the impact 
of exercises relative to 
an increase in bone 
density. The group 
was making a final 
validation of the 
chosen solution and its 
tiered rigor system. 
Participants used 
engineering content to 
conceptualize the 
problem and aid in its 
development. They 
also used science 
content to understand 
which exercises would 
be most beneficial for 
bone health.       

E – S  

 B  7 
 D  5 
 H  5 
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Appendix V 

 
Final Design Log Instrument  
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Design Log  
  
 
 

Design Project: ___________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name: __________________________ 
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1 

9 

8 

7 

6 5 

4 

3 

2 
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Background:  
 
Design and Inquiry are processes that we use every day to either solve a human need or better understand the world 
around us. Design helps to solve human problems and recreate a world that fits our needs. In this effort, we use 
tools and materials to purposefully construct artifacts and systems that meet those needs. Inquiry helps to better 
understand the natural world and make sense of it. To make sense of the natural world experiments are conducted 
that are meant to answer some hypothesis about how a natural phenomena occurs. Design and Inquiry have a 
unique relationship in that Inquiry is an inherent process within design. The image found on the previous page and 
on all subsequent pages is a combined process incorporating both elements of design and inquiry. As you go 
through the formal process of design mini-inquiry experiments occur to better understand how certain design 
considerations will work in the system. An example could be generating a hypothesis regarding the tensile strength 
of a material and then testing that hypothesis before incorporating that material into the design.      
  
Directions:  
 
At the beginning of each work session, open to a new Design Log page. Here you will find a space to take notes 
while you work. These notes are meant to help you answer the prompting questions at the end of your work 
session. At the conclusion of your work session take five to ten minutes to respond to the prompting questions. 
Begin by identifying which phase(s) of the design process you are currently engaged in. Do this by circling the 
phase(s) on the Technological Design/Inquiry Loop found on the same page as the notes, then respond to the 
questions. Respond to the questions to the best of your ability and as completely as possible. When you are done 
please sit quietly until everyone has finished.  
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Notes: 
 

Which phase(s) of the design process are you currently engaged in? Please circle the phase(s).  

1 

8 

7 

6 5 

4 

3 

2 9 
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1. Look at your notes on the previous page, then identify and list the main topics 
that were discussed during this work session.    

 
 
 

 
 

2. Considering the main topics you listed in question one, describe what Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) content you knew and 
what STEM content you did not know about each topic?  
 

Content I Knew Content I Did Not Know 
  

 
3. List any design constraints, design trade-offs, or design failures that you were 

confronted with during this work session.  
 
 
 
 
 

4. Explain how these design constraints, design trade-offs, or design failures led 
you to change your thinking of the project. 

 
 
 
 

5. Given your response to question three, what is your prediction of how each 
design constraint, design trade-off, or design failure will affect your final 
proposal? Explain your answer.    
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